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PREFACE 
By far the largest and most important library collection of materials 
on Southeast Asia
.
in the United States is that of the Library of Congress; 
and of the several American libraries which are currently acquiring or 
maintaining such materials, that Library has much the most active program 
of accessions. The work of the Library of Congress in this field is therefore 
necessarily of interest to all who a.re participating in the task of building 
up in this country adequate resources for research and training on Southeast 
Asia. 
In charge of the Southeast Asian section of the Division of Orientalia 
of the Library of Congress is Dr. Cecil Hobbs, a scholar who began his career 
as a student of Burma. Since the war he has made two trips through the 
region to search out important sources of material and to develop arrange­
ments which would permit not only his own institution but also other libraries 
to acquire Southeast Asian materials from the area in as expeditious and 
systematic a manner as possible. On each trip he has kept a log recounting 
his activities and impressions, country by country. These informal reports 
give some insight into the specific conditions for study and research in the 
region and describe fac· means.ilities and for the acquisition of books, 
pamphlets, periodicals, government reports,.· maps, and other items of interest 
to Americans working on Southeast Asia. 
The account of Dr. Hobbs' first trip appeared in this Cornell Data Paper
series in 1952. Its reception warrants the issuing, in a similar form, of 
this report on· his second trip. The present e.c' stands as written bycount 
Dr. Hobbs except that in order to achieve some brevity certain sections have 
been omitted as being of interest chiefly to members of the Library of Congress 
staff who have access to the full original report. ·
Lauriston Sharp 
Director 
Southeast Asia Program 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 
December, 1953 
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' 
lo BURMA 
Leaving Washington by Eastern Airlines at about 2i15 p em e on October 30,
1952, I arrived at the Idlewild Airport approximately 3i25 o The Pan American 
Strate-Cruiser departed at 6: 35 pomo and we were in London the next morning in · 
about 12 hoursoo 
While in England, I was able to see certain persons at the School of 
Oriental and African studies in the University of London, the Malayan Information 
Agency, Cambridge University, and Luzao Bookdealeroo 
(1) l4r o Jo Do Pearson, the Librarian of the School of Oriental Studies,
showed me the fine collection of about 150,000 volumes relating to the languages 
and cultures of the Orient and Africa, with particular attention on Southeast 
Asiao I was told that their acquisitions program is fairly active but a lack 
of funds holds back their progressoo The nucleus of this collection was formed 
by the oriental books previously belonging to the University of ·London, by 
large donations from the India Office, from the British Museum, from private 
persons, and by the transfer from the libraries of University College and Kingo9 s 
College of certain Oriental booksoo Among the collections so acquired was the 
oriental portion of the library of printed books and manuscripts belonging to 
William Marsden, orientalist and numismatist, which was presented by him to 
King 8 s College in 18350 The Library of the School of Oriental Studies produces 
from time to time an accessions list in mimeographed form and it is the desire 
of Mr o Pearson to exchange their publication with the Library of Congress for 
the Southern Asia Accessions Listoo' 
(2) When ·at .the Malayan Information ·Agency, I learned that there were a 
number of publications which this agency issues in London and generally they·
are for free distributiono At my request a list of the pamphlets, books and 
serial publications which are issued by this London office is being prepared 
and will be sent to me in Malaya o Upon its receipt, I will check those which 
are desirable for the Library of Congresso The list was made since there was 
�o one place where the publications were assembled at that timeoo A number of 
hew publications issued in Malaya were referred to also, but I will see those 
in Malaya o 
(3) At Cambridge University I met Professor Victor Purcell of the Depart­
ment of History, who has written books on Southeast Asiaoo Having known each 
other for some time, it was a pleasant day--despite the rain and fog--as he 
took me around the University showing the different buildings of the Colleges
built centuries agooo That afternoon, we had a long talk concerning current 
trends in the countries of Southeast Asia--with emphasis on Malaya, since he 
was in the Malayan Civil Service for nearly 26 years o The Library of Cambridge 
University stands on about 7-1/2 acres of ground just to the west of the main 
part of the campuso The site was purchased by the University in 1927 from 
Clare College and King vs College, constituent colleges of Cambridge o The 
building, new and modern in its appearance, is a distinct contrast to the 
other buildings of the Universityo It was designed by Sir Giles Scotto Half 
of the cost was defrayed by a grant from the International Education Board of 
the Rockefeller Foundation o Construction began in 1931 and it was completed
in three years timeo The Library contains over one million and a half 
printed booksJ) over 10 9 000 manuscripts, and over 250,000 mapsoo Under ·the 
provisions of the Copyright Acts, the Cambridge Library is entitled to a 
copy of every book published in England, Scotland, Wales and Irelando 
le LIBRARY OF CONGRESS BOOKDEALER IN BUR14A. I arrived in Rangoon on a 
certain Friday afternoon and I went to see the manager of the Burma Educational 
Bookshop on Saturday morning. The Burma Educational Bookshop was the bookdealer 
I had selected five years ago to act as the agent for the Library of Congress 
in Burmao During these years there has been a change of management and owner­
ship of the firm because of the death of the former manager. I am convinced 
that it was due to the change in managerial responsibility that our relations 
with the firm were not too satisfactoryo The new manager is a Burman, his name 
being U Ba Soe. As soon as I introduced myself, he said he remembered me very
well from the days when prior to the war he was a student in Judson College 
and I was resident in Burma. I found him to be quick. alert and able to under­
stand the needs of the Library of Congress as I outlined them to him. He showed 
to me by his actions an attitude of being desirous to serve us to the fullest 
extent possible. AlsoD I think he will work harmoniously with the acquisitions 
consultant whom I selected, who is also a Burmano. Both men know publications
in the Burmese language. Therefore, I made the decision of having the Burma 
Educational Bookshop to continue as the Library of Congress agent in Burma. A 
marked improvement is bound to come now since a full explanation has been given 
to the manager as to what is expected by the Library of Congress in their 
acquisition of publications in Burmao The only possible competitor and other 
choice which could have been made was a firm called Smart and Mookerdum. 
Most of their books were in English and when in their shop, I did not see any
publications in the Burmese languageo Furthermore. this is an Indian shop 
managed by Indians and I do not think that they would be able to serve us 
with Burmese publications as a Burman wouldo 
While in Rangoon, I had four conferences with U Ba Soe, the Manager of the 
Burm.a Bduoational Bookshop� in which we discussed thoroughly the following points: 
(1) The revised blanket order was given to the manager and after he had 
sufficient time to study it, we discussed itp point by point, with special 
emphasis on the kind of books desired by the Library of Congresso Emphasis
was laid on the kind of books of which we want only one copy and the kind of 
books of which we want multiple copies: uni-lingual and bi-lingual dictionaries,
biographical directories, etce 
(2) He also agreed to send us a sample copy of each new serial publication 
as it oomes to his attention. There are not an enormous number of periodicals 
being published in Burma today--apart from the trash which floods the markets, 
like in most countries. He understands that the Library of Congress will then 
examine such sample copies and place a subscription order for each periodical
or serial wanted by subscription. A careful check was made of those serials 
for which he had placed subscriptions for the Library of Congress, and of 
those serials for whioh we had no subscription at the present time. Pre­
numbered purchase order forms--supplied to me by the Order Division--for the 
desired new serials were then issued to the dealer. They were as follows 
(Burmese unless noted otherwise), 
Illustrated Burma (periodical)
Educational Film Journal (periodical)
Burma Youth (periodical)
The Burman (daily English newspaper)
The Nation (daily English newspaper) 
�anma Alin
: ... Times of 
(daily)
Burma (daily English) 
The Oway (daily)
Kass Education (periodical) 
Burma Journal of Science and Indust (periodical)
Shwehintha periodical
Burma Market Review (English periodical) 
Chinthe (periodical) 
(3) A large want list of publications in _:the Burmese language was shown 
to the dealero Some of these titles were on 3 x 5 cards but the majority of 
them were on photostat copy of a list of references dealing with the Burmese 
language which had been taken from a recent volume of Jo A• Stewart's Burmese 
dictionaryo It was felt that very few of these titles would be available 
since the majority of them were publications issued prior to World War II and 
hence had been destroyed during the waro However, an effort would be made to 
secure themo 
(4) Emphasis was given to the fact that we are anxious to receive books 
issued in the Burmese languageo It is apparent that there will not be an 
abundance of such books and that many of them will be in the realm of the 
Buddhist religion; however, he was informed that we want all Burmese books 
which are published provided they meet the_ specifications of the blanket 
ordero In order to aid the dealer in this acquisition of Burmese.books, a 
brief list was made of those bookstores and publishing firms in Rangoon where 
Burmese books are either issued or are readily availableo The list ineludedi 
Hanthawaddy Press, 357 Spark Street 
Thudhamma Wadi Press, 55 Tse Kai Mgo Khine Street 
Zabu Meitswe Pitaka Press, 267 Bogyoke Street 
British Foreign Bible Society, Sule Pagoda Road 
People 0 s Literature House, 546 Merchant Street 
Swe Literary Bower9 252 Sule Pagoda Road 
(5) The dealer's attention was directed to the necessity of watching the 
Burma Gazette for the lists of books newly registeredo This list used to 
appear quarterly but now it appears spasmodicallyao Such a list will serve as 
a check £or the dealer as to whether he has supplied all books publishedo 
(6) The matter of the A.dvisor for Burma Publications was discussed with 
the dealer and I secured his opinion about U Thein Han, the University Librarian, 
whom I was considering for that activity. Knowing each other well and having 
had association at the University together, it was possible to work out a 
congenial plano In the presence of U Ba Soe and U Thein Han it was agreed that 
the dealer would prepare lists of publications which he had selected for the 
Library of Congress and then would submit it to the Advisor for his review9 
comments and approvalo 
2 o ADVT.SOR FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF BURMESE PUBLICATIONSo One day while 
at the University of Rangoon, I talked with U 'hi.ein Han, the Librarian of the 
University, relative to the procurement of books in Burmao I told him about 
the arrangement with U Ba Soe, the Manager of the Burma Educational Bookshop, 
to act as the Library of Congress agento I explained to hims (1) about the 
kinds of books which we desire t8'have at the Library of Congress; (2) about 
the blanket order arrangements with the dealer; and (3) about the. arrangements
with the Government Book Depot for official documentsao I presented the idea 
of our need for a person to aid the bookdealer in the selection of the books, 
and proposed that he be the Advisor for the Procurement of Burma Publications 
for the Library of Congresso He agreed to do this for uso It was agreed that 
he would go down with me to see U Ba Soe and talk over the plans. This we 
did on another day and plans have been laid whereby U Ba Soe will draw up 
•• 
lists of currently published books which he selects for the Library of Congress
and submit them to U Thein Han. U Thein Han also went with me to some of the 
bookstores with the twofold purpose of showing him the general idea of what the 
Library of Congress wants to secure, and also for him to select some of the 
best Burmese novels and fiction being issued in Burma today. One has to know 
specific authors to make good selections in this fieldo I think that with 
U Thein Han as the Advisor working closely with the bookdealer, the acquisition 
of Burmese publications for the Library of Congress will be improved greatly. 
We will know within a year from now. 
, .-. 
3o EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo One of the important matters of 
business in Burma was that of the exchange of official publications between 
the Government of Burma and the UoSo There was considerable misunderstanding 
on the part of those at the Government Book Depot as to the kind of publi­
cations we are interested in receiving at the Library of Congress, a.nd how 
many documents they are to receive o This matter was clarified after three 
meetings which I had with U San Aung, the Acting Superintendent of Printing
and Stationery and Acting Curator of the Government Book Depot, and U Khin 
Maung, the Assistant Curator. U Maung Hla, the Curator was at that time in 
America. At the first meeting we reviewed the correspondence which the Depot 
had had with the-Library of Congress and I set before them these main facts 
concerning the publications which the Library of Congress desires t o  receiver 
(1) That we are anxious to receive all publications issued by the Depot-­
Burmese and English language documents. They expressed some surprise that 
we wanted those in the Burmese language but assured me that from now on they
would be sent along with the English language oneso 
(2) That we also wish to secure one copy of every document, in Burmese 
and English, issued by every Ministry or Department of the Burma Government. 
(3) That UoS• publications will continue to be sent to the Government 
Book Depot in Rangoon and they in turn can distribute them as the Government 
Depot sees fit. Furthermore, it was stated that if any Ministry or Department 
of the Burma Government desires other U.S. publications, either ones which 
were not received or extra copies, that Ministry will have to make its own 
request direct to the G.P.O., in Washingtonoo 
It was point number two above which needed action in order to assure 
the Library of Congress the procurement of all official publications issued 
by the Government of Burma. U San Aung stated that the Government Book 
Depot had the responsibility of printing practically all of the publications 
which are issued by the individual Ministrieso For example, the Ministry of 
Information issues the Burma Weekly Bulletin, but the printing of this 
publication is the work of the Book Depoto 'when printed, the Book Depot 
does not retain copies of the publication for distribution, but all copies 
are sent to the Ministry of Information and the distribution is made from 
that Ministry. This is also true of the Ministry of Education, Jlinistry of 
Agriculture, and all other Ministries in the Government. It appeared im­
practical to set up arrangements with each Ministry or Department in order 
that the Library of Congress might receive their particular publications. 
Also, it would run counter to the agreement for the international exchange 
of g· documents set up when I was here five years ago. over.maent Therefore,
in order to have these various publications issued by different parts of the 
Burma Government come to the Library of Congress through one che.nnel rather 
than from many places, !,proposed that U Sang Aung request that one copy of 
every publication which the Government Book Depot prints or has printed for 
the various Ministries or Departments in the Burma Government be sent directly 
f�om the Book Depot to the Library of Congresse 
At my request U Sang Aung immediately telephoned the Foreign 0ffiee and 
discussed the matter with the Permanent Secretary and verbal approval was 
reached whereby the Printing and Stationary Department of the Book Depot would 
set aside an extra copy of every publication issued by the individual Ministries 
and Departments in the Burma Governmento As a follow up to_ the verbal agree­
ment, a letter was written to the Foreign Office by U Sang Aung, addressed to 
the Pe,rmanent Secretary, in which the principal request was_ made "that approval
from the Burmese Government may be sought in order that books and pamphlets not 
stored in the Government Book Depot may be forwarded to the United Stateso " 
The closing paragraph statedi "Believing that the Burmese Government will 
approve of ito9 an extra copy will always be printed and will be reserved for 
the United States o n 
4 o LEGAL PUBLICATIONSo Apart from the Act in connection with the copy­
right law operating in Burma9 there were no strictly legal publications pur= 
chasedoo That is, of course, apart from the various Acts which will come from 
the Book Depot as official documents by means of the international exchangeo 
5 o lllAPSo Maps were almost nil in Burma o Except for one .map of the city 
of Rangoon which had all street names and other points in Burmese9 and one 
small book undoubtedly designed for use in the schools of Burma9 entitled 
A geography of the Union of Burma which had maps of Burma with the place names 
in the Burmese script--except for these, there were no maps available anywhereo 
I called on the Director of Survey, U lila Khin Maung, and although he had no 
maps 'Which he could give me, he did show me a n9:w map of Mandalay which came 
in three large sheets o His was only a sample eopyo He then sent me to the 
Commissioner of Settlement and Land Records (230 Dalhousie Street), U Ba Htayo 
There I was told that these maps are being made for each District and certain 
townso They are kept, however, in no central point but are located in the 
various Districts throughout the Uniono The only way to secure any of these 
maps ,, according to U Ba Htay, would be directly from the Officer of Settlement 
and Land Records in each Districtoo 
· 60 COPYRIGHT LAW OF BURMAo A:n investigation was made about the �opyright 
Law in Burma o It was discovered that the law under which Burma operates at 
the present time is The Copyright Act, 1911, enacted at the time of the British 
regime in Burmao This is the same Copyright Act which was used for India in 
those years, and I assume is still in operation in Indiaoo A copy of the 1952 
reprint of this Act was secured, but only the Burmese version was available� 
the English one not being reprintedo It is possible that the Library of 
Congress might have this in English alree.dy o 'When talking over the matter 
with the manager of the Thudha.mma Wadi Press, he informed me that the name and 
residence of the -holder of the copyright of each book pllblished could be .
obtained at the District Magistrate's Officeo Also, he furnished me with a 
copy of the form used by that printing press when publishing a book for a 
person holding a copyright for the booko 
7 o COOPERATIVE MICROFIUlING PROJECToo A matter which needed to be clarified 
and decided upon during my stay in Burma was that of microfilming certain Burmese 
manuscripts and documentsoo This is a project which was the outcome of conver­
sations which Dro Evans had wi�h certain Burm.ans during his visit in Rangoon 
le.st yearo It was clear from the outset that the Ministry of Culture was very
much interested in .proceeding as soon as possible with the negotiations on 
this cooperative microfilming projectoo Both U Tun Pe, the Minister of Culture, 
and U Po Lat, Secretary to the Minister of Culture, expressed themselves in 
this dire._etion. 
One of the first questions which I raised was that of the depository 
for the negatives. I suggested that they be depasited in the Library of 
Congress for adequate protection, in an air�conditioned and fire praof building, 
but that this be done only on a temporary basis. U Po Lat expressed his wish 
. - .
to have a room oonstrueted as soon as possible to allow for eventual storage 
of negatives in Bur.ma. It is the hope that these negatives will be stored in ..
the projected National Museum and Library. Io decision was reached about the 
place where Burma would store the negatives prior to the time when proper 
storag� facilities were present in Burma. 
I stated that the Library of Congress would also like to have permanently 
a set of the negatives and the right to sell positive copies -to institutions in 
America desiring copies but that this would not be done primarily for profit, 
if at all. U Po Lat stated that it would be desirable that the Government of 
Burma plan also to sell copies to interested institutions. This was merely an 
expression of opinion and a decision about selling copies of the film was 
judiciously left for a future time. 
It was suggested that the negative might be developed in Washington at 
the Photoduplieation Laboratory of the Library of Congress, if facilities were 
not available in Rangoon. U Po Lat preferred that this be done in Burma and I 
concurred that the development of the film should certainly be done in Rangoon,
if equipment and technical help are availableo 
Another matter was the nature of the project as a cooperative venture on 
the part of the Burma Government and the American Government. U Po Lat ex­
plained that the Government of Burma is participating in this cooperative 
project as an interim measure. The Government hopes to be able to take over 
the project entirely when at all ·possible, and he expressed the desire that 
the present arrangements be such as would make the transfer an easy one. I 
explained that ·the Library of Congress was in complete agreement with the 
,.,. Ministry on the advisability of this idea. 
After discussing the various techniques of photoduplication employed at 
the Library of Congress--mierofilming, photostating, photographing�-and in 
some instances showing actual examples to the Burmese gentlemen, U Po Lat said 
that technica1 information would be requested from the Library of Congress, and 
, I assured him that this would be provided whenever desired. 
U Po Lat, when we came around to the point of finances, stated that the 
Ministry is prepared to move ahead immediately on this project without waiting 
for a reply to the questions raised in their Foreign Office Note No. A-543/HSA 
of the 29th of September, 1952. (Botes T:p.e question was what would be the 
probable cost for the entire project. The answer to whieh cannot be stated 
until a detailed calculation has been made of the number of inscriptions, manu­
script pages, the ar�haeologieal photo-negatives, and the coins which are to 
be filmed.) The Ministry is prepared, however, to appropriate 10,000 kyat for 
the first year. It was their hope that they might go as high as 20,000 or_ 
even 25,000 kyat but U Po Lat was not sure of that figure. (Notes The k:yat
is equal to 21,.) I stated that the Library of Congress has already sent a 
microfilm camera to Rangoon and it is available to the Ministry for this 
project. The Library of Congress is prepared to appropriate $2,000 to get 
the project under way immediately. Also, the Library of Congress will send 
50 rolls of film, 100 feet each, for the project. These ··last two statements 
were made on the basis that the Embassy had made these statements previously
in its communication to the Burma Foreign Office, July 16, 1952 ., when it 
outlined what the Library of Congress would be able to do in assisting in 
such a microfilming programo 
U Po Lat showed printed lists of archaeological photo-negatives stored 
in the Archaeological Survey Office and of ancient coins which they desire to 
film9 in addition to the manuscripts and rubbings of inscriptions discussed 
previouslyo (Note: Later I secured a copy of the List of Archaeological Photo­
negatives of Burmao o o o  l936, in order to have it for ready reference at the 
Library of Congress in connection with this projecto) 
8 0 EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS. The number of institutions or bodies in 
Burma which are available for exchange are very fewo They are as follows: 
(1) The Burma Translation Society., of which U San Htwar is the Read, is 
not an official Government body but is semi-official in the sense that many of 
the persons who aid the Society in its activities are University officials and 
others are connected with the Government in some wayo The headquarters are 
located at 361 Prome Road, and the motto is: "Light., where darkness we.so " Tb3 
work of the Society is well organized., and falls into these three general 
groupings: arts, science., and encyclopedico That is, those persons working on 
books pertaining to the arts, are all located in one large room; while those 
engaged in books pertaining to science and the large Burmese encyclopedia are 
in other large roomsao (Note: The encyclopedia referred to above is the same 
publication for which U San Htwar received aid from the Prints and Photographs 
Division of the Library of Congress when he was in America last yearo ) A group 
of Burmese artists design the pictures for the different books being prepared 
for publicationo In some cases original pictures are designed, and in other 
cases pictures from American books are copiedo The Society has a specialized 
library which is divided between the groups of translators which have reference 
books pertaining to their field of interest. I was interested to note that a 
great number of the books used for reference and the ones used as the base for 
translations are published in .Americao 
Up to the present 92 books have been issued by the Society, in all subject
fields: agriculture, economics, literaturea., history, language, eteo For the 
most part they are either tre.nslations or a.daptations of books published in the 
Westo In some instances, howevera., there are some original books issued, and 
therefore are technically not translations. One publication issued by the 
Society which will be useful to one interested in the Burmese language is a 
book dealing with Burmese orthographyo All copies of books issued by the 
Society come to the Library of Congress primarily as gifts but the Society would 
welcome any publications from the Library of Congress which would aid them in 
their translation projectso In connection with the Society's large translation 
program an extensive card catalog of Burmese words with their various shades of 
meanings is maintained--indeed a mine of information for the translators and 
anyone interested in the Burmese languageo 
(2) 'When conferring with U Htin Aung, the Rector of the University of 
Rangoon, I was told that the University would send the Library of Congress 
catalogs of the various colleges within the University as soon as they were 
issuedo These publications would give data about the Colleges of Science, 
Engineering, Education and Artso 
(3) The editor of the Journal of the Burma Research Society., U Aung Than, 
was in America at the time I was in Burma o However, in talking with U Pe Maung Tin, 
whom I have known for some years and who is a scholar in the field of Burmese 
language and literature , I learned that the Journal has not been issue d for 
-sometime ··now because of the le.ck of funds . Since the Library of Congress has 
an exchange agreement with the Society, the Journal will be sent as soon as 
it is published again . 
}9 o SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITIONS . Besides the publications to which reference 
has been made already, a brief mention is  made of other booksa. 
( 1 )  At the headquarters of the Socia list Party a complete file of the 
fortnightly publication called Socialist Asia was se curedo It is  a new fort­
nightly bulletin is sued by the Preparatory Committee for Asian Sociaalist Confer­
ence, vole  1 ,  no. 1 ,  appearing on August 16, 1952. The first few issues carried 
these article s :  Burma goes ahead with national reconstruction; Socialism and 
production by Sutan Sjahrir; Burma builds for socialism; National program of 
the socialist party in Indonesia; and the Asian Socialist Conferencea. While 
therea· I was interested to note the books which were in the bookcase s :  a great
number of them dealt with Communism and socialism, and biographies of Lenin, 
Gorky, Karl Marx, and others embracing these doctrinesao 
(2) The.kin Kyaw Tun , the General Secretary of the All Burma Peasant ' s  
Organization, supplied me with a series of 8 pamphlets which had been published 
by the Organization back in 1948 but had never been distributedo They are 
printed in English and carry the following titles :  Agricultural production e.nd 
trade in Burma; State agricultural stations and farm schools for Bunna; Im­
provement of agricultural marketing in Burma; Rehabialitation of the agricultural 
industries in Burma; Farming in Burma; Agricultural finance · in Burma; Agri­
cultural labour in Burma; Floods e.nd drought problems in Burmaa. 
Another publication di stributed by this organization but published by the 
People ' s  Literature House in 1951 is  entitled The Burmese revolution by U Ba Swe, 
being his speeches as the Secretary General of the Burma Socialist Party and 
the President of the Trades Union Congres s  (Burma ) .  The publication i s  divided 
into two partst Workers '  struggle in Burma and the pattern of the Burmese  
revoltuion , and presents the following topics:  Beginnings of Marxism in Burma; 
Marxis t  theory and Buddhist philos ophy; The five fundamentals underlying the 
socialist movement in Burma--democracy, economy, education, health and social 
security o 
(3 )  A number of books dealing with the Burmese language were secured. One 
publication which will be of special interest is a dictionary by U Ba Han en­
titled Dietiona of the Burmese languagea. At present the first three parts 
it will compri se ten partsa. 
Anyone who knows U Tun Nyein ' s  English- Burmese  dictionary wi ll find a great 
deal of duplication but nevertheless  there are many new words in the Ba Han 
dictione.ryo Also, the orthography is much superior since U Win, a Burmese 
scholar in Burmese orthography, has aided the author in the compilation. 
(4) At the Bible Society, of which Mr. H. C .  Willens is  the Secretary, 
Bibles , New Testaments and portions of the se were purchased, and include the 
following languages of Burma:- Atsi ,  Burme se, Chin--Ahraing Khumi , Chin--Ana�_,a, ,.,. ,-, -
Chin--Asho, Chin--Kamhau ( Tiddim),  Chin--Lai (Hake. ) ,  Chin--Laizo, Chin--Zotung, 
Kachin or Jinghpaw, Pwo Karen, Sgaw Karen, Lahu, Mon, Car Nicobarese, Nancowry 
Nicbarese ,  Riang-Lang, Shan , Hkun Shan, Tayok Shan, Wa, and Hwa Lisu. An un­
usual volume is the complete Gospe l of Mark in the Burmese Braille .  The plates 
for the publication were prepared by the blind people in the School for the 
Blind of Burma at Kemmendine not far from Rangoon. The machine for printing 
Burmese brai lle books was destroyed during the war, so  the printing is  now 
done in England, and is  sold by the Bible Society. 
of this work have been is sued; when compaeted, 
(5) Since Burma is a Buddhist country, many books on Buddhism are 
published in Rangoonao Hanthawaddy Press publishes many books on all phases
of Buddhism in the Burmese languageo Fortunately, nearly all of the books 
which this press had issued in the past five years we re still available , and 
so the books which had not been sent to us by the agent were procuredo Two 
other publishing firms which supplied many books on Buddhism, as well as othe r 
subjects, werei the Thudhe.mma Wadi Press and the Zabu Meitswe Pitaka Presso 
At the Budd.ha The.thana Council I secured the studies on Buddhism which 
that body has publishedo They also circulate a number of books which are 
issued in Ceylono 'While there ,  U Ba Kyaw, whom I met five years ago9 intro­
duced me to Sir U Thwin, President of the Counci 1 and one of the leading
Buddhist laymen·ain Burma, who expressed his great appreaciation for the 
opportunity of sending the Burme se books to America a few years agoo 
· (6), A rare booka,purchased inJMoublein, and· found- almost in the shadow of 
the famous l4oulmein pagoda about which Kipling wrote, is entitled A grammar of 
the language of Burmah by Thomas Latter, a Lieuatenant in the Bengal Army during
the las t eenturyo The book is over 100 years old and was published by Thacker 
and Coo 9 and printed in Calcutta. in 1845 . A valuable and extensive introduction 
precedes the grammatical analysis of the Burmese language o The volume_ also 
includes a Burmese index. Although the transliteration s·cheme is archaic, it 
is a rare book and will be of genuine interest to stude nts of the Burmese 
languageo It is when I find books of this kind, that sometimes I wish I did 
not have to buy it for the Library of Congress b�t could buy it for myselfo 
(7) Prepared and issued weekly at the American Embassy in Rangoon is a 
mimeographed publication called Review of Burmese press commento It usually 
runs from 3 to 4 foolscap pages, and contains the highlights of the editorials 
and comments of the newspapers in Burma--Burmese language and Chinese language o 
Arrangements were made whereby this weekly summary of the Burmese press will 
be transmitted directly to the Library of Congre sso 
(8) Although I inquired everyawhere I went, I was unable to find any 
publications which pe rtain strictly to Burmese communism. There were books 
and pamphlets e verywhere in all the stalls about communism in general and 
about communism in China in particular. One shop which seemed to be well 
stocked with such literature was called the People's Literature Housee It was 
there that I saw for the first time the publication describing with scores of 
pictures of the germ warfare in the Korean conflict which Russia had accused 
the UoNo  of usingo The publication had wide circulation in Rangoon for 
later I saw it on the magazine stands in many placesao 
lOo ACQUISITIONS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY o Arrangements were also 
made with the Burma Educational Bookshop for furnishing Cornell University 
Library with publications issued in Burma. The instructions given to the 
Manager are the same as  were given to the deale r in Bangkok for Thai publi­
ca. tions o · { Note & See Thai land, Section L) 
The Government Book Depot agreed to se nd Cornell the latest catalog of 
Government publications for sale at the Depot as soon as it appears from the 
presso As for those Government publications not kept at the Government Book 
Depot, it will be nece ssary for Cornell University Library to contact each of 
the individual Ministries, placing a request for their publicationso { Note: 
I left the arrangements this way, even though they appe ar inadequate, because 
these were instructions when I was in Ithacao ) 
lOo 
ll. TRANSLITERATION OF BURMESE. I conferred with U Thein Han, the 
Li brari.e.n. of the University of Rangoon, about the problem of the trans­
literation of Burmese, and after a discussion of about an hour with reference 
to new and old methods of transliteration, he recommended the official system 
set forth in an official publication issued by the Government Book Depot. It 
is entitled Tables for the transliteration of Burmese into English,  and sets 
forth the basic principles for the transliteration of Burmese, and includes 
tables of Burmese ne.mes as illustrations. I secured a copy of this publication 
from U Thein Han. It was the opinion of U Thein Han that this system would be · t
satisfactory for the transliteration of Burmese for Library of Congress cards. 
It was also his opinion that the only part which would need to be transliterated 
would be the author' s name--i.e. the title and other parts of the entry should 
be written in the Burmese script. He felt that the transliteration of the 
title had little values either from the standpoint of the user of the book or 
from the filing angle. However, this whole matter of Burmese transliteration 
is being studied in consultation with others and a transliteration scheme for 
Library of Congress cards will be issued in the near future. 
la o  FULBRIGHT ACTIVITIESo I discussed with U Cho, Executive Officer of 
the U oS. Educa.tione.l (Fulbright) Foundation in Burma·, the possibility of young 
librarians from Burma who have sufficient background and experience to profit 
by work and training in American libraries �  I was informed that they had 
already sent two library persons to America , and are desirous of sending more 
if they find eligible people. U Cho was most understanding of the advantages 
of a _grantee's spending a major part of his or her time et some good American 
library. If the Library of Congress was the place of this in-service-training 
that person would have e. good opportunity to acquaint himself with the techniques ·o
and services of a national library, and would at the same time aid us at the 
Library of Congress by providing important data about his culture and publi­
cations and actually work with the books and materials in Burmese and Pali from 
Burma, recommending necessary additions to improve the Library of Congress
collectionoe lie expressed his gratitude for whatever the Library of Congress 
might be able to do, and that he would endeavor to look into the matter further 
at the Burma end as to what persons might be available for library training. 
13. Bum4A-.AMERICA INSTITUTE. An unusual cultural organization in Rangoon
is the Burma-America Institute. It is a bi-national , Burmese and American, 
organization endeavoring to promote friendship and better understanding be­
tween the peoples of .America and Burma. It is non-political and non-religious 
in its outlook and activities, and aims to develop in Burma and in the United 
States an understanding and appreciation of the cultural values and intellectual 
traditions of both countries. The management of the organization is entrusted 
to a Boe.rd of Directors, half of whom would be Burmese and half of whom would 
be Americans. In order to assure freedom from political control and the use 
of the Institute to promote political aims, no official either of the Govern­
ment of Burma or of the United States is eligible for Board membership. The 
present chief administrative officer of this bi-national center is Dr. James 
Boyce, a former professor of political science at M.I.T. 
When talking with Mr. Boyce about the Institute' s activities, I learned 
that there is a full program which includes: classes in English language, 
classes in Burmese language, classes in Burmese dancing , orientation courses , 
for students and others traveling in America, orientation course for Americans 
is conducted to provide the principal phases of Burmese life and culture so 
that they might better understand the country in which they are residing.
From time to time lectures are given either by  Americans or Burm.ans about 
11. 
various cultural subjects. It was at this point that Mr. Boyce ma de known to 
me that a lecture about the Library of Congreass would be most wealcome . In 
fact, I was given a copy of the November issue of the Institutea' s Activities 
Bulletin which announced my coming to Burma and that I would speak a t  a later 
date on some phase of the Library of Congress. I accepted the invitaation and 
a date was se t for the early part of December when I spoke on "The Library of 
Congress and Southeast Asia.a" 
J.4. BUR14ESE LANGUAGE EXAMINATION COMMITTEE. At the request of U Ba Han, 
some he sitancy and consideration, I 
accepted. I fee l  very cautious about doing a thing of that kind when I have 
been out of the country for nearly 12 years, and therefore I feel hardly 
qualified to test someone e lse. One need not go into the details of the 
examinatfon but I did have the definite feeling that the standards were not as 
high as they use d to be prior to the war when the committee was larger and 
there were many more persons coming up for the examinations. 
the Chairman of the Burmese Language Committee of the Burma Christian Council, 
I servead on that Committee when it met for the examination of persons who have 
been studying the Burmease language. After 
'• . 
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II. THAILAND 
On the morning of December 20, I left Rangoon by BOAC for Thailand, the 
second country on my itinerary. 
I was met at the Don Muang Airport of Bangkok by Jerry James, the 
Assistant Librarian of the U o S. Information Service. There was no trouble 
of clearance whatsoever. This is one country, incidentally, which does not 
require a visa for Americans coming into the country. Also, there are no 
travel regulations and red tape to get tangled in while one is there. It was 
quite different from the many regulations one finds in other countries. 
1 .  LIBRARY OF CONGRESS BOOKDEALER IN THAILAND. One of the best book­
dealer agents the Library of Con'gress has in Southeast Asia is the one in 
-Bangkok. The name of the firm is Nibondh Bookdealer, and while the Manager, 
Sunetra Kongsiri, is in London, the Acting Manager is Niyom Phadermchit. 
The time spent with the dealer was rather extensive, so as to make sure 
that all details are understood thoroughly, and thus tnsure the best possible 
flow of material in the future. The following matters were discussed or 
observed :  
(1) I found that an orderly system had been set up by Nibondh for 
sending the Library of Congress all of the current publications issued in 
Bangkok, and I think that we can be assured that our coverage is very good. 
(2) A copy of the revised blanket order was given to the manager and 
was discussed in detail, point by point, with particular emphasis on the 
extra number of copies which we desire of the various kinds of dictionaries, 
certain kinds of reference books, etc. At a later time he made certain 
inquiries about the blanket order and they were clarifiedoo 
(3) A want list of publications issued in Thailand or pertaining to 
Thailand was given to the manager and he will endeavor to secure the books 
from second-hand bookshops in the citye In order to make clear what the 
Library desires in the way of those books with old imprints, he went with 
me to certain second-hand dealers which I had visited previously in other 
parts of the city. He has agreed to make monthly rounds to the second-hand 
shops and will prepare a list from time to time of the titles he finds. He 
will send the list of these older books to the Library of Congress by air 
mail� and I assured him we would give it a high priority and will request of 
him as soon as possible those volumes we desire to purchaseoe He will then 
make the purchases from the second-hand dealer and send the books to the 
Library of Congresso 
(4) Serial publications were considered in detail the biggest part of 
one morning together e He had secured, at my request, sample copies of all 
newspapers and periodicals which he looked upon as important Thai publications , 
Cheeking these against our current purchase orders, we then had a group of 
serials from which we selected new serials to be purchased. Pre-numbered 
purchase order forms for those new serials were then issued to the dealeroo 
The matter of continuation orders and back copies of certain serials was 
discussed thoroughlyo 
(5) Russian publications are in Bangkok but their sale or distribution 
in any manner has been banned by the Thai Government. The Library of Congress 
• 
had requested that Nibondh secure for the Library the Russian publications 
which were coming into Thailand from China and Russia. For awhile Nibondh 
was able to secure some of the ·Russian publications from a bookdealer by 
the name of Ta Chung Wen Fa Company. After the ban on the circulation of 
these books, the Thai police searched this particular Chinese booksatore 
sometime prior to July 1952, and some persons were jailed. Following that 
incident, the shop changed its name to Hua Chiao Bookstore. Even under this 
new name Russie.n publications were s old but not so openly, but again the 
police raided the pla.ce and other persons were put i n  jail.  The source of 
these Rus sian publications was "Exporthleb" or the USSR All Union Association, 
located at 6 Krung Kasem Road. 
Upon learning this information, I went to the above address of " Exporthleb" 
and met the Assistant Managing Director, Mr. I . aN.  Ragachev. Although I did 
not reveal to him the information which I already had, I did learn that they 
had had a wide circulation of Russian documents in Bangkok but that they were 
now banned by the Thai Government. Furthermore, I saw the publications in  
a certain room where the Association is  located. I noted that a number of 
the publications are issued by the Foreign Languages Publis hing House in 
Moscow, and that the majority of them are in English and some in Chinese. 
He was sorry that he could not even give them free to me for the Library of 
Congress but he did give me instead the li sts of the titles, printed in  
English, Thai and Chinese, and told me that I should write to the Publishing 
House i n  Moscow for the books. 
2o ADVISOR FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF THAI PUBLICATIONS. Mr. Kurth and I 
ha.ve thought for sometime that one of the ways to improve our procurement 
program in  Southeast Asia is by having, if possible, a responsible person 
within a given country to serve as an acquisitions advisor. This was accomplished 
in Burma, and likewise I was able to locate a person in  Thailand who would 
assume this responsi bility. Having observed the interes t which Nai Tri Ametyakul, 
Chief of the Division of Literature and His tory in  the National Library, has 
in books and that he is well informed on current Thai publiacations, I presented 
the i dea of his being an advisor who would aid the bookdealer in  selecting 
books for the Library of Congress. After discusasing the various aspects
concerned, he agreed to the proposal, and will serve a.s the Advisor for the 
Procurement of Thai Publications for the Library of Congress. The bookdealer 
came with me one day after that and we talked over the matter with Nai Tri at 
the National Library. 
3 o AGREEMENT FOR THE EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. The exchange agree­
ment between the U.S. and Thailand for the exchange of official documents was 
signed a little over five years ago. Since that time the Library of Congress 
has received Siamese publications at different times but it  has become 
apparent within the las t few ye_ars that we do not receive at the Library
of Congress all official documents issued by all of the Ministries in the 
Thai Government. In order to clarify the situation I met on two different 
o·ccasions with Nai Tri Ametyakul, the Chief of the Division of Literature and 
History in  the National Library, Department of Fine Arts, and who has charge
of this agreement. The Director-General of the Fine Arts Department was 
s cheduled to be in one of these meetings but we.s called to the Ministry of 
Culture at the last minute. Invesatigation showed that some Ministries co­
operate by s ending their publications to the Department of Fine Arts as they
are is sued for transmission to the Library of Congress; while other Mini stries 
do not. It appears tha.t the Minisatries of Agriculture, Fisheries , Forestry, 
Public He�lth send fairly regularly; while among those which do not s end is 
the Petition Division of the 0ffioe of the Fremier, which issues the Govern­
ment Gazette. Nai Tri stated that he would send out immediately to e.11 the 
Ministries a newly worded circular requesting the publications. After the 
first meeting, I went directly to the Secretariat of the Council of the 
Ministers and talked with Lue.ng Bunjural Uk:sornkorn regarding the Gazette. 
4. UNESCO PROJECT IN THAILAND. I went to the UNESCO Project which is 
being conducted about 75 miles from Bangkok atoe. place called Chachoengsao. 
Tentative plans were made to go by train but when Mr . Kendric Marshall, the 
Head of the UNESCO Mission in Thailand, heard that I desired to see the 
educational project, he invited me to drive down with him. 
The UNESCO Project is dealing principally with primary education and 
adult education. Dr. Eunice Matthew, a negro teacher from the U . S o, is in 
charge of the primary .schools and is introducing new methods, materials, 
projects and techniques . Dr . Mason Olcott, formerly in India, is in charge 
of adult education .  The Project is being financed by the Thai Government,
which recently appropriated over a million be.ht for the development of this 
educational center for lower Thailand. Many buildings have been constructed 
and plans are well under way for many more. As a part of the adult education 
program of the UNESCO Project, there is a national plan for library service 
in Thailando Mr. Olcott has aided in this and showed us the new building
which was being constructed, and was about to be completed at Chachoengsao.
Preliminary recommendations have been made for this national plan for library 
service in the various Changwe.ds and .Amphurs of the country. 
A statement setting forth the ideas for a broader adult education program 
.through libraries was given to me, and some of the highlights in the plans 
which are to be chiefly the responsibility of the Ministry of Education are 
as follows: 
lo To arrange for the training of national and regional supervisors,
Changwad librarians, and asistantso 
2 .  To establish and maintain a Central Library for each of the 71 Chan.gwads e 
3o To prepare and publish a simple library manualoe 
4e To maintain a union catalog listing all books in all Changwad librarieso. 
5. To provide a classification system for Thai books. 
60 To provide mobile units . 
7o To establish and maintain at least one branch library in each Amphur. 
80 To purchase books, newspapers and magazines for each library, the 
average to be about 50,000 baht (c.$3,000). 
It was hoped that the Library of Congress might be able to send some books 
for the Changwad Library at Chachoengsao which is part of the UNESCO Pilot 
Projecte No commitment was made but I promised to make the request known when 
I returned to Washington. Reference books, handbooks, and books of a general 
nature which are presented in relatively simple English are desirable. Any
aid which can be afforded will be appreciated by the Ministry of Education of 
the Thai Government. 
During the course of the day I became acquainted with Nai Abhai Chandavimol,
who has a responsible position in the Ministry of Education and has. this UNESCO 
Project as one of his responsibilities . With Mr. Marshall staying in 
Chachoengsao, I returned to Bangkok with Nai Abhai. He he.d visited the U o S. 
and has received much information from American educational methods for the 
I 
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improvement of the primary schools of Thailando I learned a great deal about 
educational plans and problems in Thailando He also expressed appreciation 
for any aid whi cn the Library of Congress might be in a position to give to 
Thailand for this UNESCO Projeot o 
5o LEGAL PUBLICATIONSao In Bangkok I was able to secure a sizeable quantity 
of legal publications of Thaile.nd for the Law Librarye 
( 1) MomaRajwongs Tanaumsri Devekul, the Manager of International Trans­
lations,  furnished me with two large volumes providing selected laws of 
Thailand in translationao They are entitled: International Translations Law 
Directory for 1950 and 1951 (respe6tively is sued in 1951 and 1952)o 
Within these volume s a re these selected A.cts �· 
Nationality Law (1913 )  
The Civil Procedure Code (1934) 
Act for the Protection of Literacy and Artistic Works (1931) 
Rice Trade Act (1946) 
Alien Registration Act ( 1950) 
Immigration Act (1950) 
Revenue Code of Thai land ( 1951 )
Various treaties between Thailand and 17 other nationso  
(2) I placed an order for the future issue of the bound volume called 
the Law Directory> together with the bound volume of the Thai Gazette in 
translation, and the agreed price for both volumes was 1000 bahto 
(3 )  At the National Assembly I was able to secure from the Assistant 
Librarian and the Secretary-General of the Assembly a complete set of the 
Pariiamentary Debates much as has beena· published from 1948 to the pre sento 
This corresponds to our Congre ssional Record, and thus gives all the proceed­
ings in the Thai National Assemblyo Another volume furnished at the National 
Assembly which will be most useful is the Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand,
B oE o 2475 » as amended in 1939, 1940 and 19520 The publication is  bi-lingual9 
Thai and English ; the English transle.tion being prepared by Mo Ro Seni Pramoj o 
(4) Through the courtesy of a person I came to know when he was in America 
la.s t  years Khun Prasert Subhamatra ,  Dean of the Faculty of Law of the University 
of Moral Science and Jurisprudence (the school being commonly referred to as 
Thaprachan) ,  I was able to secure many volumes dealing with the laws of Thailando 
These publications include subjects by the faculty of that institution, plus 
a journal which is  issued regularly by the Universityo A complete list of 
the books was furnished and I packed it with the books when preparing them 
for s hipment through the Embassy pouch� All of the volumes are in Siamese and 
they total about 150, including some duplicates which I procured in 19480 I 
was told that all future publications is sued by the University would be sent 
when is suedo Also 9 the catalog describing the courses ,  and the faculty, will 
be mailed when eompletedo 
(5)  Four large volumes giving in Siamese all the Laws and Enactments of 
Thailand for the years 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950 were also purchasedo These 
were purchased from a special law publisher and I took the bookdealer with me 
so  that he would be acquainted with the manager and would be alert to the 
future volume s as they are issued annuallyo The individual laws and enactments 
are issued separately but instead of running the risk of missing some of them, 
I decided that it was better to wait for the annual bound volume when it 
appeared at the close of the yearo  
(6) Other legal books purchased included: Treatise on Partnership and 
Corporati .on Law, Treatise on Siamese Administrative Law; and Supreme Court 
Decisions (3 volumes). 
60 MUSIC OF THAILANDo A n  order was also given to the Library of Congress 
bookdealer, Ni bondh, for recordings of Siamese music. He will submit from 
time to time lists of titles of musical recordings for the consideration of 
purchase by the Library of Congress. It was understood that he was not to 
send any records in  connection with the blanket order but were to be treated 
in  the same way that serials are selected; i .e. a list prepared in English 
would be submitted by the dealer to the Library of Congress and from that 
list selections would be made by the Library of Congress (presuma bly the Music 
Division) o 
7 o MAPS. The number of maps secured in  Thailand were not many but a few 
are worthy of comment. 
(1) The first map c ame from Professor Robert L. Pendleton, the famous 
soil analyst who is associated with MSA in  Thailand and soon will be returning ' 
to America to teach at Johns Hopkins University. I met Mrao Pendleton on 
different occasions but it was one night when having dinner together that I 
discovered he had a soil map of Thailand. It is  called Provisional Map of 
the Soils and Surface Rocks of the Kingdom of Thailand, scale 1: 2, 500,000, 
was privately published by Professor Pendleton but wa.s printed at the Cadastral 
Survey Office in  Bangkoko The legend includes 21 different types of soilso 
(2) 'When in  the office of Mro Josephas. Gould, Advisor of the National 
Economic Council ,  I noticed a well designed map depicting the economy of 
Thailand with particular reference to the economic resources& minerals, cattle, 
rice and teak. The Che.ngwads were clearly outlined, i ndicating which of these 
four economic products was predominant in each Changwadao A copy of the map 
was not available at the time but a copy of this Economic Map of Thailand, 
and another one related to it which is now being prepared, will be sent to the 
Library of Congress when issued. 
(3) I visited the Royal Survey Department twice, meeting Major Samniang, 
an assistant to the Director, and Major General Luang Lahaw Bhumilak, the 
Direcator-General of the Survey. The Survey is still a p art of the Ministry 
of Defenceo I was informed that 14.r. Pearcy, the ldap Procurement Officer, 
l\ad been to the Survey sometime last year and they had supplied him with a 
number of sets of maps of Thailand which had been prepared by the Survey .  
However, there were a few maps which were given to meo One was a detailed 
map of the city of Bangkok, scale 1:a20,000, with full descriptive booklet 
providing the location of 789 pla.ces in the capi tal o Recently the Survey has 
begun to issue maps in  c olors, and a few sample maps illustrating thi s kind of 
cartography were give n to me for the Library of Congress. I was told that they 
would send a copy of every new unclassified map which was issued by the Survey 
in the future. Also, 11 volumes of the annual reports of the Survey, Report 
of the Operations of the R
oy
al Survey Department, for the years from 1937-1948, 
were supplied in full .  It was noted that the 1937-38 volume contained some 
good mapso 
I learned that the Director had been to America sometime ago and had 
visited the Library of Congress where he was greatly i mpressed with the 
Library of C ongress card filing system. Upon his return, he initiated a card 
index system for the books at the Survey. Also, he started a card index 
-� . .
.o
1931 . A copy of the Act in English 
system for all the maps of the Survey, but because of the enormous number of 
maps, the project is still in progress. 
8eo. COPYRIGB;T · LA.W OF THAILAND. mien conf'erringowith Khun Prasert of · 
Thaprachan, I was able to secure information about theo'oCopyright Law of The.ilando 
He told me about various aspects of the law and I was informed that their so 
called copyright law carried the title of Act for the Protection of Literacy 
and Artistic Works, issued in BoEo 2474 or 
was secured and will be made available to the Copyright Office for its files. 
9. CATALOGING OF THAI PUBLICATIONS IN THAILAND. I met with Mrs. Ruth 
(1) All cards for Thai publications are prepared only in the Thai script 
and no transliteration or translation is used anywhere on the cardo The reason 
given by the Siamese person for this procedure is: if the person is able to 
read the book he is requesting, he will be able to read also the card in the 
catalog. ThereforeoS> no transliteration or translation is used on the cardo 
(2) The appearance of a sample card from the University catalog of Thai 
books is as follows and offers the following datai 
Lockwoodo,, now at Chulalongkorn University as a Fulbright tee. .cher of Library 
Scienceo!> for the purpose of discussing the cataloging of Siamese books and 
other publications. The discussion included not only the two of us but also 
some Siamese persons associated with the University Library and other libraries 
in Bangkokoo The findings were as follows: 
(Dewey Classif .)  (Authoro9 s name, surname first) 
* (Title of publication) 
(initial of 
the surname) 
(accession no.) 
(publish:er and/or printer) 
(3) The following features will be noted: (a) The Dewey Decimal System is 
used with Siamese numbers. (b) The surname of the author comes first, followed 
by the giyen names as we do at the Library of Congress. There was some 
discussion as to whether the surname should come first or the given names 
come first. By custom and daily usage among the Siamese people, the given 
name is used in preference to the surname when addressing a person. However,
it was agreed by many I talked with both at the University, at the National 
Library. and with Prince Dhani who is an authority on Siamese culture and 
customs� that the surname should be used first in identifying authorso It is 
my opinion--which others have agreed with here in Bangkok--that this usage of 
the given name only addressing people is a vestige of the time when the Siamese 
people did not have family names prior to the time when the Sis.mesa King decreed 
that all Siamese families should take on a family name. 
(4) When inquiring about a proper transliteration system for the Thai 
language, all kinds of answers were receivedo It summed up that there were 
many systems, and there was no one official system. I actually found that 
there were four different systems being used in different government offices. 
l8e 
lOo CHULALONGKORN UNIVERSITY. On another occasion at Chulalongkorn 
University I met with the Rector of the University� General Mongkorn Prom-Yothi 
who is also the Minister of Industries in the Thai Government. Also. in the 
meeting were Nai Rong Syamananda., the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Education 
and formerly was the University Librarian; and Professor Charoen Sheanak:un, the 
Secretary General of the University. The exchange arrangement between the 
·university and the Library of Congress was discussed and I was told that they 
would continue to send their publications whenever they are issued. They gave 
me at the time the latest Handbook of Chulalongkorn University. 1951., which 
provides data about the history of the institution; entrance requirements and 
regulations; the names of the faculty members on the various facultiest 
engineering, arts and education, science, architecture, commerce and accountancy, 
and political science; and the courses offered in these various fields. 
11. ECAFE IN BANGKOK. Bangkok has become a center for many of the 
organizations of the United Nations. Prominent among these are& FAO, WHO,
UNESCOo., ECAFE., and others. I talked with different persons associated with 
these organizationso., and it was at the Economic Commission for Asia and the 
Far East (ECAFE) that I met an Indian gentleman by the name of P.oK. Garde ., the 
Librarian. Issued by the ECAFE Library in Bangkok and prepared by Mr. Garde 
is a publication called Asian Bibliography, issued bi-annually in June and 
December. Vol •. 1., no. 1 appearedo· in June 1952, and lists selected accessions 
of the ECAFE Library which deal with Asia and organiozes the titles according to 
geographical areas. The groundwork has been laid for another publication which 
probably will be entitled Directory of Reference Books Published in Asia. as a 
part of 0.N.tsSCOo1 s 1952-53 program for the development of bibliographical and 
documentation services. The publication is due to appear in June 1953 . 
120 SCIENCE LIBRARY IN THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY. At the invi te.tion of 
Miss Bhekanan whom I have known and who is now the Librarian of the Department 
of Science Library in the Ministry of Industry, I visited that Library and found 
they were making a transition to a brand new building, the whole Ministry having 
acquired new buildings recently. It is estima.ted that the library consists of 
about 20,000 volumes dealing with many sc'ientific subjects. 
It was requested that the Library of Congress send to this Department of 
Science Library the Library of Congress galley sheets dealing with Science and 
Technology in exchange for the publications which they send to the Library of 
Congress. At the present time a change is being made in the classification 
scheme . used in this Science Library--the former system being replaced by the 
Library of Congress classification system. 
13. ACQUISITIONS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. In connection with the 
responsibility of Cornell University Library for Southeast Asia publications 
as a part of the Farmington Plan, I made the following arrangements for their 
acquisitions program in Thailandt 
(1) The Library of Congress bookdealer, Nibondho., is to act also as the 
agent for the Cornell University Library. The following instructions were given
to the managert 
-
(a) The 8blanket order" ·for Cornell is to be practically the same as for the 
Library of Congress. It was ·clearly stated that all publications--1'hai 
and English--are to be supplied ., with the exception of the following 
kinds of books and pamphlets which are to be omittedi juvenile literatureo.,
elementary and secondary textbooks, college textbooks in the sciences, 
: translations from western languages , and popularization of scienceo I t  
was further stipulated the.ti scientific books a.re wanted only if they 
are based on original research; and second editions of books are wanted 
only if revisedo 
(b) The dealer is  to be paid by Cornell University Library in the same manner 
as he is  paid by the Library of Congres s--i oe •  the dealer will submit 
typewritten invoices in triplicate, with the original invoice certified 
; . ( to be correct o  
( c )  The dealer will ship the books in the same way as  he now does for the 
Library of Congress--iao eo each package will carry the purchase order 
number indicated in the invoice, which will have been sent by airmail 
by the dealer to Cornello 
(d) Beginning with January 1953 , the books selected by the bookdealer will be 
shipped directly to Cornell and will be paid for directly by Cornell 
University Library o (Note� all the books procured for Cornell on this 
trip were sent back with the Library of Congress books by waya. of the 
Embassy sea-pouch; and the Cornell packages will be s ent on from 
Washington to Ithacaao ) 
(e)  The dealer will submit to Cornell a list of titles of newspapers and 
periodicals from which Cornell.awill select those titles for which • 
subsacriptions are desiredo 
(f) No official documents is sued by the Government of Thailand are to be 
procured by the dealerao 
(g)  The dealer was informed about the person who is to be the Consultant for 
the Procurement of Thai Publications for the Library of.aCongress and for 
Cornellao He actually went with me to the National Library and met Nai Tri o 
He understands that both of ..them are to work together in selecting the 
books o 
140 SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITIONS o Besides the publications to which reference 
has been made already in the previous part of this report$ mention should be made 
of a few other publications securedo 
(1 )  A report which wi ll be valuable to those interested in the economy of 
Thailand is the unpublished report prepared by Joseph S o Gould� the Economic 
Adviser to the Presidency of the Council of Ministers and is associated with 
the National Economic Council of the Thai Governmento The document was issued 
in late 1952 and i s  entitled Preliminar estimates of the gross geographical 
product and domestic national income of Thailand, 193 -39 ,  19 -560 The study
presents some salient aspects of Thailand's domestic ne tional income, and 
recommends that a National Income Research Division be created by the Governmenti 
(a) to insure pertinent data for the construction of national income estimates ; 
(b) to present the collected data in appropriate form; and (e )  to publish
periodic reports o  
(2) Through Nai Che.mnong of the Publicity Bureau I received from that . 
Bureau the following publications : Travel in Thai land, a monthly serial in Thai; 
Thailand Illustrated, another serial issued in Thai and English, the first 
number appearing in October 1952; and a monograph entitled The march of Thailand, 
a survey of various aspects of post-war Thailand ( 1950 ) .  whi ch inc ludes these 
20. 
informing chapters by various authorsr The cultur� of Siam; Life in Bangkok; 
Thai architecture and painting; Recent advance in Thai education; Thai 
literature; Rice culture and rice pests; Aquatic resources and fisheries; The 
postwar economy of Thailand; and Industrial development in Thailand. 
(3) A number of books dealing with the Thai language were also purchaseds 
Roo·al Socie Thai dictions ; Dietiona of s on s and anton s, English­
iamese by Savadi rinagar; and nglish-Thai technical ictionary by oon 
Vichason. 
• 
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III ASSOCIATED STATES OF INDOCHINA o 
A o  CAMBODIA 
On January 16 9 I left Bangkok for Cam.bodiao The plane left at 6&40 and 
made the trip to Phnom Penh , n  about two hourso$ arriving at 8 i 30 a om o 
10 NEW BOOKDEALER IN C.AMBODIAoo On January 16� the first day I was in 
,, Cambodia0s capital of Phnom Penh » I visited the largest bookstore in the cityg 
Albert Fortailoo It did not take long to select the books which are published
in Cambodiao This bookstore whicho9 for the most part9 carried French books , 
did have some books in the Cambodian languageoo I learned that the number of 
·books published in Phnom Penh in either Cambodian or French are very few e-ach 
yee.ro I verified this statement by different persons in the city o After 
visiting the other few bookstores in the city and after discussing the matter 
of Cambodian publications with the Manager of Portailo9 Mr o Christopher Dirr9 
I could see that Portail was the best store to be a.n agent for the Library 
of Congressoo He assured me that he would secure all Cambodian books which 
are publishedoo I then made the decision to have Portail �mprimerie et la 
Libre.irie to be the agent of the Library of Congress·o · ·· 
Although I did not have a. purchase order form which I could assign to 
Mr o Dirr9 I went over the var'j.ous points in the blanket order with him 9 using
another form as a se.mpleoo I left the instructions with him and upo� my 
return the next day9 he had some inquiries which we clarifiedoo It appears to 
me that he will do well as the one to supply the publications from Cam.bodiao 
He was informed that the Order Division would send him a eopy of the blanket 
order instructionso The biggest problem which the bookdealer in Cambodiao9 
or any of these Associated Stateso9 is that of shipping books to foreign
countries a I� was apparent from the very first that this would be one 
problem which would have to be solved before the Library of Congress could 
secure publications regularly from the Associated States of Indochinaoo 
2 o ADVISOR FOR CAMBODIAN FUBLICATIONSoo No advisor was selected in 
Cambodia because ito'we.s felt that there were so few Cambodian publications 
that the whole activity could be handled adequately by the bookdeeler selected 
to be the agent 9 Mro Dirr of Fortailo 
3 o EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo During my first day in Phnom Penh 
arrangements were made for me to visit the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
connection with the exchange of official publicationso  Inasmuch as there had 
been a complete change of the Ministries in the Cambodian Government9 I was 
relatively sure that an agreement would not be formulated during my stay
thereo I was fortune.teo9 howevero9 in one particular event--namely that Mr o 
Ncng Kimney 9 the Cambodian Ambassador to the United Stateso9 was in Phnom Penh 
for a brief period o Having known »ro Kimney in Washington 9 I approached him 
with the request to aid me in presenting the matter of exchange of official 
, documents to the Minister of Foreign Affairso It was through this effective 
aid that the ground work was laid for an exchange agreement with the Cambodian 
Governmento A full translation of the- agreement was made from one of the 
copies of an agreement with one of the other countries of Southeast Asiao9 and 
the translation in both French and Cambodian was left at the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs o Since the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was in no s.tatus to 
execute such an agreement at that time, it seemed best to leave .the matter to 
a later date to be culminated o Under the circumste.nceso9 ldro Kimney and I 
shared this opinionoo Pending the time when the agreement might be made between 
,. 
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the two governments, I proposed that Kr. Roun-Praseuth, the Cultural Officer 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, might have the documents from the various 
Ministries gathered together and transmitted to the Library of Congress via 
the Embassy pouch� This was agreed too 
Some of the official publications which are being sent to the Library 
of Congress from the Cambodian government are as followst 
Code general des impots sur les revenus (1952)
Journal official du Cambodge 
Agence Khmere de resseo Bulletin quotidian d ' information. 
National budget du ambodge annua 
Code de commerce 
Code penal (2nd edition, 1950) 
Code de procedure en matiere civile ( 1939) 
Code civil cambodgien (1951) 
Defense en justice (1951)
Code de procedure en matiere penale (1949) 
I found no central place where all Cambodian government publications were 
either issued, like a Government Printing Office, or a central office where 
they were availableoo Each Ministry seemed to issue its own publications,
h�ving them printed most anywhere. This factor will make it terribly 
difficult .oto carry out the agreement in Cambodia if and when it is executed. 
4. LEGAL PUBLICATIONSo There were no legal publications purchased in 
the conanercial bookstoreso The only legal documents available in Cambodia 
are the kind which are listed above in item 3, Exchange of Official Documents. 
These will be coming to the Library of Congress by the exchange arrangements. 
5 o COPYRIGHT LAW OF CAMBODIA. I discussed the matter of a copyright law 
·of the country of Cambodia with different persons in Phnom Penh, and the answer 
was always the same: there is no copyright law in Cambodia as such, but that 
the country operates under the former copyright law of France, which is now 
in force in the French colonial areas. 
· 6 0 MAPS o Maps were not difficult to procure in Cambodia. Certain maps 
wti,ioh appeared to me to be rather good were secured from two places in Phnom 
Penh: (l)o·oCadestre Municipal and (2) Service du Cadastre et des Bureau 
Foncierso 
At Cadastre Municipal, M .  Ly Hak, the Director, freeiy furnished the 
following maps of Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia, 
lo Seale--1:3,000, with a listing of government offices, public buildings, 
streets, and other useful information in the French language. 
go Scale--1:10,000, with the listings of points in the Municipality 
,, 
· given in the Cambodian language. 
3. Scale--1:o4,000, practically the same as map 4/=l, also in the French 
language.
4 o Seale--1: 10,000, same as =/1=2, in the French language. 
5o Scale--1:o25,000, with particular reference to the _different quarters 
of the city, with notations in Frencho. 
60 Scale--lsol0,000, a good street map, with names in Frencho 
', 
This municipal map survey service also furnished two maps of the country of 
Ce.mbodiai 
"Pictorial Map of Cambodia," seale--1:1,000,000 , showing roadso9 tourist 
sights and the products of the country.
"Map of Cambodia, "  seale=-li 500,000, provides information regarding the 
countries of the Associated States of Indochina, the roads (main and 
local)o9 railroads, large cities, towns and villageso 
At the Service du Cadastre et des Bureau Foneiers, Mro Tep Youth, the 
Director of the Survey, sold at a reasonable price the following mapsi 
lo Administrative map of Cambodia, scale--lg 500,000 e 
2 o  A full set of the Provincial Maps of Cambodia, totalling 14 in all.,
each to the scale--1:o500o.,o000 o The provinces represented include 
theses Siemrea.pJ) Pursat, Kratie., Kg o Chhnang., Kandelo$) Kam.pot, 
Stung-Trengo9 Kompong-Thom, Ba ttambe.rrg, Prey-Vang, Takeo 9 Kompong-Speu 9
Kompong-Che.m, Svay-Piengoo 
�'bile at the Service du Cadastre office I saw a magnificent pictorial map 
of Cambodia in eolors9 hand-doneo., measuring about 42" x 77" , to the scale of 
l i4009 000o It was entitled "Carte Economique et Touristiqueoo" An order was 
placed for one of these large pictorial maps of Cambodia, and it will be 
delivered within a period of six months, depending when the coloring is 
completedoo It will be a fine display piece in the l4e.p Divisiono 
7o  INSTITUT BOUDDHIQUEo A prominent cultural institution in the city of 
Phnom Penh is the Institut Bouddhique du Cambodgeo Here I met Mo Yoeurn-Choeum 
who showed me throughout the Institute which has an extra large collection 
dealing with Cambodia both in the Cambodian and French languagesoo The 
majority of the books in the collection deal with the subject of Buddhism,  
including scores and scores of volumes of the Tripitakao The Institute madeo. 
available by gift various books on the subject of Buddhism, including a number 
of translations of Buddhist textsoo Also, I received some prints entitled "La 
Vie du Bouddhe" as represented by Mahajanakajataka e If in the future the 
Library would desire to secure a complete set of the Tripitaka in the 
Cambodian script, the Institut Bouddhique is the place where it might be 
securedo As already noted 9 the number of volumes in the full Tripitaka set 
numbers many, many volumes, and therefore a request was not made for a set 
at this timee It was felt that until we have something definite to offer in 
returno.I) and something which the Institute could really use, the idea of an 
exchange for the Tripitaka better waito 
80 BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALEe One of the most important visits made in 
Phnom Penh was at the Bibliotheque Nationals where I met Pach-Chhoeun, the 
Conservateur de la Bibliotheque Nationale. It was with him that I discussed 
the matter of a national bibliography for Cambodiaoo It was learned that there 
was no such publication: in the form in which we usually think of a national 
bibliography but that he had prepared a list which did approach a national 
bibliographyo It is entitled: Lista des Journaux, des Bulletins, des Revues 
et des Livres en Depot au Depot Legal aux Archi�es Nationales a Phnom Pehh 
_ et qui ont ete partages pour remettre au Gouvernement federalo This list has 
never been published but has been issued only in carbon copy form o I requested 
a oopy of the latest list and it was made available for the Library of Congressoo 
This latest list contains entries up through December 1951 0 The 1952 list is 
now in the process of being compiled and will be transmitted to the Exchange 
and Gift Division of the Library of Congress when eompletedoo The list 
secured contains this kind of information: 
lo Lists newspapers in the French and Cambodian languages, which were 
received by the Library from late 1946 to December 1951, giving date, 
number and how complete. The following titles are among those included: 
La Liberte, Ce.mbodge, Democrate, Kampuchea, Prechea Thipatey, Saleng Khmer. 
.. 2o Lists journals in French and Cambodian languages, providing the date of ,, 
issue, the number and how complete. These include , Revue de l'Instituteur 
Khlnerr Tossani vedday; Carnet 14ensue 1 Cambodgien. 
3 o Lists the titles of books received, giving the date of the pt�blications 
and the number of copies received--which is usually two since they are 
given to the Library because of copyright deposit or something similar 
to that. 
A number of books dealing with the subject of Buddhism are listed,
which appe.rently came from the Insti tut Bouddhique. The month in which 
the �ooks were accessioned is included but unfortunately the name of 
the publisher and pages are not given in the list. 
4o Lists certain government documents, and the following are titles included: 
Journal Official du Cambodge 
Bulletin de Police Criminelle 
Bulletin Administratif Francais du Cembodge
Bulletin de la Chambre Mixte de Commerce et d'Agriculture 
On the whole, the list will give the holdings of the Bibliotheque in Phnom 
Penh and will provide valuable data for the Library of Congress and any library 
desiring to make microfilm copies of the newspapers, reports, journals or books 
which might be desired in the future. 
9o MUSEE A. SARRA.NT. The Musee A. Serrant, of which 14. Jean Boisselier 
is the Directeur, was visited and a wonderful tour was enjoyed . It was dis­
covered, however, that no publications are issued by the Museumoo Hence, no 
exchange could be arranged with this institution. The Museum has a very large 
collection of ceramic objects, metal pieces, and archaeological specimens, both 
large and small, which are related to Buddhist and Hindu culture as it has 
effected Cambodia, and other countries of Southeast Asia. An art school of 
some note is also attached to the Museum. 
10. CAMBODIAN INFORMATION SERVICE. A number of publications were secured 
for the Library of Congress from the Cambodian Informaotion Service, and include 
the following items: 
Cambodge: Revue Illustree Khmere. (monthly, the first issue appearing in 
January 1953 .) 
Angkor by Jean Yves Claeys ( 1948).  Bi-lingual with photos. 
Modern Cambodia. ( 1950?) A brochure giving information in summe.ry form 
about the government, history, the king, and the life of the peopleo. 
Includes a map of Cambodia in color. Text in English. 
Le Cambodge Mode-rne . Same as above, except in French. 
Monthly Bulletin. In Cambodian language, with photos. 
Lp of Pfuiom Penh, in color. Listing government offices, schools, religious 
places ,  commercial stores, streets, and medical services. 
issued in French and ambodian D with a circulation o about 5 ,000o 
Indochine, sud est asiatiqueoo Published in Paris but widely circuleted 
by the Information Service in Viet-Nam and Cambodiao 
News of the Worldo A mont�ly bulletin in the Cambodian language for the 
made with Aoo Portail at Phnom Penh for furnishing Cornell University Library
with publications issued in Cambodiao The instructions given to the Managero, 
Mro DirrJJ the same as were given to the dealers in Rangoon and Bangi:ok 
Arrangements were made with the Cambodian Information Service to have all of 
their publications sent to the Library of Congress by way of the American 
Consulate in Phnom Penho To have their publications come directly to the 
Library was preferred but the Service stated that it would not be able to 
send their publications if they ha.d to send them regularly by the open mailo. 
ll o FRENCH INFORMATION SERVI-CE o The French Information Serviee also had 
some publications to give to the Library of Congresso M o Troude, the Directeur, 
gave sample copies of the followingt 
Bulletin Hebdomadaire d 'Information. A mimeographed publication prepared 
in Freneh primarily for the armed forces in Cambodia, and has a circulation 
of about 5,000o 
Cambodge Militairei Hebdomadaire · de 1o9 Armee Ro als Khmere o A newspaper 
arroyo October-November, 1952 issue was Noo 9 �  
12 0 ACQUISITIONSoo Miss Hem Thoutch Sarangam, the Librarian of the U. So 
Information Service Library9 is the person who was a great help to me in 
purchasing books in the Cambodian language and in locating certain persons in 
Phnom Penh whom I wanted to see in connection with the exchange of publications 
with the Libraryo Miss Sarangam was in Ameri ca a little over a year ago and 
she came to the Library of Congresso I remember meeting her at that timeoo 
Among the publications secured in Cambodia, besides the titles already noted 
above, the folloring were purchased from Portail and the other stores: Guide 
l3 o CAMBODIAN MUSICo Although d:nquiries were made for Ca.mbodian music,
the score of only one song was found e It was the Kroner national song, entitled 
Nokoreach, and that discovered quite by accident at one bookstoreo It is one 
whieh we want at the Library of Congress for the collection of national songs 
and anthemsoo One time when spending an evening in a Cambodian home, a Cambodian 
musical troupe provided Cambodian instrumental and vocal music during the time 
of the meal and for the entire eveningo Then too I inquired about securing
music scores of Cambodian musi c and it seemed impossible to locate anyo 
140 ACQUISITIONS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY o Arrangements were also 
were 
for the publi cations in those respective placeso (Noter See chapters on Burma 
and Thailand o) 'When engaging Portail to be the agent for Cornell, emphasis 
was placed on the fact that although Cornell University Library did wish to 
acquire official documents, these publications were not to be sent on a purchase
basis unless Cornell specifically requested them in this mannero I stated that 
an effort was being made to secure them directly from the government o This 
point was stressed because so many of the official publications are printed 
. by Portail and other local printers for the different government agencies and 
then are sold freely in the bookstoreso Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish
a government publication from a commercial oneo 
Angkor by Parmentier ; Vocabulaire Francaise-Khmer, Lexique conversation 
Francaise-Khmer, Constitution of Cambodia: Le Bouddh1.smeoo 
(1) 
· 26. 
B. VIET-NAM 
I left Phnom Penh for Saigon on a Tuesday and during the flight I en­
joyed seeing the topography because it appeared different with the many
streams and rivers, the rice fields, and well laid out plots of land. 'When 
I ·oarrived at the airport at Saigon I was welcomed by John Lewis and Miss 
Gammell, both of the U.S. Information Service Library. 
150 NEW BOOKDEALER IN VIET-NAM. Since 1948, the Library of Congress
has continued to employ the services of A. Portail, Bookdealers, in Saigon,
the firm which I selected in 1948 as the Library of Congress agent. During
these five years, however, the Library of Congress has received a pitifully
small amount of publications pertaining to Indochina . Our coverage of 
publications in the Vietnamese and other languages of the Associated Ste.tea 
has been wholly inadequate because Portail did not send us any publications
in the vernacular languageso. 
In an endeavor to locate another dealer the following bookstores were 
visited in Sa1gon and Cholon: Librairie Van Dan, 76 Georges Guynemer; Mai 
Quang, 110 rue Georges Guynemer; Librairie Vinh Bao, 66 ter Boulevard Benard;
Yiem Yiem Thu Trang, 113-115 Boulevard Kitchener, ( Cholon), Ne.m Cuong, 185 
Boulevard Kitchener ( Cholon), Bich Van, 105 Voulevard Gallieni. 
After some consideration, Librairie Vinh Bao was selected to be the new 
agent for the Library of Congress. Four reasons brought about this decision: 
This firm had by far the widest selection and the largest stock of 
any of the above bookstores--both in French and Vietnamese languages.
(2) The alertness and speed with which they were able to locate 
particular titles in their stock and the ability to understand the way
in which the vouchers were to be prepared, was superior to any of the 
other stores visited. Coupled with these pqints is their readiness 
to secure a book which was out of stock. 
(3) Mr. Tan, the Conservateur of the National Library of South Viet-Nam,
looked upon Vinh Bao as one of the best bookdealers in the city. 
{4) Mr. Hung, who aided in the selection of the books from these 
different shops, recommended Vinh Bao above all of the other shops. 
Following the decision to have Vinh Bao be the Library of Congress agent,
I discussed with the Manager, Mr. Dao van Tu, the details in connection with 
the selection of books for the Library of Congress. 
(1) I did not have a revised blanket order prepared for that particular
shop but I did leave with Mr. Tu for his study a sample copy which 
was prepared in French. 
(2) Emphasis was laid upon the necessity of using the assigned Order 
number on each package and voucher which he sends to the Library of 
Congress. 
(3) He understood the way in which subscriptions are placed for news­
papers and periodicals. Also, how we desire to ha.ve the subscriptions 
continue without a break. He will be alert to the new serials which 
appear and will send sample copies to the Library of Congress for its 
consideration. 
' 
. ·, 
A problem which had to be faced in connection with the dealer was the 
method of payment and shipment of the publications to the Library of Congress. 
Inasmuch as circumstances in connection with commercial channels have 
made it necessary to use the Embassy sea pouch, Miss Byrne 9 who will have the 
responsibility of sending these materials to the Library of Congress 9 has 
been instructed verbally and in writing how necessary it is to have all 
containers and packages plainly marked "For the Library of Congress� "  and 
that all packages are to show the order number. 
16. SERIAL PUBLICATIONS. A statement should be made at this point about 
serial publicationsoo For sometime we have been receiving at the Library of 
Congress numerous issues of periodicals and newspapers issued in Viet-Nam and 
other parts of Indochina transmitted by the Embassy in Saigon without cost to 
the Library of Congressoo Therefore, it was necessary to bear in mind the 
existence of this type of procurement of our serialsoo After some inquiry»
howevero9 it was noticed that the Library of Congress often times received 
only the crumbs after others have been given the important documents. This 
is mainly true of government documents when there are only so many copies 
available for distribution . This also followed when insufficient copies of a 
newspaper or periodical were received for distribution . Under theseo. circumstances-­
i oe•  when materials are received on a gratis basis--it is reasonabl� to suppose 
that nothing other than this could happeno 
On three different occasions I discussed the matter of the distribution 
of the serials received at the Em.bassyo After some observation, it was my
firm opinion that some drastic revision of this distribution ought to be made 
soono The problem was discussed in detail with Miss Patricia Byrne, the 
person who will assume this work with the publications as soon as possible--
i o e o within the next month or twoo I emphasized and underscored in red the 
fact that the Library of Congress is grateful for all that the Embassy and the 
Embassy staff has done for us in the past and it has saved us money o However» 
it is no-t a me..rk of judicious procurement to secure a file of a newspaper or 
a periodical free and then wake up a year later pos9ibly, and find out that we 
have gaps here and there within the file o In the ease of· individual volumes,
like government reports, this is not so serious because frequently separate 
volumes are still available after time has elapsedo Therefore, I said that the 
Library of Congress is mol'."e interested in having a subscription for a particular 
newspaper or periodical in order to assure the acquisition of all the publication 
than to receive only a part of the publication on a gratis-handout basis. She 
thoroughly agreed with my position and then we proceeded to work out some plano.
whereby we could clarify the whole matteroo As soon as the right opportunity 
presents itself Miss Byrne will carefully investigate the whole matter and find 
out what newspapers and periodicals are being received and to whom they are 
being distributed. She will let me have a list of the newspapers and the 
periodicals being received at the Embassy--those on a gratis basis and those 
for which actual subscriptions are being paid annuallyoo Also, at the same 
time I have had made a list of the newspapers and periodicals published in 
Viet=Nam , As soon as I receive her list, subscriptions will then be given to 
the bookdealer� Vinh Bao, , for the newspapers and periodicals desiredoo Vinh Bao 
was told that we would give them purchase orders for various serials at a 
later timeo That is the reason why pre-numbered purchase order forms for 
serials were not used in Indochinao 
17o ADVISOR FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF VIETNAMESE PUBLICATIONS. Just as I 
have been able to arrange for an Advisor in the other countries, I was fortunate 
• •  
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to find a person who will serve as an Advisor for the Procurement of 
Vietnamese Publications for the Library of Congress. In fact, there were two 
persons selected for this responsibility. 
The first person is one who is well kno'Wll in Viet-Nrun for his thorough
knowledge of Vietnamese publications, one who i s  intimately acquainted with 
the kinds of books wanted in a naational library, and one who understands the 
value of a steady procurement of books for a library. His name i s  Doan quan Tan , 
Conse rvateur de la Bibliotheque Nationals du Sud Viet-Nam. The manager of 
Vinh Bao, Mr. Daa van Tu, was informed about Mr. Tan being the Consultant for 
Vietnamese publiacations and he was pleased that he waas to have such a person 
to aid him in the selection of the books for the Library of Congress and 
Cornell.  The address of Mr. Tan is Bibliotheque Nationale du Sud Viet-Nam, 
Saigon. 
Another person was asked to aid in  the selection of books in  the Vietnamese 
languageo Mro William Brothers Dunn, the Second Secretary of the American 
Embassy in  Saigon, is  making a study of the Vietnamese la nguage and is  qui te 
interested in  the Vietnamese novel. Since a .  speci al knowledge of the language 
is needed in  the· selection of novels in  a fore_i gn la nguage, it seemed a good 
idea to use the services of Mr. Dunn in  this particular instance. Likewi se 
he knows Vinh Bao bookdealers and the manager of the fi rm has been informed 
of the plan to have Mr. Dunn aid in the selection of Vietnamese novels. Mr. 
Dunn also knows about the function of Mr. Tan in the selection of books per­
taining to Vi et-Nam. Mr. Dunn's address is c/o American Embassy, Saigon o 
18. EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. When it came to the matter of working 
out some ple. n for the international exchange of offiacial documents between 
Viet-Nam and the U . s .  it  consumed a great amount of time a .nd I ended up just 
about where I started. However, it  was necessary to uncover the facts and to 
evaluate the best means by which the government publications of the North, 
Center and South Viet-Nam and the Nationa l Governments might be secured. The 
matter was di scussed at length with Mr. Tan, with Mr. Ky being present at the 
conference, and it  was Mr; Tan's firm opinion that nothing would come of a 
conference with the Ministry of Foreign Affai rs about the matter of exchangi ng 
offiacial publicatiaons--primarily because, so Mro Tan thought, it was a difficult 
time for the government of Viet-Nam to undertake anything of this nature. He 
was sure that the written request would be accepted and then would become 
buried on some offiacial's desk and probably nothing would be done a.bout it. 
One of the chief reasons why this judgment i s  very likely true is  because 
there is  no central poi nt where offi cial documents are printed or distributed. 
Every Mini stry or agency issues its own publicati ons, and there is  no uniform 
method followed for distributing the government publications o Thi s would be 
a deterring factor for e. government officer to give favorable consideration 
to the proposal. In the end, we concluded that i t  would be best--for the time 
being at least--for the Librarian of the U . S. Information Service of the 
American Embassy in  Saigon to assume the responsibility of rounding up all 
the government publications, taking special precaution to note the documents 
as they make thei r appearance from the different government agenciaes. 
Following the conference with Mr. Tan and Mr. Ky, I then met with 
Mro John Lewis and Miss Emma Jean Gammell of the U. S. Information Service 
Library and it  was agreed that Miss Ge.mm.ell, the Librarian, would arrange with 
the National Government and the Governments of North, Central and South Vi et­
Nam that all their publications would be sent to her at the U. S.I. S. Library.
Then in  turn she will pass them to Miss Byrne of the Embassy who will send 
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them on to the Exchange and Gift Division of the Library of Congress o In 
those instances where the government publications are obtainable only by means 
of purchase--and there are a few--Miss Gammell was instructed to purchase the 
government publications and pay for them by means of the Library of Congress  
letter of ere di t handled by the Finance Section of the Embassy�· In those cases 
where the publications are secured by purchase Miss Byrne has been instructed 
to send them to the Order Division and not to the Exchange and Gift Divisionoo 
'While in Indonesiao.11 I received a connnunication -from Miss  Gammell in which she 
said that certain publications had been received already--within four to six 
weeks after this plan was put into operation o The publications were as follows & 
Van Hoa Nguyet=san.11 organ de vulgarisation litteraire et scientifique 
en langue vietnamienneo 
yie.o-duc nguyet-san.11 annee scolaire ., 1952-53o., publicetion mensuelle en 
langue vietnamienne secondaire o (Both of these publications issued 
by the Ministere de lo9Education Nationale o) 
Annuaire Statistique du Viet-Na.mo 
Bulletin !conomi ue du Viet-Nruno (From the Institut de la Statistique 
et des tudes conomiques.
Press Economique o (weekly)
Statistiques economiques et financiereso (monthly) 
Etudes et Documentsoo (three times per year) (From the Institut dogEmission 
des Etats du Cambodge du Laos et du Viet-Ne.mo)
Regime des S dicates Professionals au Viet-Na.mo (From Ministere de 
l 9 Action Sociale et du Travailo9 
Phap=Ly Tap-Sa� (quarterly)o (From Ministere des Affe.ires Etra.ngeresop) 
190 LEGAL PUBLICATIONSoo One morning I had a most enjoyable visit with the 
Rector of the Universitie de lo9 Indochine, Mro John Lassus, who is also the Head 
of the Faculty of Law in the Universityo It was learned that the Univerosity is 
divided between Saigon and Hanoio Just as I found the Faculty of Medicine and 
Pharmacy at Hanoi five years ago, it is still located at Hanoi� Howevero9 the 
Faculties of Science and Law are located in both Saigon and Hanoio Within the 
past five years one important change has been made in the University& there is 
now no Faculty of Letters as before because certain Vietnamese persons prefer 
to have it separated from the Universityo Apparently there is the endeavor to 
have it administered apa.rt from the University o The faculty of the University 
is mixed-=French and Vietnameseo 
Since we have not received for a long time at the Library of Congress the 
periodical entitled Educationo., I made a specific inquiry about the publicationoo 
Five years ago arrangements had been made with Mro Maurice Bayen, the Rector 
of the University at that time, for the Library of Congress  to receive this 
publication on an exchange basiso I was informed by Mr o Lassus that this 
periodical is no longer issued and there is no plan at present to resume it o 
Of the things which were said about the laws of the country.11 these two 
are important: (1) There is now a state of transition regarding the laws of 
the countryo It will be sometime before they are codifiedo., according to the 
opinion of Mroo Lassuso (2) The legal publication entitled Journal Judiciaire 
de lo9 Indochine has not been published for sometime but that the publication
of this Journal will be resumed before longo 
At Mr o Lassuso9 suggestion I conferred with Mr. Pompei, the Premier 
President du Cour dogAppel Mixte at the Pala.is de Justice in Saigonoo While 
talking with Mroo Pompei , it was arranged that the complete file of this 
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legal publication., · · Journa.l Judiciaire de l' Indochine, would be given to the 
Library o� Congress on an exchange basis.  
200 C OPYRIGHT LA.W OF VIET-N.Al4. While talking with both Mr. Lassus and 
Mr. Pompei I raised the question of the Copyri ght Law of Viet-Nam. The answer 
was simple; there is  no new copyright le.w for Viet-Nam yet but that the 
country is  operati ng under the former copyright law of France, which is  slso 
in  force in  French colonial area.so 
I
21. MAPS., The maps which were available in  Viet-Nam were almost as 
numerous as the number of books in  the Vietnamese language. It made one feel 
that i t  was worth the candle to go from place to place and trace down the 
persons who had the information about the maps of Viet-Nam. 
(1) I endeavored to find a person who had some basic information about 
the matter which I was exploring. In the case of maps of Viet-Nam., Colonel 
Leo Wo Ho Shaughnessey, Army Attache of the Ameriacan Embassy in  Saigon., was 
the person who aided me immeasurably. 'W'e went to the Insti tut Geographique 
Nationale where we di scussed the matter flully with a Captain Mathew. Captain
Mathew said that the Army Map Service in Washington had assumed the enormous 
task of revising all the maps of Indochina, i . e. the maps issued by the 
Institut in  France. He said that the color separations had been sent back 
to Washington and photographs were bei ng made there. The reviasion was bei ng 
done . with the aid of many aerial photographs. Before leaving., Captai n Ma.thew 
did provide me with 24 survey maps of Indochinaa., enti tled "Ca.rte routiere de 
l 9 Indochine Feuille., " scale--1: 400., 000. They were issued by the Institut 
Geographique Nations.le of the Ministere des Trava.ux Publics et des Transports, 
Parise The leg<;, nds_ i ndicateda. the roads, railways, canals, boundari es, s_trea.ms, 
villages, etco in both French and English. Another notation on the map reads: 
"Dresse i:e- r  le Service Geographique d'Indochine. Dessine et publie  par 
l' Institut Geogre.phique Nationale en 1950a., 1951a., 1952." In looking at the 
indiviadual maps I noticed that there were consiaderable unsurveyed areas, 
and a large area indicated on maps with the words "relief uncertai n."  
(2) At the Hydrographic Office we met Lieutenant Gourvil, who furnished 
numerous maps dealing with the rj vers of Indochi ne.o They were classiafied 
i nto three volumes or sets and were entiatled Ri vieres du Tonki no Totalling
184 maps, vol. 1 is called Nord Est; vol. 2 Delta du Fleuve Rouge; and vol. 
3 ,  Haut Fleuve Rouge. Each volume has a base map, scale--1:a400,000a., showi ng 
location of detailed maps included in  each parti cular volume. The maps,
however, vary in scale but are usually 1 : 25a., 000. The Hydrographic Service 
also furniashed another set of maps of the rivers of Indochiana at various 
scalesao A larger map called Carte index des riviaeres de Cochinchine et du 
Cambodge, scale--l: 5a4,000, 1952 edition, came with the seto They appeared 
to me to be sketch maps in black and white. 
(3) At the Service Meteorologique, they became interested i n  the exchange
idea which I suggested. The following were offered on an exchange basis. 
Le climat de l' Indochi ne: a ercu eneral et regime des vents by 
meteorologi cal stations in all countries of Asia.) (Shows hi ghs 
and lows, isotherms, etc. )  
Meteorolo ice.l charting maps for all Asia. Sca.le--1:·1z,509a., 0000 
hows meteorological stations in all countries of Asia.)  
• Bruzon, Po orton, and A. Romer. Saiagon., 195a. 
Daialy meteorological che.rts for Asia. Scale--1a: 30,000a., 000. (Shows 
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Meteorological map of Southeast Asiao Scale--1&7,500o.11o0000 (Shows
meteorological stations in Southeast Asiao)
Resume mensuel du temps en Indochineo (A series which includes maps 
showing meteorological stations in Indochinao The only ones printed
so far for 1952 are January-Marcho1 and were given for the Libra17 of 
Congresso Others of this last series will be sent when printedo) 
(4) One office which makes maps dealing with only.South Viet-Nam is the 
Service du Ca.dastre et de la Topographie du Sud Viet-Namoo Three maps were 
purchased thereg Plan Saigon-Cholono1 scale--li50,000, Plan Saigon-Cholon9
sca.le--l& lOoDOOO; Plan de la Province de Cholon, scale--1: 100,000oo mien 
talking with the director of the Service 9 Le-van-Tu, I we.s given a list of all 
the maps which they issue o The list provides the titles, scaleso9 dates and 
prices of the mapso Many provincial maps are included in the list, but are not 
available nowoo They are being reprinted in the near futureo The list of the 
maps was sent by air mail directly to the Map Divisiono 
Three maps were purchased in the bookstoreso They carry these titlesg 
Pla.n guide de Saigon-Cholonoo In color o (Designed for tourists o) 
Indochina Forestiereo Scale--1� 2,000o90000 (In coloro Place names 
in Vietnameseo) 
Map of Viet-,Namoo Scale--1� 3 o£)000,000oo (In color .11 with all place names 
and others terms in Vietnamese o ) 
220 POPULAR MUSIC IN VIET-NAMoo On many streets in Saigon .11 ando.oCholon tooos 
one sees the sheet music which is printed by the thousands of copies o At one 
store 14roo Hung and I selected and purchased 12 to 14 different titles which 
will give a representative idea of what the subjects a.re abouto Translated the 
titles are& Military Song; Childrenovs Song; To a Far Friend; Popular Song; 
Climbing a Mountain; Military Song;  Youthoe s Song, Plaintive Song of a Warrioro0 s 
Woman; Historic Song ; Plaintive Song of a. Warrioro9 s Wife; Two Ways; Song of a 
Girl on the River, Arrival of Autumn; I noticed that there were many which 
were strictly military songs or had the military idea in the backgroundoo 
23 0 BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE DU SUD VIET=N.Ald� ACCESSIONS LIST o A matter 
which has been of real concern to many of us at the Library of Congress is 
that of national bibliographies or lists which give information about what is 
published in a given country o Word had come to me that the Bibliotheque 
Nationale at Saigon was the depository for books copyright in South Viet-Namo 
However» no word had ever come of any accessions list or any other publication 
indicating what was being published in the country and then deposited in that 
Libraryo The Journal Officiel gave no lists of those books which had been 
published in the country as is done, for example, in the Official Gazette in 
Singaporeo During one of the times I met with Mro Ky and Mro Tan at the 
National Library of South Viet-Nam, we went into this matter of a list giving 
the titles of the publicationso I discovered that such a list is in the 
process of preparationoo The project is in its infancy stage and therefore it 
will be sometime before the first issue will be availableo I saw some of the 
pages giving the entires and it w1.·11 be a useful document when it does appear o 
240 INSTITUT OCEANOGRA.PHIQUEoo The Institut Oceanographique located at 
Nhatrang is faced with the problem of how to make its publications available 
to the institutions in Americao This problem arises because the Institute 
desires to sell its publication rather than to make it available by exchange o 
Because of the finance regulations in Indochina, it is impossible for the 
Institute to sell its nublication to American institutions which desire ite 
-I do want · these learned publications to reach the American institutions and 
I would like to see some way worked out whereby they could be obtained. 
After considerable thought, however, it appears to me that it cou!d become 
quite a complicated pr·ocess if the Library of Congress were to handle the 
publications of the Institut Oceanographique for many American institutionso 
A very good alternative which ought to be considered by the Institut 
Oceanographique is the use of UNESCO book coupons. They could sell their 
publications and be paid in the coupons, which they in turn could use to buy
publications they would desire. If this is not desirable because they need 
the currency rather than foreign publications, or if it is not permitted by 
the government, then _the only last resort is to make their publications 
available to American institutions by the exchange of publicationso Could 
the Association of American Geographers aid this institution in Indochina in 
any we.y? 
250 INSTITUTIONAL EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS. The number of exchange 
agreements with different institutions is not large and includes the following 
places and publications: 
(I) In Saigon the lea ding cultural institution is the Musee Blanchard 
de la Brosse of which M. Groslier is the Conservateur. Mr. Groslier was not 
in Saigon at the time when I was there but I did see Mr. Vuong hong Sen, his 
associate. I was informed by Mr. Sen that the Museum does not issue any 
regular periodical but will issue before long a revised catalog of the museum. 
'While conferring with Mr. Sen, he informed me about the correct relationship
of the Museum and the Societe des Etudes Indochinoises. Actually the Museum 
has no relation whatsoever to the Society and the Bulletin which that Society 
issues . The correct mailing address is as follows: Bibliotheque de la 
Societe des Etudes Indochinoises, c/o Musee Blanchard de la Brosse, Saigon, 
Viet-Namo 
(2) Another in�atitutional exchange is one to which slight reference has 
been made abovei the Bibliotheque Nationale du Sud Viet-Nam. Mro Tan told me 
tha t he appreciates what the Library of Congress sends to that Library but 
that he does not have any publications which he can send in exchange at the 
presento The accessions list is in the process of prepe.ration and when 
completed, it will be sent to the Library of Congress. 
(3) Mo Rene de Berval, the editor of France Asie and Asia, stated that 
he was interested in continuing the exchange with the Library of Congress. It 
would be appreciated if a notation about his publication might be included in 
the Library of Congress Information Bulletino 
(4) One exchange newly established in Viet-Nam was with the Service 
Metorologique, already noted under mapsao 
(5) In Hanoi, Ecole Francaise d' Extreme Orient (EFEO) , of which M. Louis 
Malleret is now the Direoteur, still issues their Bulletin (BEFEO) which 
offers much research data for the ethnologist, archaeologist, and historian 
interested in the history and culture of Indochinao This publication will 
continue to be sent to the Library of Congress in exchange for the publications 
- which we wi ll send to themo 
26 0 ACQUISITIONS. In those countries where it was necessary to have 
someone to aid m� in the selection of books in the vernacular languages , I 
secured someone who was recommended by the UoS .  Information Service . In Saigon 
-· ., 
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it was a person who was employed in the UoSoi oS Q,  his name being Nguyen dinh 
Hung9 whose pen name is Linh Cuongo Every morning when the bookstores were 
visited, he -went with me to aid in the selection of the books in the Vietnamese 
languageo It is largely through his understanding and deep interest in books 
that we now have such a good collection of books in the Vietnamese languageo 
Another aid which proved invaluable was the copy of Indochina� a Bibliography 
of the Land and People which I borrowed from the national libraryo By this 
book a double check was made on the purchases we madeo I cannot say at this 
point how man� volumes were selected and purchased at all the bookstores and 
most of these being located at LibrairJe Vinh Baoo The vouchers show that 
129 084 piastres were spent on books pertaining to Viet-Nam, and the majority 
of these were in Vietnameseo 
Among the books in Vietnamese, the subject fields of history9 religion,
politicso9 language� literature--especially poetry--and biography, are strongly
representedoo Studies on economicso9 trade, health conditionso9 educationo9 fine 
artso9 industry9 agriculture and medicine are very fewo As a general policy 
publications issued by the government were not purchased in the commercial 
bookstore but inasmuch as there has been no working arrangement for the procure­
ment of official publications in a systematic manner, the following volumes were 
bought in order to make sure that we do have them in the Library of Congressg 
Annuaire Statistique du Viet-Nam ( 1951) was issued by the Ministere de 
l9Economie Nationale, and provides data on climateo9 population� medicine 
and health, education, law and courts.i, agricultureo., forestry.!) industry9
transportation; communicationo., finance and money, commerceo., public workso9
property and incomes o The publication is bi-linguali French and Vietnameseo 
Politique du Cabotage en Indochine (1950) wes issued by Economie Maritime 
Indochinoiseo.i, and gives some valuable data 
,
about shipping of Indochinaoo 
Annue.ire General du Viet-Nam includes information on economics9 radio and 
telegraphoo A large portion of the volume gives the names and addresses 
of persons and organizations in South Viet-Namo.i, Central Viet-Nam and 
North Viet-Namo 
Le Piz ., Etude Botanique.i, Genetique9 Agrolo ique et Technologiqueoo • o  ( 1950) 
was issued by the Archives de l 'Office Indochinois du iz,  and discusses 
rice cultivation techniques primarilyo Howevero., valuable statistical 
charts and tables are includedo., along with photos and mapso 
�onventions d vApplication (n odo) presents the text of the Franco-Vietnamese 
accord of March 1949 si and also discusses matters on militaryo., communicetionso9 
social affairso., judicial and cultural questionso 
_p.ie Franco-Vietnamese Agreement ( 1949?)  is a bi-lingual publication--French 
and English-·-which includes the letters exchanged between Bao Dai end 
the French President, and the speeches of Bao Dai to the Vietnamese people 
in June 19490 
Seldom ever do I purchase a book which is published in a western countryo
There were two works issued in 1952, however, which I purchased in Saigon even 
though they were published by Du Seuil in Parisoo I know full well that 
multiple copies of these books will be wanted in the Library of Congressg 
Viet=Nam, sociologie dovune guerre, by Paul Mus; and Historie du Viet-Nam de 
1940 a 1952 by Philippe Devillerso 
27 e ACQUISI TION ARRANGEMENTS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSI TY LIBRARY . During the 
time I was-- in Viet-Ne.m a special effort was made to set up arrangements for 
the acquisitions of the Corne ll University Library. The se specific steps 
were taken to fulfill this goal: 
(1)  Complete a rrangements were made with a bookdealer to select publi­
cations pertaining to Viet-Ne.m. The dealer selected was the same one as  for 
the Library of Congre ss :  Libre.ire Vinh Bao. The instructions given to the 
Manager are the same as were given to the dealers in Bangkok and Rangoon o 
(Notei see the chapter on Thailand o )  
(2) Official documents is sued by the various Minis tries and agencies of 
the Government (North, Center, and South Viet-Nam and the National Government) 
wi ll have to be procured in the same manner as for the Library of Congre s s g  
name ly, that Miss  Gamme ll of the U .$ .  Infonnation Service Library wi ll arrange 
with the se respective governments to send all of their publications to her 
at the UoSoi o S o  Libraryo Then in turn she will transmit them to the Corne ll 
University Library. In those instances where publications are obtainable 
only through P,Urcha se,  however,  Miss Ge.mm.e ll was not instructed to purchase 
them because of the problem as·. to how they will be paid fore (Notes this 
matter will be discussed be low in this same section . )  
(3 )  Although the desire of the Cornell University Library to have ex­
change arrangements with the various ins titutions of the Associated States of 
Indochina was made known to persons in the different institutions , only general 
arrangements were made and no specific,  binding arrangements were made because 
I was not in a position to state exactly the names of the publications which 
Corne ll i s  prepared to use in exchange agreementsao However,  it wi ll be a 
very easy task for Corne ll to correspond with the following institutions and 
state the publications which they would offer on exchange : Societe des Etudes 
Indochinoises ( Saigon) ; Universite de l ' Indochine (Saigon) (Rector John Lassus ) ;  
Bibliotheque Nationale du Sud Viet-Nam (Saigon) (Mr o Doan quan Tan , Directeur) ; 
Ecole Francaiase d'Extreme Orient (Hanoi) (M. Loui s Malleret, Directeur)ao 
The problem which has presented itself in connection with the acquisition 
of materials from Indochina by Corne ll Unive rsity Library is  the same two­
fold problem which has faced the Library of Congre s s :· (1 )  the way in whi ch 
the publications a re to be paid for; and (2) the way in which the publications 
are to be sent to Ameri ca o 
C .  LAOS 
One day I had a �onference with Mr. David Thomson, the Charge d·,Affa.ires 
a t  Vientiane about Laotian publicati ons . Mr . Thomson impressed me as knowing
what is  going on in the capital of Laos,  and the se were the matters whi ch 
were discussed: 
(1)  He told me the re were very few, practically no books published in' Laos 
either in Laotian or the French langua ge . I t  is e. red-letter day
whenever a book makes its appearancea. Books about Laos are written 
outside of the countryo There just are no persons who are writers 
among the Laotiansa. 
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(2) As for official documents1 I was told there were very few of these 
alsoo The few which do a ppear from time to time are volumes of 
statiastics9 reports9 eteo which are two or three years behind time in  
making thei r appeaaranceo 
(3) Apa rt from these few offiacial government documents9 he knew of no legal
booksao 
(L) This was also true of mapsao All maps pertaining to Laos were either 
made i n  Paris or Saigono I n  my account above on Cambodia i t  will be 
noted that I have cited the maps secured which deal with Laoso 
(5) The copyri ght law is  just like I discovered in  Cambodia and Viet-Nam-= 
i t  is  the French law which is  operative i n  the country of Laoso 
I n  view of the information which he gave to me about the publications i n  
Laosv I asked i f  he would act for the Library of Congress i n  procuring what 
few publications are issued i n  Vientianeo He accepted9 and these were the 
i nstructiaons which I gave to him� 
(1) To secure all books which are published in  Laos9 no matter what the 
languageo Emphasis was put on the fact that we would like to have 
books deali ng �� th the Laotian languageo We are especially concerned 
i n  locati ng good Laotia n  dietionariesao Also, he was requested to supply 
a list of the few publications which have appeared wi thin the past five 
years� giving the titles9 authors9 publisher and date o  
(2) The books which are purchased wi ll be pai d  for i n  the same way that books 
from Cambodi a and Viet-Nam are paid forg· namely9 by means of the Library 
of Congress letter of credi t in the Finance Section of the Embassy i n  
Saigono 
(3) To secure the offi cial documents when they are published by the Laotian 
government office s-... either on a gi ft basis or by purchaseo I f  purchesed11 
they will be paid for in  the same way as the books from commerci al press 
are p aid  foro 
(4) To fi nd out if there have been any Bible or New Testaments published by 
a .Bi ble society or mi ssionary i n  Laoso If  there have beeni to buy them 
and send them ono The se Bibles will be good examples of the Laotian 
language and valuable to anyone studying the Laotian language--if anyone 
does & 
(5) To continue to serve Cornell Uni versity Library in  the we.yain which they 
had asked him to procure materia ls for themo Apparently they had writte n  
to the Embassy about Laotian publications prior to the time when I went 
up to confer with Cornell prior to comi ng out to Southeast Asiao 
After a profitable time of nearly a month i n  the Associated States� I 
left Sai gon by Cathay Paci fi c Airlines for Singapore on February lOo 
-·
IVo SINGAPOBE, MALAYA AND SARAWAK 
I came by Cathay Pacific Airways from Saigon to Singapore, leaving
Saigon at 5:  15 pomo and arriving in Singapore _at 8:45 p om o on February lO o 
Ao SINGAPORE 
l o  BOOKDEALER IN SINGAPOREoo Not long after my arrival in Singapore I 
went to Kelly and Walsh in Raffles Place and met the new manager of that book­
store, Mr e T o  Po Seabournee �'hile there he also stated that there were very
few publications issued in Malay, Indian or Chinese in Singaporeoo Publications 
in those languages  were imported from India and China and sold in the shops in 
different parts of the city. There is so little of worth that Kelly and Walsh 
does not handle these books e The following i terns of business were discussed 
with Mr o Seabourne i 
(1) First we made an inquiry into the serials which were being published 
in Singapore and which would be wanted for the Library of Congress o We found 
that the following serials, for which the Library of Congress thought it had 
had continuation orders, had either folded up since 1950 or had been dis­
continued for other reasonsi 
Nanyang Yearbook 
Brown's Malayan Economic Review
E_o_o_n-om_i_c_M-a�l-ay_a________ 
ceased in December 1951 
ceased in January 1953 
cancelled in August 1949 
The following newspapers or periodicals a.re now subscribed to by means of the 
pre-numbered purchase order forms or are already in force: 
Straits Times in force 
Sunday Times in force 
Singapore Free Press in force 
Malayan Law Journal Order Noo 3013z 
Malaysia Message Order No e 3014Z 
Subscriptions were not placed for the following because they were either 
Government publications which would come to the Library of Congress  as 
official documents or were in the class of books (directories and the like)ot 
Straits Times Directory of Singapore and Malaya 
Directory of Registered Business Names and Companies 
in Singapore 
Chinese Directory of Singapore 
Singapore Government Gazette 
(2) The new blanket purchase order was discussed point by point, with 
emphasis on the following ideas: 
e. e  The necessity of using the assigned Order Number in every case when 
publications are shipped to the Library of Congress  and when vouchers 
are sente 
be  The vouchers, in triplicate, should be sent by air mail. 
C e  Care should be taken to supply multiple copies of certain kinds of 
books (dicrtionaries , directories,  etcoe ) .  
Public Relations Officer, the matter 
between Singapore and the United States. 
2o ADVISORS FOR PUBLICATIONS I N  SI NGAPOREae One of the three times I 
visited the Universitay of Malaya I approached Mro Clark, the Universitay Librarian� 
about his aiding the Library of Congress in its procurement of publications 
dealing with Malaya published in Singaporea. Also, I feel that _Mro Clark has 
good ideas on microfilming and will be valuable in aiding the Library of Congress 
in certain microfilming to be done in the futuree Accepting the responsibility
on a. limited basis, he will be an Advisor for the Procurement of Publications on 
Malaya for the Library of Congresse 
• 
d o Those types of publications which are not to be suppliede 
eo Subscriptions to serials are not included in this Order but will be 
requested by individual Purchase Orders with a different Order Number 
for each indiviadual subscriptiono 
(3) Having secured an extra copy of the current Quarterly List of 
Registered Books from the Government Printing Office, I gave the sample copy 
to Mro Seabourne for his information and asked him to  make arrangements with 
Mro Horslin at the Government Printing Office whereby he would receive 
regularly a copy of this list as soon as it was availableo By means of this 
list he can be certain that he had sent to the Library of Congress all books 
registered in Singaporeao 
(4) The want list for books published in Singapore was not larges but 
some titles of books desired by the Library of Congress were given to the 
managero In  nearly every case they were books which had been out of print for 
many years and it would necessitate looking in the second-hand bookstores, which 
will be done by Kelly and Walsho 
I conferred with Mre Lindsey Grant of the U.S. I nformation Service regarding 
Chinese publications in Singapore. He informed ma that there was practically 
nothing published in Chinese in Singapore; and showed me about 20 small booklets 
which had made their appearance here in the last two years, and nearly every one 
of those being novels. Since a person would be needed to select what few Chinese 
publications are published in Singapore, I asked Mr. Grant to be a selection 
officer for the Library of Congresse Mr. Grant was instructed to consult with 
Kelly and Walsh from time to time, giving Mre Seabourne information about the 
Chinese publications 'he would recommend for purchase by the Library of Congresso 
Kelly and Walsh was also informed that Mre Grant was to be the Consultant as 
far as Chinese publications issued in Singapore are concernedo 
3 o EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSe I di scussed with Mro Sullivan, the 
of the exchange of official publications 
(1) I reviewed with Mr. Sulli�an what had been done five years ago when 
informal arrangements were set up for the exchange of publications, and now 
I was interested to check with his office and the Superintendent of Government 
Printing as to what materials are b eing published and being sento It  was rrry 
hope to have all priced and unpriced publications issued by the Government 
of Singapore sent to the Library of Congress in exchange for U.So documents. 
(2) I conferred with Mro Fo S. Horslin, the Government Printer at the 
Government Printing Office, on two different occasions. I presented to him 
certain publications issued by the Library of Congress which illustrate 
different kinds of printing used in Library of Congress publications. The 
items discussed with Mr. liorslin and Mr. Gillespie, the Deputy Printer were 
as follows& 
(1 )  The Government Printing Office is  the office which sends all 
government· documents printed by or s tored at the Printing Office o I informed 
them that the Library of Congres s  would like to receive all publications which 
they have, and we should have been receiving them all because of the arrange­
ments which were made five years ago when I talked wi th Mr o Vine , the Govern­
ment Printer ,  and Mr o Thomson, the Publi c Relations Officer o It  was discovered ,  
however, by actually checking the records and files at the Printing 0fficea9 that 
the following were either not sent or sent only spasmodicallyi 
The Colony of Singapore Government Gazette 
Singapore Ordinances 
Singapore Estimates 
Singapore Law Reports 
The reason given for not having sent these documents is  that the GPO had never 
rec�ived authorization from the Secretariat o At my request 9 Mr o Horslin 
talked by telephone with Mrao Armstrong, the Administrative Assistant in the 
Public Relations Office , about the matter ,  and Mr o Armstrong stated that he 
would take immediate action to have the agreement culminated during the period 
whi le I was in Singapore o 
(2) A current copy of the Catalogue of Government Publications listing 
all the documents which are now available in the GPO was received for the 
purpose of checking our back files of other official publications is sued in 
Singapore which we might not have reeeivedo  The GPO will be pleased to supply
all titles whi ch we desire in order to make our holdings complete o The request 
should be made through the Public Relations Office as  noted aboveao • 
(3) Since we apparently had not been receiving the Singapore Gazette on a 
regular basis directly from the GPO in Singapore , we therefore would not see 
the li st of books registered quarterly and published in that Gazetteao I then 
inquired if loose copies of the se quarterly lists of registered non-official 
publi cations were ayai lable, and I was given loose copies of these lists which 
have appeared since 19500 These li sts give the titles of all non-offi cial 
books and other publications which have been is sued in Singapore since 1950ae 
Mro Horslin had all of the se separate li sts bound together immediately and 
they make a very good check list for the last three yearsao Furthearmore , Mr o 
Horslin wi ll see to it that a separate copy of this quarterly list of 
registered non-offi cial publications will be sent to the Library of Congress 
each time it is  printed at the GPO for the Gazette each quartero 
( 4) The information which is  included in this quarterly li st and the 
catalog of government publications really compri se the data which is  needed 
for a National Bibliography for the Colony of Singaporeao Later on I inquired
if it would be possible to print a combination of these two lists on an annual 
basis  and thus have an annual national bibliography . The reaction was favor­
able : that it would be a good idea; but no definite and clearly stated deci sion 
was made about the propose.lo 
(5) As a follow up to sending us thi s quarterly li st of registered books ,  
Mr o Horslin wi ll send us a notice of any books which are published by the GPO 
but which are not included in the regular GPO cata�ogao For example , the book 
entitled Malaya by Gerald Hawkins and C .  A. Gibson-Hi ll was i s sued by the GPO 
but technically is  not a Government publicationao While I was in Indonesia,  a 
letter dated March 2 was received from Mro George Thomson, the Public Relations 
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Officera9 stating the confirmation that the Singapore Government had approved
the plan for exchanging publications on the wide seale whi ch I had proposed o 
4 o PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE PUBLI CATIONSao While in the Public Relations 
0fficea9 Mr o Sullivan showed me the publication issued by that Officea$ entitled 
Vernacular Pres s  Weekly Digestao This mimeographed publication presents the 
opinions of the Chinesea$ Malay and Indian newspapers printed in Singaporea$ on 
various issues and subjects current in Singapore and Malaya o For exampleab in 
one i ssue in early February of 1953 these were some of the topics presented in 
the Digest� "More in support of the proposed Malayan Chinese  University ; "  
"Sino=Malay relationsa· in Malaya; "  "Muslim religious education in Malaya, "  
"Department of Indology in the University of Male.ya, "  "Language and e ducation 
and Arabic Te.mi l , "  "Muslim women o "  All publications i ssued in the future by 
the Public Relations Office wi ll be sent directly to the Exchange and Gift 
Division at  the Library of Congres s $ and not by way of the Consulate in 
Singe.pore o 
5 o LEGAL PUBLICATIONS o The principal s ouree b if not the only source,  for 
legal publications in Singapore and Malaya is from the_ office of Mro B o Ao 
Mallal9 who issues among other publicationsa9 the :Malayan Law Journalo This 
Journal used to be received by the Library of Congress on an exchange basis s 
but was discontinued in February 19490 Thereforea9 the baek i ssues from January 
1949 through 1952 were purchasedo A subscription for the Journal was given to 
Kelly and Walsh j the Library of Congres s  dealero This legal journal has been 
issued from July 1932 to January 1942, and then from January 1946 to dateao The 
Law Library ought to check its back files for any gaps-=espe cially for issues 
before 19460 Two other legal publications purchased were as follows g Malala9 s 
Digest of Malayan Case Law (2nd edition) , and Malal v s  Criminal Procedure (3rd
edition) o 
60 COPYRIGHT LAW OF SINGAPOREo I discussed the matter of Copyright Law 
with Mrao Armstrong of the Public Relations Office and found the following 
informationz The Laws of the Straits Settlements 9 edition of 19369 volume 
four9 chapter 1609 entitled "copyright," gives the full details of the copy=
right law and practice in Singapore and the Federation of Me.laya o This law 
is a modifieation of the Imperial Copyright Act of 19110 In practice , all
.publications prior to distribution or sale have to be registered with the 
archivist at the Raffles Museum and Libraryo This information is then 
printed in the Quarterly List of Registered Non-official Publiacations and 
appears as a part of the Singapore Government Gazetteao 
7 o  MAPSao The number of maps I was able to se cure in Singapore were not 
many9 simply because there are very few maps published in Singaporeao A large 
number of maps pertaining to Singapore are published by the Survey Department 
in the Federation of Malaya, and those were secured when I was in Kuala Lumpur . 
One map was secured from the Automobile Association of Malaya and although I 
did not find a scale on it, it  appeared to be an excellent street map of 
Singaporeao 
80 UNIVERSI TY OF MALAYA LIBRARY. The first afternoon I was in Singapore 
I met Mr o Ernest Ho Clark, the Librarian of the University of Male.yao Within 
the past two or three years , Professor Silcock, who was for a time the Acting 
Vice-Chancellor of the University, corresponded with me relative to a suitable 
person to be the librarian at the Uni versi tyo After s ome search, Mr.o Clark 
came from Aus tralia where he had been associate d with a prominent library in 
that countryo 
.The University is the institution which was formerly the Raffles College 
and was - enlarged to include the King Edward VII College of Medicine in 
accordance with the recommendation of the report of a 6ommission appointed
for the purpose of investigating higher education in Malayao Among the fifteen 
specific recommendations given in the Report of the Commission on University 
Education in Malaya were provisions for the establishment of a University 
Libraryo The library building is being constructed now and when Mr. Clark 
took me through the new building, I was interested to note these features :  
a large reading room with adequate windows to provide natural light; a number 
of rooms on the second floor for research students (for the time being to be 
used as offices by the faculty member s ) ;  a microfilm process ing room, large
enough to accommodate at least two microfilm cameras ; and the building is to 
be air-conditioned throughout--an important factor in keeping b�oks in the 
tropicsa. 
One of the principal interests of Mr. Clark is that of microfilming o For 
example, he is  giving consideration to the idea of microfilming newspapers of 
Southeast Asia for the University Library. He asked my opinion about the 
advisability of filming newspapers for a libraryo I pointed out the rea l  
worth of filming papers when it comes to s aving storage space , binding expense
and the ease of securing film copies from other libraries .  At the same time 
I expressed the opinion that a film copy can never take the place of the "live" 
copy for the average reader or research worker. To have all their newspapers 
on microfilm and have no live copies I would consider a mistake. During the 
second of the three times that I was out at the Unive rsity, Mr o Clark and I 
discussed these  four particular subjeets r 
( 1) The Library of Congres s  really never has had an exchange agreement 
with the University in the true sense of the word because the University, or 
known before as Raffles College , did not have publications which it could 
offer in exchange . Now, however, _ the University is in a position to offer 
the following publications g 
Gazette of the Universi of Mala a ( infrequently; a lmost quarterly)
Calendar of the niversity of laya (annual, or as often as revised) 
Journal of the Universi of Mala a Dental Sooiet 
The cienee Journal� the ournal of the cience oeiety of the University 
of Malaya 
Proceedings of the Alumni Association of the King Edward VII College of 
Medicine 9 Singapore (Yolo 5, noo !--September 1952)
Annual Report of the University of l4alaya 
(2) We discussed at length the possibility of establishing a microfilm 
exchange between the University of Malaya and the Library of Congres s  whereby
the University of Malaya would film for the Library of Congress the materials 
on the Parkinson-Stokes list (as suggested in a memorandum of mine about two 
years ago and now the University has started to do some filming in reply to 
Mro Cronina9 s letter of May 16. 1952) and the Library of Congres s  would film 
for the University of Malaya certain newspapers of Southeast Asia. An arrange= 
ment of this kind would aid the University of Malaya Library greatly in 
securing newspapers and certain selected serials pertaining to Southeast Asia,  
and they would not have to be concerned with the bothersome monetary exchange 
regulations which make it a-lmost impossible to secure publications from 
abroado The whole project would be done by barter, exchange of microfilmed 
publicationsa. 
the Series B Bulletin has been issued since the we.rg 
The Bulletin of the Raffles Museum has appeared 
4lo
• 
(3) I was informed that the decision had been made to adopt the Library 
of Congress classification system for the Uni versity Libraryo It is anticipated 
that it will take a number of years to reclassify the books according to the 
Library of Congress systemo Therefore9 any Library of Congress publicatiaons 
which would aid in  this c hange-over to the Library of Congress system would be 
most useful to the University Libraryo 
9o RAFFLES MUSEUM AND LIBRARYao 'When I visited the Raffles Museum end 
Library .11 I met the Director9 Mro Mo Wo Fo Tweedie a nd we discussed the following 
matters& 
(1) The Museum issues two different publications& (a) The Bulletin of the 
Raffles Museum.11 which deals primarily with zoology-, and (b) The Bulletin of the 
Raffles Museum (series B--anthropoloq)ao Since they have almost the same name 
and are therefore most confusing, it is being contemplated to issue the first 
one with the present name� but to change the second publicationav s name to the 
Bulletin of Anthropology in  Male.ya or some similar titleo Only one number of 
issue noo 4.11 December, 19490 
seven times since the war� noo 189
October 1947 � noo 199 January 1949, noo 209 September 1949� noo 219 January 19509 
noo 229 April 1950, noo 23.11 December 1950i and noo 24, August 19520 
(2) The Library of Congress has had for some years an exchange arrangement 
whereby we receive the Journal of the Mala an Branch of the Ro al Asia tic 
Sooiety'o Mro Tweedie9 the resident of the layan Branch» said that three 
issues of the Journal had appeared since 1950t volo 239 19509 3 parts� volo 24.11 
1951a» 4 parts� and volo 259 1952� 1 parto The Society suffered seriously during 
the year 1952 because of printing difficulties arising initially from the 
continued failure of the eity w s  electricity supplyo The ensuing disorganization 
resulted in delayed proofs with a muoh higher proportion of literal errors� andv 
on three oecasions9 by the time the proofs were ready for submission to the 
authors9 the writers were temporarily inaocessibleo Therefore9 parts 2 and 3 
of the 1952 issue9 which will  be issued under one cover9 as a double number9 
are almost ready and ought to appear by April or Kay of 19530 
Parts 2 e.nd 3 of Volume 25 will be devoted toae. traanslation of the 
Sejarah Melayu from Sir Richa rd Winsted w s romanization (published in JMBRAS'9
vol o 16ii pto 3» 1938) of Raffles Manuscript 18 in the Royal Asiatic Society
Library 9 as especially prepared by Co Co Browno It ¢11 include extensive 
notes by the tre.nslator9 with page reference to the published texto Part L of 
Volume 25 will  eonsist of original papers relati ng to Alexander Hare and John 
Clunies Ross9 and the early history of the settlement on the Cooos-Keesing
Islands9 which have been edited9 with notes and an extensive introduction9 by
Co Ao Gibson-Hallo  
l Oo ACQUISITIONSao "hen conferring with Mro Co Mo Molver, the Ma nager of 
the Malayan Publishing House, I learned that there were very few publications 
being issued in  the Malay language, and many of these are books especially 
prepared for the public sehoolso The Malayan Publishing House publishes the 
majority of these Malayan school books and has a la.rge stock of themo The 
published list whieh the Malayan Publishing House issues was seeured9 cheeked 
and then handed over to our agent, Kelly and Walsh, requesting the purche,se of 
the selected titles--usualaly those books of a general nature about Me.le.ya, such 
as& Malaya and Southeast Asia; Malaya and the 14e.layans� Malay Literature Series» 
Noo 3� Some Malay Leg�nds� Charita Lakunan (Parts 1=5J, How Malaya is  Governedo 
Among the books purchased and shipped to the Library of Congress by Kelly 
and Walsh were the following titles: 
.An English-Malay Dictiona�
Dictionary of Colloquial 4alay 
Colloquial ialay 
A Practical English-Malay Dictionary 
A Guide to Malay Conversation 
Education for Unity in Jla.laya 
Malaya by Hawkins and Gibson-Hill 
Annual of the China Society of Singapore 
Guide to Singapore 
1953 Telephone15ireetory of Singapore 
llo ACQUISITION ARRANGEMENTS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 
(1) Arrangements were made for Kelly and Walsh to supply �ublieations for 
Cornell University Libraryoo- The instructions given to Mroe Seabourne were much 
the same as those which were given to the other bookdealers in Burma, Thailand, 
Cambodia and Viet-Ne.mo (Note: See particularly the chapter on Thailand .) 
(2) The University of Malaya Library is prepared to send to Cornell 
University Library on exchange the same University publications as are being
sent to the Library of Congress. In exchange for these I w as not prepared to 
make any definite statement as to the exact titleso· of publications which 
Cornell would send in exchangeoe I did state that the Annual Calendar would 
be sent and that I would recommend that Cornell University Library send the 
catalog of the Cornell University Press fro� which the University of Malaya 
might select any books pertaining to Southeast Asiao. Or that the Cornell 
University Library send automatically those books on Southeast Asia as issued 
by the Cornell University Press. No commitment,owas made but that a recommendation 
would be submittedoe 
(3) One time I called on Mr e Tweedie of the Raffles Museum and Library 
particularly about arrangements for Cornell e I learned that Cornell had 
already made arrangements by correspondence with Mro Tweedie to have him secure 
the official publications issued in Singaporeo The plan is to have the publi­
cations purchased and sent to Cornell by Mro Tweedie in return for which the 
Raffles Library will place a request from time to time for .American books 
equal in purchase price of the publications sent from Singaporeo I was in-,
formed that the Raffles Museum does not prefer to send to Cornell the JMBRAS 
on an exchange basis but would desire that Cornell purchase the journaloe The 
Annual Report of the Raffles Museum, howevero., will be sent on an exchange 
basis with Cornelle 
l2o UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY EXCH.ANGEe Likewise the University
of Malaya would open exchange arrangements with the University of California 
Library by sending the University of Malaya publications whioh are being sent 
to the Library of Congress. (Note: See foregoing Section 8.) In exchange for 
these publications the University of Malaya Library would like to receive 
Emeneau' s  studies in the Vietnamese language. Also a list of the science 
publications issued by the University of California might be sent and the 
University of Malaya Librarian would choose certain publications desired for 
their Science Facultyo 
(Noteg· At the request of Miss li4aclver, Head of Gifts and Exchange 
Department9 University of California at Berkeley, I assisted that institution 
in the acquisition of material in the _different countries of Southeast Asiao 
This was done primarily by informing institutions in those countries about 
the publications which the University of California would offer on exchangeo 
The names of all the libraries and societies interested in exchange will be 
supplied to the University of California • .) 
13 0 PRESENTATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIA BIBLIOGRAPHY o When I arrived in 
Singapore9 I learned that the UoSo Information Service had heard about the 
Library of Congress publication Southeast Asia& An Annotated Bibliography of 
Selected Reference Sources and copies had been secured already from Washington
which they intended to use as presentation copies to different persons and 
institutions in Singaporeo. 
(1) One morning Mro Newton, the Public Affairs Officer, and Mro Prostovo9
the Cultural Affairs 0ffieero9 went with me to call on Sir Sydney Caine9 the 
Vice Chancellor of the University of 14.e.layao During the course of our visito9
I presented a copy of the Southeast Asia Bibliography to him o With reference 
to the University9 Sir Sydney said that plans were under way to erect the 
university buildings at Johoreo9 but there was nothing really definite yet 
about the allocation of the money by ·othe governmento It will take probably 
five to ten years before the project will lie.ve been completedo According to 
some of the professors I talked with on other occasions, the institution is to 
be located in a place whieh is real jungle at the present time 9 which will 
involveo9 besides the erection of the buildingsoD the problems of sanitation0 
water supply9 roads and other facilitieso 
• 
(2) On another occasion I went with Mro Newton to visit liooEo The High
Commissioner for Southeast Asia, Mro l4alcolm Maodonaldo Having lee.med that 
he had a deep interest in books and is apparently widely readD at the proposal 
of Mr o Newtono9 I presented 14.ro Macdonald a copy of the Southeast Asia Biblio= 
gr�phyD for which he was most gratefulo Like on other oeoasionso9 that aroused 
questions about the Library of Congress and what it has to offer those who 
could call upon ito 
I 
Bo F'ED8RATION OF MALAYA 
l4e NEW BOOKDEALER IN MALAYA. 'When I was in Singapore, prior to my 
coming to the Federation of Malaya, I did not think a dealer would be needed 
in Malaya. I thought Kelly and Walsh could handle Malaya as wello·oas Singaporeo. 
Howe"Ve"rog upon arr.ival in Kuala Lumpur, I found that from time to time publi­
cations are issued in Ku.ala Lumpur which could be handled best by a local 
dealero The following items were discussed with Kr. Victor Hesse, the 
Manager of Caxton Press, who is _to be the Library of Congress agent in Malayai 
(1) The new blanket orders, Purchase Orders, with number 9508N for 
General Publications and number 75o6N for Legal Publications were delivered 
to Mr o Hesse and discussed in full o 
(2) The following orders for serials issued in l4alaya were placed with 
Caxton Press 9 on the pre-numbered purchase order forms: 
Malayan Educator (monthlyo Penang) 3008Z 
The Forester (monthly. Kuala Lumpur) 3009z 
Malay Mail (English daily. Kue.la Lumpur) 301oz 
'Journal of Malayan Nature Society (quarterly. K oL o) 3011Z 
Warto mmo (Malay fortnightly. Penang) 3012z 
(3) Special attention was called to the fact that any serial issued by 
the Government is not to be subscribed to but will be secured by the Library 
of Congress through the official exchangeo 
(4) Sample copies of each new serial are to be sent to the Order Division • 
at the Library of Congresso After consideration by the recommending officer, 
a purchase order for ·a subscription will be sent to him by the Order Division 
if the serial is desired o 
(5) His attention was called to the fact that the Quarterly List of 
Registered Books in the Federation which appears in the Federation Gazette 
ought to be secured from the GPOo 
(6) He was instructed to send us books in the Jawi script as well as 
books in romanized Malay and English. 
When I was in Penang, I went to Hoe and Company, Booksellers, at 11
Bishop Street, and talked with Mre Khoo Kay Chong, the Manager. They had 
very few books on Malaya, and nothing which I had not seen elsewhereo However,
he was directed to inform Caxton Press of any publications which are actually
published in Penangoo 
150 ADVISOR FOR PUBLICATIONS IN MALAYAo No advisor was selected in the 
Federation of Malaya because I thought that there were so few Malay publi­
cations that the whole activity could be handled adequately by the bookdealer 
selected to be the agent, Mro Hesse of Caxton Press. 
160 EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo Accompanied by Jack Gertz, the 
Public Af'fairs Officer, I conferred with the Chief Secretary, Mr o Watherston,
regarding the matter of establishing an agreement for the exchange of official 
documents between the Federation of Malaya and the Library of Congresso He 
was in full agreement regarding the exchange and telephoned George Smith9 the 
Government Printer and told him to see that such an exchange was c arried out 
as far as the Printing Office was concernedo He also told me about Mro Ko Ao 
Blacker� Secretary to the Government, who had just arrived, and suggested that 
a call be made on himo With this suggestion, we then went to see Mrao Blacker 
who would also be connected with the exchange and he too was in hearty approval 
of any plan which would make for the exchange of the official publications of 
both governments and thus improve our re.speetive libraries: the Library of 
Congres s  and the Federal Secretariat Libraryo 
The next morning I di scussed the matter of exchange of official documents 
with the Government Printera9 Mr o George Smith� My having gone to the Chief 
Secretary first had aided matters and I was assured by the Government Printer 
that he would send all publications which he produeedo The publications would 
be s ent directly to the Exchange and Gift Division at the Library of Congress
and not through the Ameriacan Consulateo 'While with Mro Smith9 a number of 
points of infonnation were gatheredt 
(1) I learned that there were a number of government publications which  
were not printed by the Government Printing Office and were distributed ex•>=> 
elusively by the government agency issuing the publieationo  Therefore9 s ome 
other arrangement would have to be made for their procurement from those agencieso 
After discussing the matter at some length9 it was deci ded that Mro Blackera9 the 
Secretary of the Government whom I had meta, the day before9 be asked to send a 
circular to all government agencies instructing them to send one copy of every 
publication which they di stributeo At my request� Mr o Smith talked with Mro 
Blacker on the telephone and explained the whole problem to himo Mro B lacker 
agreed to have the notice sent out to all the different government departments 
instructing ·them each to send their publications to the Library of Congress o 
Th.is was the closest that one could come to have the publications sent from a 
�antral distribution pointo If  it  had been that all of thea.apublications of the 
government agencies were printed at GPO but were distributed by the different 
agencies (as in Rangoon for example) , it  would not be difficult for the GOP to 
send a copy of each of those publications which  they printo However$ frequently
governament agencies have to go elsewhere than the GPO9 du� to the volume of work 
at the GPOD in order to have their printing doneo It  is  hoped the situation will 
improve in the future and then the GPO will be able to sen� everything which is 
issued by the Government of Malayao 
( 2) The GPO at Kuala Lumpur provides i nformation about its publications 
in  a Lis t  of Publi cations on Sale at the Federation of Ma.la a Government Pressa9 
Kuala umpur o Copies were secured bo or the i rary of ongress and the 
Cornell University Libraryo On the current list received these were some of 
the kinds of publications included& 
Among the legal documents were� Repriant copies of Gazette Notifiacations9
Ordinances9 Enactments9 and Amendments; General I ndex of Ordinances9 Enactments9 
Proceedings9 etco g in  force on December 31 » 1951 ;  Criminal Procedure Code; 
Penal Code � Land Code; Yearly Volumes of Enactments ; The Law Reports of the 
federate•d Malay Statesi Mala�
a.n Law Reports (annual) ;  Federal Subsidiary 
Lpgislation and other Legal otifi cations (annual) o 
compleate file of lay Today was 
the Library of Congresso From 
the Advisor Councils, .Mala an Union (annual) ; Proceedings of the Fede ral 
egislative Council annual o 
Among the treatises or papers on Me.lay subjects were : The Aboriginal 
Tribes; Ninety-nine Laws of Perak; Jele bu: its History and Constitution; A-
Vocabulary of Central Sakai. 
Among the Annual Reports the follow government agencies were represented: 
Agriculture Department; Audit Department; Department of Public Relations; 
Director of Cooperation; Education Department; Federation of Malaya; Forestry 
Department; Geological Survey Department; Institute for Medical Research; 
Malaria Advisory Board; Medical Department; Police Force ; Public Works Depart­
ment; Reports of the various Settlements and States of Malayao 
Among the miscellaneous publications these were listedt Federation of 
Malay Schemes of Service , 1950; I ndentured Labour in the Federated Llay
States� Notes for Students of the Mala Lan ua e (3 parts); Report on the 
Major Foras o aya; Report of the ommitte e  on Malay Education; Report
on Chinese Education; Re ort of the Central Adviaso Committee on Education;
Malayan Establishment S aff 95 ocie tie s in he Fedearation of alayao 
Among the Gazettes were included those of the Federation and the various 
States and Settlements, each with Suppleaments o 
(3) The above list of governmeant publications is usually revised monthly 
and will be sent to the Library of Congre ss whe n future lists appearo 
' 
170 l4ALAYAN I NFORMATI ON SERVICES. I confearred with the Director of 
Information Services, Mro Ao D. C. Petearson, about having all the publications 
issued by the I nformation Services sent to the Library of Congre sso It  was 
there that I learned that the Malayan Pictorial Observer9 which had been 
formerly issued by the Service s, had been reple.ced by a new publication 
called Ma.lay Toda
L
which is issued weeklyo Mr. Peterson would see that a 
sent to the Exchange and Gift Division in 
now on they will send all publications which 
they issue , directly to the Exchange and Gift Division in the Library of 
Congre ss., and no·t through the American Consulateao 
180 LEGAL PUBLICATIONSao There were no legal publications purchased in 
the commearcial bookstores. The only legal documents procured were the ones 
listed above in Section 16, Exchange of Official Documentso All of these 
will be coming to the Library of Congreass by the exchange arrangements. 
190 COPYRIGJIT LAW OF MALAYA. The copyright law in Malaya is the same as 
in force in Singaporeo See previous Section 60 
200 MAPSo 
(1) I conferred with the Surveyor General, Mr. Noble, who recalled the 
fact that Mro Pearcy had been there some time back and in accordance with 
the arrangements which had been made then to send maps to Washington for the 
Library of Congress and for other governp1ent agencies, they had made every 
effort to send all that they had publishedo 
(2) Mro Noble pointed out the fact that the annual report of the Survey 
Department is included in the Malay 1951 Annual Report, page 241-242o0 This 
data might be of interest to the Map Division. (The annual reports of 
certain departments are made available in the Malaya Annual Report, while 
other departments continue to issue individual reports through the GOP. )  
(3 ) While at the Survey Department, I met Mr. John Moir, the Chief 
Cartographer, who will be coming to America soon on a United Nations granto 
(4) With high enthusiasm and zealous interest they showed me the 
illuminated scr�als which are being prepared for the coming Coronation of 
Queen Elizabetho They '!ere magnificent in every respect, and a.s one looked 
at them he was reminded of the illuminated manuscripts in bright colors 
created in the monasteries of the middle ages. These scrolls were being
prepared all by hand in numerous colors in sheep vellum, showing the various 
shields and coats of arms of the different Malay States and Sultans in the 
Federationo 
(5) Before· leaving the Survey, I saw the office copy of the new Catalog
of Survey Maps which is now being revisedo 'When the catalog is completed and 
printed, a copy will be sent to the Library of Congress immedia.telyo 
2lo .NATIONAL MUSEUJ4 OF MALAYA. When visiting Mro Po D o  R o Williams-Hunt, 
the Director of Museums in the Federation of Malaya, many interesting facts 
and points of information about the museums of Malaya were gathered and an 
exchange of a new publication was gainedo I found Mr. Willie.ms-Hunt full of 
information about certain publications and the following points were in our 
conversation: 
(1) He is starting a new publication entitled Bulletin of the Federation 
of Malaya Musetm1s, the first issue being planned to appear during 1953 0 This 
journal will supercede the Federation of Malay States Museum Journalo The 
emphasis of the new Bulletin will be in the fields of archaeology and ethnologyo 
.(2) At present a series of popular pamphlets called theoFederal Museum 
Popular Pamphlets are being prepared by an acknowledged expert in a certain 
fieldD designed to give information on popular hobbies or on other subjects 
pertaining to Malaya for which literature is not readily availableo The first 
pamplet to be issued is Collecting Buttsr,.flie� in Kale.ya by Mow ·. F .,  Tweedieo 
-· ·Six other pamphlets now ·:tn eou·ros� - ,,t prepa.•ration· ·are-: . ·. No·;, 2, Collecting
Malayan Coins by F o Pridmore; No. 3, Preserving Books and Prints in the 
Tropics by Williams-Hunt; Noo 4, How to Run a Simple Aquarium by Tweedie; 
No o 59 The Malay Kris and Other Weapons by Abu Baker bin Pawanchee and 
Willie.ms-Hunt; No o 6, Aboriginal Handicrafts by Williams-Hunt; No ., 7. 
Recording Local History by Williams-Hunt . 
(3 ) The Federal Museums Department is also preparing a number of short 
illustrated guides to the more interesting historical sites of Malaya. The 
first of these will give an account of the Dutch Fort and Cemetery on Pangkor 
Isle.ndo 
(4) Mro Williams-Hunt is a recognized authority on the aboriginal peoples 
of Mala.ya, and has published a book recently called An Introduction to the 
Malayan Aborigines (Kuala Lumpur, Government Press , 1952). 
(Note: Word has been received_ from Kuala Lumpur that Mro Williams-Hunt 
died this past June, the result of an accident in the jungle. ) 
Kuala Lumpur, I conferred with Mro Victor Hesse concerniang his private 
colleaction of Malayan books he had offered for sale. This the colleaction 
Kuala. Lumpur, I talked with Mr. van Oss, the Consul, about what I had done 
in  that place; namealy, that arrangements had been made for official e xchange, 
that a part of the Hesse Collecti on had been purchased, that Caxton Press 
(5) A point of information which ought to be of i ntere st to the Prints 
and Phot-ographs Division is  that Mro Williams-Hunt, as the Advisor to the 
Government on Aborigines of Malaya, has a large collection of about 7,000 
prints of the different aboriginal peoples in  the hills of Malaya. When 
inquiring about. those pictures, and if they were e_ver made available to 
other libraries, he said he would be willing to send a small collection of 
10 or 12 with the view that prints from his colleaction might be purchasedo 
220 INSTIaTUTIaONAL EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIaONS. 
(1) 'While at the GPO, I met the General Manager and Deputy Chairman 
of the Ce ntral Electricity Board, .Mro F. Po Egertono I spoke to him about 
the possibility of the Library of Congress receiving on exchange their 
annual reports and other publications which they might issue from time to 
timeao He would see that their publications were sent in  exchange for any 
Library of Congreass publications we might send them, prefearably publications 
related to public utilities and related topics. The proper address of the 
Board is  as follows:· General Manage r and Deputy Chairman, Central Electricity 
Board, P. Oo Box 1003, Kue.la Lumpur, Malaya. 
-
(2) In  Kuala Lumpur I met Dr. Ho Seng Ong, the author of Education for 
Unity in Malaya,, and who is the Principal of the large Anglo-Cahinese School 
in  Kuala Lumpur which is  located whe re .Mr. Tileman liveso He is  also 
Educational Director of all Methodist Mission Schools in Singapore and 
Malayao 
230 ACQUISITI ONS: HESSE C OLLECTION OF :MALAY BOOKSo When I arrive d  in  
was 
to 1Vhich the Library ' s  attention had been dire cted by the Department of Stateao 
A list of the books had been sent to Washiangtong was checked against the 
Library of Congress Official Catalog and Process File, and I received the 
list the day ! · aleft Saigon for Singapore. I saw the books at the house of 
Mro Hesse and looke d at the items in which the Library of Congress would be 
e specially interestedo They were all in good condi tiono Mro Hesse'as house 
is located at 82A Bukit Bintang Road, Kuala Lumpuro 
. On a second occasion I discussed the matter of what he desire d  to sell 
and the priceso At first he wante d to sell the enti re collection as a 
collection and would not consider parting with books on selected basiso I 
preseanted to him the list of those titles which were wanted by the Library 
of Congress and pointed out two factss (1) that they were not the most 
expensive and best items in  the collection; and (2) that the number of books 
on Malaya which the Library of Congress did not have were few and therefore 
my purchase would not deplete his collection for some future sale. He agreed 
to sell the books which I had selected at the stated pricesg plus shipping 
eha.rgeso 
240 JAPANESE OCCUPATI ON DOCID4ENTS TO BE FIT,MEJ) o Prior to leaving 
was to be the Library of Congress dealer, and that I had visited various 
librarieso llro van Oss passed on to me a copy of a despatch from the American 
Embassy in London, noo 2736, which deals with Japanese Occupation documentso 
Without quoting the entire document here, the following facts are highlighted: 
(1) Mr o Mitchell of the Colonial Office has certain issues of the 
Trengganu Government Gazette in English and in the vernacular: in 
English, volo 7,  no. 21, December 15, 1943 ; in vernacular, vol. 7, 
noo 1-20, January 1 - October 1, 19430 
(2) He also has the English language issues of the Trengganu Government 
Gazette Extraordinary, vol. 8, no. 1-40 (minus no. 9 and 32),
January 2 - December 30, 19440 
(3) Also scattered copies of the Negri Sembilan Shu Koho and its cultural 
supplement are available. These were in duplicate and were sent to 
the Library of Congress. 
(4) Issues of the Kede.h Government Gazette, which can be filmed for less 
than S$100, are now in Malaya, apparently at Kedaho 
It is proposed (a) that an order be placed for a microfilm copy of the 
Trengganu material with Mr. Mitchell; and (b) that a microfilm order be sent 
to Mr. Clark of the University of Malaya in Singapore be requested to secure 
a microfilm of the Kedah Government Gazette for the Library of Congress. 
Mro Clark has full microfilm equipment at the University and would be -in e. 
position to sec:ure the material for us. 
250 ACQUISITION ARRANGEMENTS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSI TY LIBRARYo 
(1) Arrangements were also made with Caxton Press at Kuala Lumnur for , ,.
furnishing Cornell University Library with publications issued in Malaya. 
The instructions given to Mr o Hesse were similar to those which I gave to 
the dealers in Rangoon, Bangkok and other countries o 
(2) At the Survey Department a copy of the new Cate.log of Survey Maps 
was requested for Cornell. 
(3) A copy of the GPO List of Publications on Sale was secured for 
Cornell and was sent by air mail to that Library. This list of government 
publieations is usually revised monthly and will be sent to the Cornell 
University Library when future lists appear • 
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c. SARAWAK 
Leaving Malaya on February 28 from Penang, I went over to Sumatra,
Indonesiao After working in Indonesia for almost a month, I went to Sarawak 
from Djakarta via Singapore, arriving in Kuching, the capital of Sarawak, on 
March 240 I was met at the Kuching airport by Mro Philip Jones, Director of 
the British Information Office for Sarawak. Later, after getting settled at 
the Government Rest House where I stayed, Mr o Jones made appointments with 
different persons I desired to see in Kuching and, in some instances,
accompanied me on the appointmentoo 
260 BOO.KDEA.LER FOR SABAWAK o After a brief survey of the situation 
in Kuching in which I found there was very little being published--that is, 
apart from the Government Printing 0ffice--I thought there was no necessity 
of having a dealer for the Library of Congress at Kuehingoo 
270 EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo The trip to the Government Printing 
Office where I saw the Government Printer, Mro W. J o Chater, and his as sistanto9
Mro Bao Chiang Lim, was most rewardingo Here Io. saw all of the official 
publications which are issued in Kuehing for Sarawak and·oBruneioo The 
publications are not numerous but they offer valuable data about this part 
of Southeast Asia, as illustrated by the following items:  
The Natural Resources of Sarawak; comprising accounts prepared by members 
of the Natural Resources Board together with gene�al information 
obtained from official records and compiled by Foo fio Roe o Kuching,
19529 38 po  (Gives data regarding population, economy, communications, 
agricultural resources, forest resources , mineral resources, land 
alienation, development of natural resources 9 the Natural Resources .
Board which was established by the Sarawak Government in 1949 0 )  
Annual Re ort on Sarawak for the ear 19510 Kuching, 19520 194 po 
ollowing a general review of the year, information is provided 
about population; occupation .I> wages and labor organization·; public 
finance and taxation ;  currency and banking ; eonnnerce; production; 
social services; cooperative development; legislation; law and order; 
public utilities; connnunications ;  control and development of land; 
geography and climate; adminisotrationoo Appendix gives details of 
development projects oo) 
General Order (Revised 1st May, 1952) 0  Kuching, 19520 162 p o  (Gives
data regarding the regulations for civil servants as to appointments,
conduct and discipline, salaries and allowances, leave and passages, 
transport and travelling, office routine, and related topics oo) 
•
Sarawak Civil Service List, 19520 (Corrected up to 1st Januaryg 1952. ) 
-Kuching, 19520 99 p o  (Gives fu11 data regarding the record of service 
of persons in Sarawak Government service. Excellent biographical 
informationooo) 
Sarawak Gazette (monthly) . (Gives articles contributed by officers 
from various parts of the Colony. ) 
The Sarawak Government Gazette (fortnightly) .  (Includes notifications 
and notices to officers of the Government. )  
,· 
510 
• Law Reports, 1950 0 Kuching., 19510 (Divided as follows: I Supreme Court 
and Circuit · II Privy Council Appeals; Appendix--Privy Councilo)Courts� 
A Re ort on the 1947 Population Census by J o  Lo Noakeso Kuching , 19500 
ives extepded information regarding the many racial groups of Sarawak 
and Brunei .) 
Report of the Geological Surve rtment for the ·ear 1951 by F o Wo Roe o 
uching, 19520 overs Sarawak., and orth Borneooo Includes 
bibliographical c,heek list o ) 
•Annual Report of Prisons Departmento., 1951 by Wo L. Po Sochonoo 1952 0 
ando· x enditure of the of 
Annual Re ort on the Forest De artment for the by Fo Go Browne o 19530 
avenue riodo ool949oo 
ingapore., layan blishing
Report ofo.othe Principal Auditor on the Accounts of Sarawak for the year 
ended the 31st of December 1950 0 19520 
Department of Agriculture Annual Report for 1951 0 
Jo 
19520 
The Handbook of Sarawe.ko o oby B. A. St o Hepburn, 1949o. 
De artment of Trade and Customs Annual Statistics for the ear 1951o0 1952 0 · 
upreme ourt· eports annual 
The Brunei Government Gazette (fortnightly) 
In order to have better coverage for the future., arrangements were made 
with Mro Chater to have all the Government publications of Sarawak and Brunei 
printed and issued by the Government Printing Office in Kuehing to be sent 
regularly to the Exchange and Gift Division at the Library of Congress in 
exchange for U oS•  Government documents which will be sent to the Sarawak 
Governmentoo It was the request of Mro Chater that the UoS•  documents be 
shipped directly to him at the GPO and, in turnD he will deliver them to the 
various government offices and the Sara,vak Museum Libraryo 
It should also be noted here that when I was in Singapore making arrange= 
ments for the exchange of official documents from that Colony, Mro Thomson 
clearly stated that the agreement with Singapore would not include the 
publications issued in Sarawako 
.280 BRITISH INFORMATION OFFICE PUBLICATIONS o At the British Information 
Department)o 
29 0 SARAWAK MUSEUM AND LIBRARYoo Tom Harrison, the Government Ethnologist 
and Curator of the Sarawak Museum and Library, was a very well informed person 
on the country of Sarawakoo He has been resident here at the Museum since 1941 
and makes frequent field trips into the interior where he has become rather 
intimately acquainted with the various tribal peoples who inhabit this portion 
of the island o The Library of Congress has had an exchange ��th the Sarawak 
Museum and Library for some years and has received its Journal in exchange
for Library of Congress publications o 
Mro Harrison informed me that there are two monographs which have been 
prepared and are ready for printing. They are entitled: Native Music of the 
Office Mr o Morshidi9 the Deputy Information Officer, brought my attention to 
certain publications issued by the Information Offices Pembrita (monthly in 
Malay)� Pedoman Ra 9 ayat (monthly in Malay); Cooperation in Sarawak (a monthly 
magazine in English,11Ialayo9 and Sea Dyakoo Includes articles on cooperative 
marketing, coo�rative educationo. Published by the Cooperative Development 
I 
Borneo Interior and Serus, a Vanished People of Sarawa.ko Both studies 
will be_ _ _ sent to the Library of Congress as part of the exchange as soon as 
they are issuedo A book which is being prepared is called Birds of Borneo 
but it will be over a year before that work is eompletedoo 
When visiting the large museum building, I saw the collections of flora 
and fauna, rocks, handicrafts, pottery and many other items pertaining to 
the country and people of Sarawak. Later at the house of :Mro Harrison, I 
saw the plans and elevation of the additional new building which will be 
built soon for the Sarawak Museum and Library--principally for the Library 
which is terribly crowded at the present in another old building. 
30. MAPS. I called at the Sarawak Survey Office which I met Mr. F ooK o 
Kitton, the Superintendent, and Mro M. J. Hurley, the Superintendent of the 
Drawing Office. I did secure, however, a list of the few maps which they 
issue,listed as follows: Sarawak. 2 miles to l incho. 7 sheets (Nos. 1, 
2,3,4, 5,6,18) Series: GSGS 4545; Sarawak. 16 miles to 1 inch. 1 sheet, 
Series: GSGS 4543; Sarawak. Seale--1: 1,000,000o Sarawak Series 7; Sarawakoo 
60 miles to 1 inch. Series: Rainfall map; Sarawak. 60 miles to 1 inchoo 
2 sheets. Series: Distribution of races map. 
I 
! 
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V. INDONESIA 
At noon · ,on Sa. turda.y, February 28, I left Ma.la.ya. · for. ·.Medan;· Indonesia.o9
the largest city in.northern Sumatra., arriving within one hour and ten 
minutes flying timeo 
· 10 BOOKDEALERS IN INDONESIA. The Library of Congress now has two 
bookdea.lers as their agents in Indonesia.: Kolff and Company in Djakarta, Java.; 
e.nd Varekamp and Company in Medan, Sumatra o 
A o Kolff and Companyoo This firm was selected five yea.rs a.go when I 
interviewed various bookdealers in Djakarta and it has served quite well during 
that period of timeo Incidentally, the address is no longer 13 Noordwijk but, 
because all streets have been renamed in the capital with Indonesian names,
the new address is 13 Djala.n Nusa.nta.ra.. When visiting the new managerog
Mro J o J o de Groot 8 who has lived in Indonesia. before, I found him to be a 
person who is well informed on Indonesia. and lrnows Indonesian publica.tionsoo 
Also, he works well with Mr .  Ockeloen of the same firm who is active with the 
National Bibliographyoo My discussions with Mr. de Groot on four different 
occasions included the following points for consideration or brought out 
certain facts concerning the booktra.des -
(1) Serial Publications. The serials which are being continued on 
previous orders sent to Kolff are as followsr 
•'
Berita Bula.na dari �antor Biblio�rafi Nasional o Ba.ndungoo Monthlyo Vol o 1�  
no o 1--Ja.nua.ry 19530 {Formerly known as Madja.llah Berda.ga.nge.n Buku di 
Indonesia, which ceased in December 1952. 
Indonesia. Raje.o Djakarta o Indonesian da.i ly. 79 500 circulationo Independent
Middle of ·Roa.do 
Aba.dioQ Dja.ka.rtao Indonesian da.ilyo 8,000 circulation. Ma.sjumi partyo 
Mimba.r Indonesia.a Dja.karta.o Indonesian monthlyo 
Keng Po o Djakarta.o. Indonesian da.ilyo 24.,o000 circulationo Independent,
anti ... communisto 
Merdekao Dja.karta.o Indonesian daily. 11,000 circulation. PNioo 
Nieuw Soeraba.isch Handelsblado Suabajao Dutch da.ilyo 9,000 circulationo 
Independent; rightist o  
Pedoma.n Ra.kja.to Tandjung Pinangoo Indonesian da.ilyo 2,500 circulation o 
Governmento 
Nieuwsgieroo Djaka.rta.o Dutch daily. 9,000 circulationoo Independent � 
rightisto 
The serials which had been ordered previously but were discontinued are 
as followsi 
Wa.spada.oo Meda.noo Indonesian daily. 7,800 circulationo PNI; ultra na.tionalistoo 
Mimbar Umumo Medano Indonesian da.ilyo 7,500 cireula.tiono Independent,
moderateo 
Nieuwsblad voor Suma.tera.o Dutch da.i ly. Medan. 
Mase. dan Dunia. Indonesiao  Ambon. Indonesian daily. 
De Locomotief o Semarango Dutch daily. 4,350 circulationo Independent; 
< moderateo 
Ja.va.bodeo Djakarta. Dutch daily. 20�·tOOt:'M�lation. Non-partisa.no 
Nieuwsbla.d voor Indonesieo Djakarta. Dutch dailyo 6,000 circulationo 
Independent; rightisto 
I 
(Note: The papers issued in  Medan, the first three above, are not being 
discontinued actually but have been transferred merely from Kolff in - Djakarta 
to our new dealer, Varekamp in  Medan, to handle. ) 
Pre-numbered Purchase Order forms were given to Kolff and Company 
requesting new subscriptions for the following serial publications, 
Times of Indonesiae Djakartao English daily. 1,800 circulationo ( 
Indonesia n daily. 14,500 circulatiaon. PSI. 299oz 
Djakarta. Indonesian weekly. 2991Z 
Sunday Courier. Djakartao Indonesian weeklyo 2992Z 
Sunda. Bandung. Sundanese daily. 2993Z 
Zenitho Djakarta. Indonesian monthly. About literature. 2994Z 
Djakarta. Bi-monthly. January-February, 1953--lst issueo Industry ;
2995Z 
Bintang Merah. Djakarta. Indonesian monthly. Communist. 2996Z 
PKI Bulletin. Djakarta. Indonesian weekly. Communist. Vol. 2, no. 3-­
February 27, 1953. 2997Z 
Me.d�alah Bulanan Hwa Chiao Tau Pao. Djakarta. Chinese monthly. . Communi st.,
olo 1, no . 7--January 1953. Published by Hwa Chiao Tau Pao Shah, 20 
Timur Pinangsai. 2998Z 
Gadjah Mada. Djogjakarta. Indonesian monthly. Youth. 3003z 
Thien Sung Yit Poo Djakarta. Chinese daily. 15,000 circulatiaon. KMTo 
3004z 
Sin Po. Djakarta. Indonesian dai ly. 11, 000 circulation. Communist. 3005z 
Prabao Djogjakarta. Javanese monthly. 3oo6z 
• ( :'.(2) . Mr. de Groot called my attention to a certai n publication whi ch i s  
about two years old nows Daftar Persuratkabaran Jang Diterbitkan di Indonesiao 
This list gives the name of eaeh serial published in  Indonesia, the place of 
publication, and all are organized by title, ci�-y or island. The first issue 
came out in  l4arch 1951, and a new issue i s  about to be issued in  May 19530 
(3) A careful check was made with Mr. de Groot about those serials 
which we wish to reoeive particularly for the preparation of the Southern 
Asia Accessions List at the Library of Congresso 
(4) Attention was called to the fact that we are anxious to receive 
sample copies of new serials. Mr. de Groot agreed to send the Library of 
Congress sample copies when any are _availableo 
(5) A new I ndonesian encyclopedia is  now in  the process of preparationo 
It will be a translation of the Dutch Encyclopedi Indonesia by Winkler Prins 
(2 volso ).  
• 
(6) The revised blanket Purchase Order was issued and was explained
point by point. Emphasis was placed upon the desire for multiple copies of 
dictionaries, directories, who ' s  who, end similar works. He was quite 
surprised that telephone directories are wanted. I requested copies of 
telephone directories not just · of Djakarta but all the places in Indonesia 
where they are avaiale.bleo The use of the order no. on all packages and 
copies of the voucher of a shipment was explained as to why it  was so 
importanto The Order Numbers were: 9520 H for General; 7511H for Law. 
Independent. 2989Z 
Pedomano Djakartao
Mimbar Indonesia. 
Dian. 
Stanvaea. 
(7) 'nle catalog of Indonesian publications prepared by Mro Ockeloen 
enti tleds Catalogus dari Buk:u buku jang Di terbi_tban di Indonesiao9 1950 ... 1951 
will be checked carefully by Mroo de Groot to make sure that all of the 
Indonesian publications listed in that catalog have been sent to the Library ..
of Congress in accordance with the blanket order requirementsoo 
(8) Furthermore 9 the Ockeloen monthly list entitled Berita Bulanan oo o  
will be cheeked regularly as it appears for books to send to the Library of 
Congress in aee. Mroordance with the blanket ordero de Groot will indicate 
on a copy of that monthly list the items which have been sent to the Library 
of Congress and then will send that particular copy to the Order Division by
air mail for its informationo Also0 an unmarked copy of the list will be 
included so  that any additional selections might be made by the Southeast 
Asia Selection or Recommending 0ffieero 
B o Varekamp and Companyo In Maden in northern Sumatrao9 I found that 
there were publications being issued which had never been touched by the 
agent in Djakartao The publishing going on in Sumatra9 principally Medano9
is not as great as in Java of course 9 b.ut it appeared to be sufficient to 
warrant a dealer in that part of the arohipelagooo After proper investigationo9 
I selected Varekamp and Companyo0 Bookdealerso9 P o  O o Box 2009 Medan 9 to serve 
as the Library of Congress agent in Sum.atraoo The name of the manager is 
Mro Jules Meininger who has been in Sumatra for many years and knows the book 
trade in that part very well o Included in our conversations were the 
following matters i 
(1) I was unable to present Mro Meininger a blanket Purchase Order but 
using another one as a sample 9 I explained in detai 1 the points regarding
the purchase order instructionsoo 
(2) Pre�numbered Purchase Orders were issued to Varekamp for the 
following serial publieations g  
Waspadao Mede.no Indonesian dailyo 7 9800 circulationoo PNi i ultra 
nationalisto 2999Z 
Bintang o Meda.n o Indonesian weeklyoo 3000Z 
Nieuwsblad voor Sumaterao Medan o Duteh dailyo 49000 eirculationoo 
Independent, moderateo 3001Z 
Fikiran Ra.kjat o Palembangoo Indonesian dailyo 2 9 0000 PNioo 3002z 
New . China Times o  Mede.n o Chinese daily o 5 9 000 circulationo KMTo 3007z 
2o ADVISBR FOR PUBLIC.ATIONS IN INDONESIAo After talking with Mro G o 
Ockeloen in Bandung on different ocea•ions and observing his thorough knowledge 
of Indonesian publicationso9 I approached him about aiding the Library of 
Congress in its procurement of publications dealing with Indonesiao Mro · 
Ockeloen is a member of the Kolff and Company firm with the particular 
responsibility of the preparation of the publications which they issue o Also9
he is the one responsible for the new National Bibliography list now being
issuedo He acc,-pted the responsibility and will be an Adviser for the 
Procurement of Publications in Indonesia for the Library of Congresso This 
is an ideal tie-in with the great amount of work he is doing in connection 
with the bibli9graphiee.l publicationo9 Berita Bulananoo 
3 o  EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo An agreement between the United 
States and Indonesia was signed a little over two years ago for the exchange 
of official documents between the two countriesoo However, within this span 
of time ·nothing much has happened e.s far e.s receiving Indonesian publications
at the Library of Congress is concernedoo Sometime ago a request was made 
for a list of official Indonesian publications but no reply was received 
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Djakartao In order to find out what 
the difficulty was I conferred with certain persons in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairsoo Through the aid of Dro Suwantoo9 now Head of the Pacific 
Section in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and formerly the Cultural Attache 
of the Indonesian Embassy in Washington and hence a good friend of mine, I 
was able to get at the heart of the problem almost iimitediately� 
(1) He introduced me to Mro Ro M .  Musa Soerianata Djoemena, the 
Assistant Secretary General for Functional Affairs, and later with Mr o Bo 
Malayu9 the Head of the General Affairs Section in Functional Department o 
Sufficient to say here it was quite a tangle I had to unravelo Inasmuch 
that these two particular gentlemen had never heard of the agreemento9 I 
summarized the background of such an agreement and what it would entail by 
way of action in order to make it effective o 
(2) I inquired if the Indonesian Government issued a catalog, printed 
or mimeographed, of the publications which the various Ministries issuedo 
Since there has never been a list compiled, the two men by memory were able 
to set down the titles of quite a number of publications which were issued 
by the different agencies o Also, a list of the Ministries and Offices was 
compiled-=those which were very likely to have publications--even though the 
exact title of the publication was not known right then b·y memory o 
(3) At my request, a cert�in Ministry was selected to assembly all the 
official documents--serials, books, reports, everything--which had been 
issued within the last five years, certainly everything since December 27� 
19L9 when sovereignty was actually transferred to Indonesia o The Ministry 
selected was the Ministry of Information since the bulk of the publications 
were already thereoo Mro Osman Raliby» Head of the Planning and Documentation 
Department of that Ministry was the person who assumed the responsibility 
of securing the publications issued by the various Ministries within the 
•Indonesian Governmentoo 
(4) Two .days later I returned to see Mr o Musa at the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and he informed me that "a truck load of material" was 
awaiting me at the Ministry of Inforrnationo Mro Malayu and I then went in 
the Embassy car to the Ministry of Information and _just as stated there was 
a large mass of publications re-ady to be taken a.we.yo 
The titles of the publications and the Ministries from which they came 
I
areo·oas follows: 
Publications of Kementerie.n Penerangan (Ministry of Information) : 
Indonesia today; Pictures from Indonesia;_ Facing the situation; Our way out;
The new Indonesia, noo 1 ,  no. 2 ;  Foreign observers on the questions of West 
Irian, no o 1 ;  Lahirnja Pantjasila; Djendral Sudirman Pahlawan Sed�ati ; Know 
Indonesiaoooo.Know your friend; Peringatan 125 • • •  de Javasche Bank;o jadilah
Bajangkari jang sedjati ; The cooperative movement in Indonesia; Massa 
psychologie ;  Agriculture in Indonesia; Undang dasar sementara Rol ao; Towards 
�ustioe and peace; Politik persahabatan dengen negara� tetangga; 1 Mei;
ekitar pemilihan um.um;  Kewadjibanku; Membangun diantara tumpukan puing dan 
pertumbuhan ; Perumahe.n rakjat; Politik luar negeri ; Droo Ajalmar Schacht; 
. ) 
• 
Kedaulatan rakjat; Amal-ama l-amal, Komi si ekonomi untuk Asia dan Timur Djauh ; 
Rentjana Mass educatipn; 12 Djuli hari kooperas i ;  Supplemen Masalah 
Pengangguran di Indonesia; Masaalah ngan eran di Indonesia;  Keterangan 
dan djawaban pemerintah, Tanja Djawab , oal hidup a.tau me.ti ; ronik tempo 
arsip dokumentasi;  Dan lain2 o 
Publications of Kementerie.n Pertahanan (Ministry of Defense) : Djendre.l 
sudirman; Penindjauan 
Sekedar 
de.lam lapangan dis iplin; Beberapa aspekt dari sedjarah 
perang; tentang Kementerian Pertahanan� 
.•. 
Publications of Kementerian Sos ial (Ministry of Social Affairs )ag Berita 
pers ( dilapangan kesosialan) noao 2 o 
Publications of Kementerian Perburuhan (Ministry of Labor)ag Tindjauan 
masaalah perburuhan ; Undang darurat noo 16 th o 1951 ;  Tentang masaalah pelepasan; 
Rentjana undang perburuhan, Konperensi dinas 
dari vaksentra de.lam 
Kementerian Perburuhan, Konstitusi2 
danluar negeri;  Masjarakat den perburuhan ; Sekitar program 
Perburuhan Kabinet Wilopoao 
Publications of Kementerian Age.ma (Ministry of Religion ) �  Hidup beragama;
Memperingati malam nuzulul-gura'an; Pembahagian harta pusaka Islam; Undang� nikah9 
talah de.n rudjuk; Sue.re. mimbar; Kementerian Agama dan1Sarlemen; Ne.bi Muhammad 
S oAoWo djuz 1a$ 2; Konperensi Kemo Departemen D�awatan Agama 9 djilid 1�9; 
Ma-lima; Perdjalanan Hadji ;  Penerangan agama ;a engalamanku sewaktu hadji ; 
A a gunanja eladjaran dan pendidikan age.ma, Kedudukan agama de. lam Kemo Age.ma ; 
itasik Hilanat; enudju sistim baru de.lam drasah; Kedudukan age.ma de.lam 
negara� modern dan merdeka; Is lam dan kemerdekaan beragama;  Puasa dan Kesachatan; 
Perguruan tinggi age.ma Islam negeri ; Negara dan Ketuhe.nan jang Maha Esa; The 
Ministry of Religious Affairs ; Mimbar agama th o 1950ml953; Al-Indonesia Al= 
.mudja.he.dahg 195000 195,!_o 
Publications of Kementerian Kesehatan (Ministry of Health ) �  Peladja.ran 
tentan 
de.lam 
propaganda untuk mendidik-d0uru h gienie;  Penuntun bagi para guru
endidikap tentang esehatan; anah dibawah umur 6 tahun; Gigiku sehat 
'dan kua t; Kedekter gigi o 
Publications of Kementerian De.lam NeJ;e.ri (Ministry of Home Affairs ) �  
Madjalah pemerintahan (Djano & DjUrti · 1951;  0ot o . ,& Matt-o 1952) ; Konsti tus i  
sementara Ro i o i noo 7, 19500 
Publicationsa�f Kementerian Pertanian (Ministry of Agriculture)ag Pak tani;  
Pertanian rak at;  Subak dipulau Ba!i; Rentjana kemakmuran i stimewa tahun 1946a.P 
tahun 19 9; · i djalar sebagai make.nan utama ;  Madjalah berkale. pertanian; 
Dasar bekeraja ; Alat� perte.nianao 
Publications of Kementerian Pendidik� 9 Pengadjaran dan Kebudajaan 
(Ministry of Education and Culture): Daftar peladjaran dan buku2 S oMoA o ;
Rentjana 10 tahun kewadjiban beladjar; Pen elenggaraan sekelah2 di Indonesia; 
Mass education; Kemana dimana beladjar? ;  ducation and culture, no o 19 9 3,i,  9 
aan 5�  Pewarta PoP oK o  dari no o 1-26a0 
Publications of Kementerian Pekerdjaan Umum (Ministry of Public Works)ag 
Perumahan rakjat, Pengairan di Indonesia;  Sia.ran Penghuhung no o 49 Djuni 1951 �  
no o 19 29 3 8 Djuni, 19520 
• 
Publicaations of Kementerian Ferhubungan (Ministry of Communications)ai 
Ichtisar. brita bulanan bulan Februari 1952.9 Meia&: Djuli 9 1952; Ichtisar -
pers sekitar Kemo Perhubungan; Ichtisar singkat noo 1 dan 5o 
Publications of Farlemen (Parliament) � Ichtisan Farlemen th o 1952 dan 
1953 ( 1  bundle) o 
,
The Ministries which did not have any publications within the above 
collection are as follows&· Kementerian Luar Negeri (Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs)a9 Kementerian Keuangan (Ministry of Finance)9 Kementerian Kehakiman 
(Ministry of Justice)a9 Kementerian Ferdagangan dan Peridustrian (Ministry 
of Commerce and Industries) � Kementerian Urusan Pegawai (Ministry of 
Official Affairs)a9 Kementerian Urusan Um.um (Mini stry of General Affairs) � 
Kementerian Urusan Agraria (Mini stry of Agrarian Affairs) 
(5) Mro Musa said that he would take special e . ction to see that a 
. . system was set up whereby all the official Indonesian publications were 
assembled regularly and shipped to the Library of Congresso 
4o LEGAL FUBLICATIONSo There are not many legal publications to be 
found in  the commercial bookstoreso There were some studies on adat (customary) 
law but these'awere secured on a gift basis and will b e  listed under the later 
Sectiont Giftso Within the official documents just listed above there are 
publications which will b e  of i nterest to the Law Libraryo 
5 o  COPYRIGHT LAW OF INDONESIAo When conferring with Mro de Groot of 
Kolff and Company about the Copyright Lawn ' it was learned that the copyriaght
law instituted by the Dutch in  about 1912 is  still in force in Indonesiao 
The text of that taw may be found in  Engelbrecht i s Wetboek9 1950 editiono 
I talked with Mro Ockeloen about the matter too and he said that the law 
covering the Indonesians now is  the c opyrighta, law during the Dutch regimei 
the Berne Conventiaono He wanted to know why the UoSo did not enter into the 
Berne Copyri ght Agreement some years agoo 
6 0  MAPSo The number of maps purchased in Indonesia was not great but 
data about places which deal with maps 9 i o eo produce maps or make geographical 
investigations9 was secured at different pointso In Djakarta there are three 
places worthy of noting hereg, 
( 1) Pedjabatan Hydrografi Indonesia (Hydrographic Service in Indonesia)a9
Ministry of Communicationsa$ 87 Gunung Sari o The director of this Service is 
Mro Jo Go Jo de Groote It wa� when talking with him that he stated that the 
Hydrographic Service is  prepared to make all of its maps available to the 
Library of Congresso In order to make selections for maps other than what 
are in  the Library of Congress already, he provided an excellent catalogo 
It is entitled2 Catalogus van Nederlandse Zeekaarten en Boekwerken uitgegeven 
door de Afdeling H dro re.fie van het Ministerie van Marine (Catalogue of 
harts and Books blished b the H drographic Department of the o al 
etherlands avya, 19500 e copy received was an office copy which carried 
all the revisions and additionso Thi s  catalog contains ( a) the titles of 
maps of all the princiapal islands and island groups of Indonesia; (b) the 
ordering number9 the title, scale, date of issue or new edition, and price 
for each map; (c) the titles of books dealing with geography or maps of 
'aIndonesiao (Notei the book list could be checked and then orders placed 
for the works either ��th Kolff i n  Djakarta or our agent in  Hollando ) The 
catalog i ncludes five index charts which show the limits and numbers of 
the maps in  the catalogo 
' 
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(2) Jajasan Geografi (Geographical Institute) , 11  Djalan Dro Wahidin Io 
The purpose of this body is principally to make geographical investigations 
of Indonesia, and occasionally ·p;t;>C\cluce small-case mapso Nothing was secured. .
from this place this timeo 
(3) Visser and Company, Bookdealers, both Djakarta and Bandung�� The 
maps are printed in Bandungo It is a c ommercial firm but does do printing 
for government agencieso 
7 o BERI TA BULA.NAN DARI KANTOR BIBLIOGBAFI NASIONALo On December llJ)
1952 the Minister of Education by decree noo 46860 established the Office 
of National Bibliography, effective January 1a9 1953.9 with Mro Go Ockeloen as 
the Directoro The order included t hree specific instructions: (1) To compile 
a bibliography of Indonesia; (2) to publish monthly a list of received books 
and journals, { 3) to teach bibliographical methods to candidates of 
Indonesian nationalityao Mro Ockeloen is experienced in the matter of 
preparing bibliographiesao Prior to the �ar he compiled various publications 
of real value to students interested in Indonesia, eo go Catalogus dari boekoe 
boekoe dan madje.llah madjallah ·ang di terbi tken di Hindia Belanda dari te.hoen 
l 70,..,1937 o . e most recent work is atalogus dari uku buku jang di ter itken 
di Indonesia, 1950-19510  He intends to make this last publication an annual 
if at all possible9 but it seems that the Ministry of Education has given the 
order for the establishment of the Office and would request these bibliographical 
tools without allocating any money and personnel·- to aid Mr o Ockeloeno Unless 
money is allocated soon the annual bibliography might not be published because 
Kolff is seriously considering not publishing the book againo 
Up through December 1952, a monthly entitled Madjallah perdagangan buku 
di Indonesia was compiled by Mro Ockeloeno This publication has been replaced 
by another one called Berita Bulanan dari Kantor Biblio rafi Nasional1 the 
first number of which appeared in anuary 1 53, and number two in ebruary o 
The price of the publication is Rupiahs 20 per year, and the address isg 18 
Dje.lan Sulandjana9 . Bandungo It lists the Indonesian books recently published 
just as had been done in Madjallaho 
80 INDONESIA�S FIRST LIBRARY SCHOOLao One day at lunch with Vro Supomo8 
President of the University of Indonesia, Dro Suwanto9 of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, and others� the need for trained library personnel was 
discussed at lengtho It is their hope that Indonesian students might be 
able toa. come to America for two years study in a recognized library school 
and then have four to six months in-service-training at the Library of Congresso 
Certainly it is a matter to be considered carefully and carried out if and 111rhen 
the opportunity comes in the near future. A beginning has been made in 
training persons in the elementary methods of library work, through the able 
work of Mrso Vreede-de Stuers, formerly the Librarian of Lembaga Kebudajaan 
Indonesiao The School of Librarianship is conducted u nder the auspices of 
the Ministry of Education, and the classes are held in the Library of Political 
and Social Scienceo This is the first year of the school, and twelve students 
are now in attendance.9 all of them being employed in the government o The full 
address is as followsg Kursus Pendidikan Pegawai Perpustakaan, 11 Medan Merdeka 
Selaatan9 Djakartao 
9o INDONESIAN LIBRARY MOVEMENTo During an interview on Radio Indonesia • 
in Djakarta Mrso So Pudjo Same.di asked me "What is the biggest change you see 
in Indonesia since you were here five years ago?" In reply I said: ftThe change 
which has made the greatest impression on me is the large number of schools 
now established in Indoneasiao I saw them in Sumatra, and now I see them 
in Javao.. !' Later in the broadcast I commented: "Indonesia is  to be commended 
for the advance being made in the field of education-�the building of these 
many schools and the literacy program for teaching people to read and writeao 
And now that milliqns have learned �o read9 they are in need of something
to rea·d or that literacy wi 1 1  be short-li vedo The Ministry of Education has 
gone ahead wisely and established public libraries in strategic points in 
the i s landsao Thi s i�  one of the principal impressions I have received since 
coming to Indonesia o " 
• + ' . 
During the course of rrry stay in Indone sia, I saw these libraries as 
important educational agencie s--bringing to the people the opportunity of 
broadening their whole_ horizons and of cultivating the habit of readingo 
Also,  I learned the following facts about the libraries the Indonesian 
people .are creatingg 
(1 )  There are several types of libra ries being established in Indonesia, 
ohief of which are the so-called "people O s libraries"--being ste.rted not just
in the big cities but in the desas , the village s ,  where the mass of people 
liveao Of the se there are about 2500, which contain a wide range of books 
generally appropriate to the purposes of the mass education movementao 
(.2) The library movement · ·is one which is  government organized and 
government fine.ncedo The body charged with the organi zation of the peoplea9 s 
libraries is the Mass Education Department of the Ministry of Education and 
Cultureao One of the guiding principles has been that the pe oplea9 s library
must be a library for the whole people so that every pe rson 9 from town or 
villagea9 those speaking different languages » can take freely on his own 
initiative the benefits and lessons from the books and magazines provided 
within that libraryo 
(3)  An endeavor is being made to carry out the work in a systematic 
manner o Following a social organiz ation which has been known in Indonesia 
from ancient time s ,  the larger libraries have been set up in every kabupaten 
(regency ) ,  and smallera. libraries have been begun in every ketjamatan (district)ao 
There are at present 79 of the kabupaten libraries in Java alone , thus serving
6000 000 people each� These kabupaten libraries are considered centers for 
the smaller ketjamatan libraries :  serving as a center of the book and 
periodical supply and in the course of time will serve as the center of the 
whole library and staff training organization for that part of the countryo 
(4) The larger librartes of the kabupatens are under the direct control 
of the Central Peopleav s Library Office , a section of the Mass Education 
Departmento For the present, at least, and in order to avoid large current 
expendituresa9 the establishment of the smaller ketjamatan libraries is  
left mo.stly to the initiative of the people themselves o The Central People 9 s 
Library Office sees to it thrl the largest pos sible quantity of reading
material is  distributed throughout the nation within the shortest possible 
time o Also, it appears that this type of organization has the advantage of 
being able to observe the social, cultur�l and economic changes within given 
areas of the countryo 
(5) The so=called "small library" is  another type of library under 
• the sponsorship of the Mass Education Movement, and is  designed for those 
people who have been taught recently how to read and writeao It  is  a 
strategic link with the Anti-Literacy Ce.mpaignao A small library is  placed 
610  
in every desa or villageo The books contained in this kind of library may 
be divided into three kindsi {a) There are books with large letters9 no 
sentences s and are meant for beginners o (b) There are books with smaller 
letters intended for the more advanced persons who have the ability to read 
sentences o (c) There are books printed with ordina. ry letters provided for 
those who can read with ease and ordinary freedom o In the latter group the 
books include short stories which present in a simple manner information 
about cultural matterso9 hygiene 9 elementary techniques and other subjects ·' 
of interest to rural peopleso 
(6) A problem affecting the libraries of Indonesia in no small measure 
is the shortage of books and pamphlets written in the Indonesian languageo 
This is also true with reference to the regional languages of JavaneseoD
Sudaneseos Batako9 and another widely spoken language9 Arabicoo Since the 
Indonesian language is understood by many groups in all parts of the archi­
pelago and therefore is the reading language of the vast majority of the 
people9 one of the principal tasks of the Indonesian government is to produce 
reading material in that languegeo When I was in Indonesia after the war in 
1948 9 at the time when the Indonesians and Dutch were endeavoring to come to 
terms about the "Indonesian Question", there were beginning to appear certain 
pamphlets and booklets of a cultural natureo Alsoo9 within the past five years 
there have appearedo9 particularly in periodicals and in pamphlet form.9 ·writings 
of poetry and short storieso The number of bookso9 apart from political topics9
have been rather fewo As for childreno9 s books 9 there are very few indeed== 
i oe o apart from the ·ordinary textbooks used in the schoolsoo 
(7) There is9 howevero9 a semi=government body which is making real 
strides and is meeting this problem head-ono The organization is called 
Balai Pustaka.9 which might be translated Library liouseo9 which has exi.sted 
prior to the war and has done a great deal to p roduce books=�good literature-­
for the peopleo Hence9 this has been an excellent source of printed matter 
for the many libraries being established by the Central Peopleo0 s Library . 
0fficeo 'When I visited Balai Pustaka9 I did not learn the percentage of their 
books which are translations of books from the West� but I am of the opinion
that it is a very high per cento Here, however9 they have made very good 
choices in the kind of books which they undertake for translation in Indonesia.no 
Although many 9 many more c�ildreno
9s books are neededo9 Balai Pustaka has already 
produced a number of translations of books which have been cherished by the 
children in Western countrieso 
(8) Another kind of library which should not go unmentioned is local 
Information Office Libraryo The Ministry of Information which is highly 
concerned in developing the political consociousness of the citizens of 
Indonesia and would endeavor to have throughout the nation an active people 
participating in political affairs g has , therefore9 included libraries in 
their information centersoo To be sure, some of the libraries which I saw were 
not very large and contained books mainly on politicalD economic and social 
topicsoo It is reported that there are almost 2600 Information Offices through­
out Indonesia and they are located in the ketjamatans-=each 'With a library which 
makes a contribution to the comrnunityo 
(9 ) In the larger towns and cities there exist special librarieso9 a large 
number of which are connected with the government in some ways primarily by 
aubsidies from the government to private foundations 9 museumso9 schoolsg which 
aid the specialized needs of a certain clienteleo For example, there are 
the libraries associated with the University in the University to'W?ls--Djakartao9 
Bandung., Padang., Madan ., Djogjakarta, Surabaja, Bogor and Soloo There are 
a.lsoD fo� illustration, th� I slam Library in Djogje.karta, the Hatta 
Foundation Library in that same city in central Java, and the newly 
established Library of Social and Political History in Djakartaao 
I visited this last named library on two different occasions and 
learned that the idea for the library was given by Dr e Mohannnad Hatta., the 
Vice-President of Indonesiao The "Institution for Cultural Cooperation 
between Holland., Indonesia, and the West Indies" in Amsterdam provided funds 
for the e stablishment of the library., and books were purchased in all parts 
of Europe., later to be cataloge d  in .A msterdam before being sent to Indonesia'° 
The collection arrived in Indonesia in the early part of 1952., together with 
an alphabetical card catalogo In June of 1952 the "Institution of Cultural 
Cooperation" handed over the library to the Minister of Education of 
Indonesiae Books and card catalogs were ordered and in September, only 
three months latera., the reading room was opened to the publico By January 
1953 a system had been worked out whereby members., which number is increasing 
every dayag could have the privile ge of taking out books from the Libraryo 
The Library consists of about 15,000 books and periodicals, and another 
15 i) OOO are expected from Europeo As indicated by the special purpose of the 
library9 the main subjeacts of the books within the collection are political, 
social., and economic aspects of Asia and Europe o There are also books dealing 
with sociology, e conomic theory, geography, philosophy and some on literature o 
A printed catalog of the whole collection has not been preparedo 
This Library of Social and Political History and the Djakarta Museum 
Library of the Lembaga Kebudajaan Indonesia are two of the outstanding 
libraries in all Indonesia. And ye t they, like all of the other libraries 
within the various Ministries and outside of the government� are faced with 
the urgent nee d  for trained library personnelo I t  was said at luncheon 
one day that there is not one Indones�an with the full qualifications of a 
librarianao All of this will take time and many will have to receive training 
abroe.do 
lOo MUSEUM LIBRARY OF IEMBAGA KEBUDAJAAN I NDONESI Ao I talked with 
Mrso Mo J o Mo van Groenendae1., the pre sent Librarian, and Mrs o Vreede-deaStuers, 
the former Librarian, while I was in Djakarta and I noted the following facts 
concerning the Library of Lembe.ga Kebudajaan Indonesia (formerly Konao 
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen) � 
(1) The combined colleactions of the Library of Lembage. Kebudajaan 
Indonesia., and of the Faculties of Arts and of Law of the University of 
Indonesia--all of which are housed in the Museum--are estimate d at about 
350,000 volumeaso 
(2) One important post-war acquisition was a gift of books set apart 
secretly by the publishers in Holland during the German occupation for the 
benefit of this Library in Indonesia. Another gift was a colleaction of 
about 150 American e ditions in the field of social science received from 
the American Library Association. The important publishers in Indonesia 
resumed their prewar habit of sending two copies of each new e dition to the 
Library. The more important daily newspapers as well as government reports 
and other documents were deposite d free of chargeao The Museum Library was 
to act as a depository for Indonesian publicationso However, legislation 
regarding a national depository and the matter of copyright is non-existent; 
at least nothing has been done since the waro Another contribution to the 
Library came in the form of $2000 worth of UNESCO book coupons� Also9 through
the Department of State there came the invitation to submit a want list of 
American editions on social sciences up to a total of $20000 
(3) I was especially interested to note tha� the difficulty of knowing 
what parts of the Library were in the greatest need of additions resulted 
from the fact that9 wi th the exception of a few subjects: law, historya9
religions and language, the classified catalog was in a seriously neglected 
oondition o For many months different persons worked on various subjects 
endeavoring to make a scheme for various groups of subjectso The project
bogged down completelyo It  was then proposed to adopt the Library of Congress 
system 9 which was referred to as an internationally known system, .awhich would 
enable the library workers to save much time, and if possible, to order the 
ready-made cards from the Library of Congresso This appeared to open the way 
and was a great advantage in a country where it will be a long time before 
trained personnel in libraries will be availableo 
llo NATI ONAL LIBRARY OF INDONESIAo Indonesia does not have a national 
library at present but many Indonesian leaders are thinking in that directiono 
At a small luncheon one day the subject of t· he national library for Indonesia 
·awas discussed at lengtho I told about my observations of what had been done 
in Thailand and Burma, Cambodia and Viet-Namo  I t  was strongly suggested that 
the basis of a national library is to be found already in the strong collection 
now at the Library of the Lembaga Kebudajaan Indonesia--already described 
above in Section lOao With this collection9 another person noted9 could be 
combined the small but fine collection of the Library of Social and Political 
Historyao Furthermoreg it was pointed out that money has already been set 
aside in the budget for a national library, wi th the hope that a new building
will be erected for the collectionso The project would be executed under the 
Ministry of Educationao Indonesia is facing many problems in her early history 
of operating her own affairs and many projects will be calling for money9
personnel and planningg but I would hazard the guess that I ndonesia will have 
a national library within five years or will have the full design within that 
period of timeo 
120 UNIVERSITY OF INDONESIA o 'While in Djakarta, I visited the University 
of Indonesia on various occasions 9 · fflien· talking with· President Sbpomo whom I 
have known for sometime, I learned a number of facts about the University of 
Indonesiao This University resulted from the unification of the pre-war Dutch 
colleges and other institutions of higher educationa9 including the followinga 
The Tehhnical College in Bandung; The College of Law in Djakarta; The College 
of Me dicine in Djakarta; The School of Dental Surgery in Surabaja; The College 
of Literature and Philosophy in Djakarta; The College of Agriculture in Bogoro 
The University of Indonesia has its principal center in Djakarta, the 
oapital9 the place where its Faculties of Law and Social Sciences, Medicine9 
Economies9 Literature and Philosophy are locatedo In  Bandung are located 
the University Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences and a Technical 
Faoultyao In Surabaja and Sulawesi (Makassar) there are respectively a 
Faculty of Medicine and a Faculty of Law and Social Scienceso In  Begor are 
located the Faculties of Agriculture and Veterinary Scienceo 
Up to the present time there has been no regular and orderly exchange 
arrangement between the University of Indonesia and the Library of Congress 
whereby we will receive all the publications which are issued by the principal 
' 
640 
canter in Djakarta and all the Faculties in various parts of Indonesia o 
President Supomo showed great interest in the exchange idea and will gladly 
enter into the agreement so that we will receive all the publications 
issued by the Universityo 
Among the books given to the Library of Congress on the exchange, 
these books by President Supomo, who is a specialist in Indonesian adat lawo. 
and was one of the two Indonesians given a professorship in the Dutch pre­
war period11 were included: 
Negara Indonesia-Serikat dan Uni Bele.nd-Indonesiao Djakarta, Jajasan 
Dhe.rmao11 19480 Discusses the problem which was prominent a few years 
in I.ndonesia: whether Indonesia should be constituted as a unitary 
state or as a federation. In Bahasa Indonesian, with chapter summaries 
in English o 
Kedudukan Hukum Adat Dikemudian Hario DjakartaD Pustaka Rakjat, 19510 
A treatise on adat law o 
liubunge.n Individu dan .Masjarakat De.lam Hukum Adat o Djakarta, Jajasan 
DharmaoD 19520 Adat law and the individualoo 
Undang-unde.n
Penerbi tan 
Dasar Sementara Republik Indonesiaoo o o o o  Djakarta,
ncludes valuable documents 
•
oordhoff- olff, ·. 1950 
Analyses therelated to constitutional development of Indonesiao 
constitution of Indonesia prior to 19500 
Risalah Peno·erahan Timbang Terima dari D "abatan Presiden Universitat •
ndonesia ada gl o 5 pril 1951 di jakartao Djakar aD 19510 irst 
annual report of President Supomo as President of the University of 
Indonesiaoo 
'When I was in Bandung� I visited the Faculty of Technology of the 
University of Indonesiao There I met Professor H o Vlugter, Dean of the 
Faculty� Mro H o Lo Rogge� Librarian of the Central Library of that Faculty11
and Mrso C o van Rietsehoten, the Librarian who will replace Mro Rogge when 
he goes on leave soono When Mro Rogge was showing me the collection of 
scientific publications which they have in their Library9 I.. was interested 
to note this particular type of organization: besides the Central Library9 
there were ten branch libraries--Civil Engineering, Architecture. Mechanical 
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, Electrical Engineering9 
Fine Artso9 Geology and Mining Engineering, and Geodesy o 
130 OTB.EH INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. Time did not permit a visit 
to all the institutions, for Indonesia hes too many of them to see in a short 
time o However, data about other institutions of higher education was 
gathered and is presented here for the purpose of setting up exchange 
arrangements by correspondence •• 
(1) Gadjah Mada Universityo This institution was founded in Djogjakarta 
immediately after the proclamation of Indonesia ' s  independence in 1945 0 
Howevero» it was not regarded as officially established until December 199 
1949» when other institutions of education were united under the administration 
of the State University of Gadjah Mada, and Professor Sardjito, a well kno"Wll 
bacteriologist, was appointed its Presidento Since late 1949, the student 
body has increased to about 4500 studentso  At present the Gadjah Mada 
, 
University has s ix faculties , and it is hope d that e ach of them will produce 
publications which will come toa· the Library of Congress on exchange in the 
future g  Faculty of Medicine, Dental Surgery and Pharmacy, Faculty of Law9 
Economi cs,  Sociology and Political Science , Faculty of Literature 9 Pedagogiacs 
and Philosophy, Technical Faculty; Faculty of Agri culture and Forestry, and 
a Faculty of Veterinary Science--all of which are in Djogjakarta o 
(2) The University Islam Indone siao This institution is  a combination 
of the Islamic Universities in Djogjakarta and Suraka.rta which formerly were 
private institutions of higher e ducation levelo Established now as a State 
University with its central administration in Djogjakarta, the University 
I s lam Indonesia has Faculties of Religion:, Social EconomicsaD and Law at 
Surakarta, and Faculties of Religion., Social Economicsa.11 and Pedagogy in 
Djogjakartao 
(3 )  Besides these three State Universitiesa.11 there a.re a number of 
private institutions of higher education in Indonesiao The se include g 
a o Pantjasila. University, which specializes in Law, in Padang, Sumatra.ao 
b o  University of North Sumatra, in Medan, Sumatra , which specializes 
in Medicine o 
C o  Islam University of Indonesia, in Medan, which specializes in Isla.micsao 
d o  Indone sian National Academy, in Djakarta. , offering courses in Social 
Eeonomics 9 Mathematics,  Physics , Biologya.11 and Literatureao 
e o Academy of Journalism, in Djake.rta o 
fo  University of the 17th August 1945a.11 in Djakarta.a9 which gives courses 
in Eoonomicsa9 Social Science and Political Scienceao 
go  Free University9 in Bandung, giving courses in Economicsao 
{4) When talking with university people in different places ,  I noted 
these problems being faced by the universities in Indonesia o In making the 
Indonesian language the universal medium of instruction in the universities 
and other schools , there are very few books in the Indone sian language
which can be used for higher e duca.tiono Some have been translatea, and 
looking at the books from the procurement angle for the Library of Congres s  
there are very few indeed which a.re original study and not translationao 
Also9 there is  the problem which was being seriously faced in Burma toog· 
that of a vocabulary of technical terms in Indoneasia.n o Since the Dutch 
language is  rapidly going out of use , a Board of Language has been charged 
with the res ponsibility of translating about 350 books in all branches of 
s cience and the formation of new technical termsao The official organ of 
the Boa.rd i s  called Medan Bahasa, which publishes regularly newly created 
words and terms in the Indonesian language o I was interested to note in 
connection with this language matter that English is looked upon as the 
second language of Indoneasiao  Remembering the many, many people with whom 
I talked, I cannot think of one who was unable to talk English quite wello 
A thorough knowledge of English is  expected of their s tudents and will be 
indispensable for every student, for the Government of Indonesia intends to 
have many lecturers to come from abroad and give their lectures in Engl� sho 
140 OTHER EXCHANGEo 
( 1) 'While in Bandung, I met with the Director of the Geological Survey, 
Mro Surodjo Ranudiredjoao There I found that a new publication has just 
been started under the name of Berita Gunung Bera.pi, volo 1,  no o 1-­
September/October, 1952 0 It is bi-lingual--Indone sian and English--and 
appears that it will appear every other monthoo It replaces the former 
Volce.nologice.l Bulletino 
(2) There are scores and scores of other institutions with which 
exchange relations might be establishedoo As stated above, it was utterly
impossible to visit all of them, but information about these organizations 
which will possibly have publications for exohe.nge o 
a o In Djakarta: Laboratorium Penjelidikan Phe.rmasi Mangge.rai 
(Pharmaceutical Research Laboratory Me.nggarai)o9 Ministry of Health, Djalan 
Tambak; Institut Rabies (Rabies Institute), Ministry of Agriculture, 55 
Karanganjar; Association of Private Enterprises in Indonesia, Factorij
Building, 1 Widjajah Kramat ; Stichting voor de Culturele Samenwerking 
(Foundation for Cultural Cooperation), 13 Djalan Gadjah Mada; Ike.tan 
Doktor Indonesia (Indonesian :Medical Association), .  128 I oD oI ,o Krame.t;
Organisasi untuk Penjelidikan de.lam Ilmu Pengetahuan Alam (Organization
for Scientific Research), 11 Medan Merdeka Sele.tan; P8nitye. Negara 
Perbaikan Make.nan (National Boe.rd for the Improvement 9_f Nutrition} 9 
Nutrition Institute, 69 Djale.n Diponegoro; Dinas Purbe.ltk'le. (Archaeological
·Service in Indonesia), 12 Dje.lan Kimia; Dinas Hygiene Tentara Angke.tan .
De.rat :(Institute of Mili te.ry Hygiene), 20 Dje.l_an Hospital Ute.ra; Lembaga 
Eylanan (Eylanan Institute), 69 Djalan Diponegoroo 
bo In Bogori Herbarium Bogoriense, 22 Djalan Raja; Museum Zoologicum
.• Borgorienseo9 3 Djalan Perniagaan; Experimento:Station of the Central 
Association of Experimental Stations, PoOo Box 12; Balai Penjelidikan 
K ehutanan (Forest Research Institute), Gunung Batu; Jaje.san Badan 
Penjelidikan Ke.rat Indonesia (Foundation · Indonesian Rubber Research 
Institute) , Taman Kentjana; Perkumpulan Penggeme.r Alam di Indonesia 
(Natural History Society for Indonesia), Museum Zoologium Bogorienseoo 
co In Ban.dunge Bale.i Pengete.huan Umum Rakje.t (Popular Science 
Institute)o9 Djale.n Merdeka 27; Perhimpunan Ilmu Alam Indonesia (Royal
Physical Society), 10 Djalan Ganecao 
150 INDONESIAN INFORMATION SERVICEo9 MEDAN., SUMATRAo 'When visiting the 
Indonesian Information Service at Medan, I met Philip Simore.ngkir who made 
available for the Library of Congress a number of publications with a 
particular emphasis on northern Sume.trao There were not many but these · 
will be of interest to anyone concerned with political developments in that 
part of Indonesia o 
Sue.re. Penerangano No o 86--February 1, 1953 0 A Bulletin issued by the 
Information Serviceoo A full set from issue noo 1 was securedoo 
Lambe.rah Propinsi Sume.tera ut:rao Noo 11-12--December 31, 1952 0 
Contains documents regarding the north Sumatra Ste.taoo 
Sumatere. Utara Persiapan Propinsio Medan, Djabate.n Penerangan., 19500 
Information regarding th� development of the north Sumatra Ste.taoo 
Teuntang Peumbeuntokan Propinsi Sumatera Ute.re.oa Radio talk by Mohdoo 
Natsir in January l951o 
Perkundjungan Wakil Presiden ke Sumatera Utaraoo Medan., Djabatan • 
Penerangan, 1950 0 
' 
Radio talk by President Sukarno regarding demonstration on October 179
1 9520 
160 ASSOCIATION OF INDONESIAN NATIONAL PUBLISHING FIRMS o 'When in Medan9
Sumatra9 I visited the Kerukunan Pertjetakan Nasional Indonesia Sumatera 
Utara (The Association of Indonesian National Publishing Firms in Northern 
Sumatra) where I met the President of the Association9 Mro Mo Ali Naviaho 
At the head office of the Association there were two large tables showing 
the many publications which the publishers of the Association had issuedo 
Altogether I would judge there were 140 to 150 different publications» most 
of them being pamphlets and brochuresao The language was almost exclusively 
Indonesia.nao Also9 some of the material was government publications» but 
very fewo Many of the covers were attractively designedao I proposed that 
the publications of the Association be sent to the Library of Congress on an 
exchange basis o Mr o Naviah agreed to do thiso Inasmuch as all of the 
publications could not be assembled by the time I was to leave Medan9 it  
was left that they would be  sent directly from the Association to the Library
of Congresso One copy of each publication would be sent and then� if the 
Library of Congress desired more copies9 orders could be placed with the 
Association or through our bookdealer 9 Varekampa9 in Mede.no 
17 0 ACQUISITIONSi COMMUNIST PUBLICATIONSo In both Medan and Djakarta
Communist publications were very easy to fi ndo Many shops had them in  the 
bazaar but usually there were a couple large ones which stocked these 
publications almost exclusivelyo In Medan the principal source was Life 
Stationersa9 Djalan Swatow 52; in  Djakartas the shop which sold the most and 
had a large stock was the Nan Sing Bookstore at 1 2  Pantjoran Sto The 
person who aided me in  the last shop was Mr o Ho Go Kao9 a Chinese youth
in his late twenties9 and he lrnew the publications very wellao Two kinds of 
publications were purchased in these Communist bookstores& (1 ) those which 
pertain specifically to Indonesia, and (2) those which were of a general 
nature and were prepared I suppose primarily for a Chinese public o In both 
cases there were a number published in  the English language and the source 
was the Foreign Languages Publishing House in  Peking and Moscowo When 
visiting these shops which stocked Communist publications, including 
Communist comic books of a propaganda nature» I was i mpressed with the 
large number of youth who were in  the s tore'both looking at the publications 
and buying them tooo Most of them were Chinese youth--boys and girlso 
The following are Communist publications secured i n  Indonesie.g PKI 
Bulletino Dje.kartaao Indonesian weeklyo Vol o 29 Noo 3-=February 27D 1953 0 
Paper of Indonesian Communist Party, Bintang Mere.ho Djakartao Indonesian 
monthlyo Communist, Madje.llah Bula.nano Dje.kartao Chinese languageo 
Communistao Articles age.inst capitalist systemo For exa.mple9 one issue 
related how capitalism is  ruining the industry of Indonesiao Vol o 1 9 noo 7 
January 1953, Sin Po9 Dje.ke.rte. o Indonesian daily; Melihot Tiongkok Baru;
Pidato didepan Side.ng Perundinge.n seni-se.stere. di Yanan, • �imotrov Mengguge.t 
Fasisme, Tentang Garis Massa; Partai Komunis ·_Tiongkok 30 Te.hun, Sedje.rah 
Gerake.n Buruh Indonesia; Tuntutan Perdjuange.n Buruh; Manifes Parte.i Komunis; 
Mene
�
uh D�alan Re.kjat, Djalan Be.ru Untuk Republik Indonesia; Riwajat Mao 
Tse �ng;a endidikan Tjara Komunis; Ke Tiongkoka·aBaru; Imperialisme Nederland 
dan Pengaruhnja ata� Indonesia; Ekonomi Politik Marxis, ilenara Kita (various 
issues)� Struggle Against Counter Struggle; La Chine Accuse, Strategic 
Problems of Chine.vs Revolutionary Wars; The Sino Soviet Tree. and A reement;
How to be a Good Communist; Notes of a Peopleas Ju
,
e, irty ears of the 
?ommunist Party of China; Notes of a Stakhonovite; t happened at Willow 
680 
Castle, Peopleo9 s Democracy; How the Tillers Win Back Their Land, La Loi 
sur la Reforme Agre.ire de Chin� ; L VArmee Popule.ire de· Liberation de Chine,
Materials on the trial of former servicemen of the Japanese Army Charged with 
Bacteriological Wee.pons ..
I 
. 
Two other publications in English are weekly press digests issued 
supposedly by the British in Singapore, but I secured them in Indonesia 
and was fortunate to find issues for a long stretch ino•1952 and 1953o0 
Inside Soviet Chinaoo Weeklyo (Singe.pore?) Includes quotations from 
Chinese papers relating to conditions in Communist Chine.oo To cite a few 
articles includedt "Muslims revolt in New China", "Six year old leads 
mutual-aid team", "Forced to join collective farms", "Police purge begins 
in Canton", "Funds for industrialization" , "Sin-Soviet Friendship Association"o,
The appendices frequently included illustrated with cartoons about Sino­
Communist relationso 
Southeast Asia Digest of Press and Ra.die Commentoo Weeklyo Appears to 
beoe. British monitoring service and provides de.ta about most of the Southeast 
Asian eountrieso 
180 ACQUISITION ARRANGEMENTS FOR CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY o The 
amount of work I had to do in Indonesia for Cornell was not extensiveo 
Cornall had previously me.de arrangements for Indonesian publications in 
Je.ve.og so it was not necessary to take further action in Djakartao When I 
arrived in Medan , however, I purchased materials for Cornell and also en­
gaged Varekamp Bookdealers to be Cornell' s  dealer for publications issued 
in Sumatraoo '· 
190 INDONESIAN MUSICoo When talking with Mro Jusuf Ronodipuro of Radio 
Indonesia, I was able to secure a copy of the Indonesian national anthemoo 
I was not sure if the Music Division had a copy of the anthem, but now we 
· do have oneoo I learned that it was not available anywhere in the bazaar 
stores .9 and the only place to find one would be at Radio Indonesia o Radio 
Indonesia also furnished me with a set of the recording of the interview 
which I ·ome.de with Mrsoo Pudjo one evening--which incidentally was broadcast 
at the same time exactly as I we.s speaking at the University o On the be.ck 
of the recordsg certain selections of modern Indonesian music was recordedoo 
These will be made available to the Library of Congress for oopyingoo 
VI . PHILIPPINES 
When arriving at Manila airport on March 28, I was met by Mro W o G o 
Solheim of the U oSo Information Service of the Embassyoo Until recently he 
has been the curator of the American Historical Collection housed in the 
Embassy Building on Dewey Boulevard, and now he has been transferred to a 
USIS post in Northern Luzon at Laoag, Ilocas Norteo Mrs o W o H o Fonger,
American Bible Society, and Professor Gabriel Bernardo, Librarian at the 
University of the. Philippines, came to the airport to meet meoo 
lo BOOKDEALERS IN THE PHILIPPINESoo Advocate Book Supply Companyo 
This firm was selected five years ago when I visited various bookstores in 
Manilao During the four times that I visited the Advocate Book Supply 
Companyo9 I discussed with Mr. Pedro Ayuda, the Manager, the following 
matters concerning his supplying the Library of Congress with publications 
from the Philippines: 
(1) In order to determine the number of publications sent within the 
past few years, the kind of publications, and the frequency of shipments,
I requested to see the vouchers for the last two yearsoo In order to have 
a more accurate appraisal, I asked Mr o Ayuda to prepare a brief summary 
giving the date of shipments, the number of books sent each time, the number 
of sample copies of serials sent, and the maps shipped o 
(2) On a certain day I left with him the revised purchase ordero" asking
him to read it over carefully and prepare any questions which he might have 
about it o Later we reviewed the purchase order together, pointing out the 
differences with the former purchase order which he had received some years
agoo 
(3) 'When he raised certain questions about official publications, it 
was clear that he understood that he should not send official publications 
in connection with the purchase orderoo However, he did have a good point 
of inquiry when he showed that there were at times official publications
which were mimeographed on a limited basis and not issued at the GPOo He 
illustrated with particular publications issued by the Bureau of Private 
Sohoolso The Bureau was unable to secure paper for the publication because 
of the lack of funds and in some instances of the actual shortage of paper, 
but Mro Ayuda was able to furnish the paper which he had in stock and the 
books were mimeographed o He was paid for the paper by being given a certain 
number of copies of the book, which in turn he would· sell and then realize 
the amount for the paper and some profit o There are not a great number of 
these kinds of books being issued but usually are issued on a limited basis, 
often no more than 300 copies at a timeoo I instructed him, therefore, to 
send a copy of eaeh one of these official documents issued in mimeographed 
form which are not issued by the GPOo 
(4) I made the following recommendation to him which would aid him in 
supplying the books to the Library of Congress, and be a good tool for a 
ready check on all shipments to the Library of Congressoo He would prepare 
3 x 5 cards for each book sent and the card would include the following 
informationi the authoroi s name, title of the publication, the place of 
publicationo., the publisher, the date, pages, price, number of copies sent, 
the date shippedo., registered number, date paid by the Library of Congress, 
and any annotation by the dealer regarding the purchase o 
(5) In the early part of my talks with the dealer, we discussed 
thoroughly the subject of serial publications o First I requested a list of 
the serial publications--newspapers and periodicals--foro·owhich he had 
current subscriptions for the Library of Congressoo Also, to prepare 
another l;st of those periodicals for which there were no subscriptions
at presento9 and, if possible, to furnish a sample of the periodical in the 
list o I secured from three other sources lists of the serials published 
throughout the Philippines and with these titles of newspapers and 
periodicals were carefully screened e Subscriptions were made then for 
the following newspapers and periodicals published in Manila; using the 
pre-numbered Purchase Order forms: 
Bagong Buhayo Tagalog dailyo co  40 ,000 o Independento 3015Z 
Daily Mirror o English dailyo (Subscriptions were made then for the 
issue which carries magazine section with articles on literature, 
.social conditions and weekly news summaryo) C o 15,000 o 3016Z 
The Manila Chronicle o English dailyo (Sub�cription placed only for 
Sunday issue which carries magazine section with articles of a 
varied nature on Philippines.) C o 37, 000 o 3017z 
The Manila Daily Bulletin. English dailyoo c o 23,000oo 3018Z 
The Evening Newso English dailyo {Subscription placed only for 
Saturday issue as with Daily Mirroro) Co 35,000 o 3019Z 
The Manila Timesoo English dailye C o 1009 000 0 3020Z 
'!'he Philippines Herald o English dailye C o  52,000 ,. 3021z 
Fookien Timesoo Chinese dailyo c .  14,000o 3022Z 
Philippines _Free Press O English weeklyo Co  67 ,OOOoo 3023z 
�anawagoo Iloeano weeklyo (A magazine in one of the major languages 
of the Philippines which contains short stories and novels, and 
articles O) C o  52 .POOOo 3024z . .  
Bisayao Cebu Visayan weeklyo (Another Ramon Roces weekly magazine in 
a leading language in the Visayan Islands presenting stories about 
Filipino life o) C o 50�0000 3025Z 
Liwaywa
t
o Tagalog weeklyo (Includes representative short stories in 
the ilipino national languageo) c o 1059 000 0 3026Z 
\ 
Howevero9 I was unable to place subscriptions beyond the ones noted 
above beoau�e I ran out of the pre-numbered Purchase Order formsoo Th.ereforeo9
I recommended that the Order Division should issue Purchase Orders to 
Advocate Book Supply immediately for the serials listed belowo The request 
was made for a subscription which would start with Vol o 1 9 noo 19 if possible, 
or January 1o9 19530 In some instances I have indicated other dates when the 
subscription might begino All are issued in Manilaoo 
Philippine Educational Forumo (Volo  3 ,  no e 1--1952}
The Universi of Manila Journal of East Asiatic Studiesoo (Volo 1 ,  no. 
--·october, 1951 erly
Philippine Library Journalo {Vol. 1, noo 1--February, 1952) 
Philippine Review. {Volo 1, no o 1--November, 1951) 
Industrial Philippine Magazine e (Vol o 1, no. 1--August, 1952)
Poli ti cal Observer o {Volo 1, noo 1--September, 1952)
Journal of the Philip ine Historical Societz, (Vol, 2 ,  no. 1--January,
1952) (Quarterly? y
Philippine Journal of Educationoo (Pre-war; recently revived) 
Philippine Educatoroo {monthly) 
Philippine-China Cultural Journal 
Pbilippine Engineering Record 
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American Chamber of Commerce Journal (monthly) 
Freedomo (weekly) 670 Evangelista Street 
Hiligaynono (weekly) Ilongo Visayan languageo 
Philippine Tours o (Volo 19 noo 10 and ll--April9 1953) Publishersg
Displaycraft9 Inc oo9 651 Sales Streeto 
Agricultural-Commercial-Industrial Life (monthly) Publishersll 1103 
Rizal Avenueo 
Filipino Teacher (monthly) Publishersi 2236 Azcarraga Streeto 
Journal of the Philippine Medical Associationo Philippine General 
Rospital9 Taft Avenueoo 
The following serials are not recommended in the subscription list 
because they are supposed to come to the Library of Congress by exchange& 
Commerce (Published by Philippine Chamber of Commerce) 
Philippine Orchid Review (Published by National Museum) 
The list of Philippine periodicals used in connection with the Southern 
Asia Accessions List was checked carefully in order to insure the widest 
coverage for that Quarterly9 issued at the Library of Congresso 
(6) At my request» Mr o Ayuda prepared a list of bookstores in .Ma.nilao 
We went over the list carefully and indicated those shops which specialize 
in vernacular publicationso9 particularly Tagalog bookso He will make it a 
special point to keep in touch with those shops in order to have the best 
coverage on publications issued in the Philippines o  The list was entirely
too long to reproduce here in full» but a few names are selected for inclusion 
at this pointg 
* Abiva Publishing House9 930 Misericordia Street 
* Alemaro0s 8 749 Rizal Avenue 
Central Book Supply Inc oo� 749 Rizal Avenue 
Associated Publishing Incoo9 105 Plaza Sta Cruz 
Bookman Ino oo9 2236 Azcarraga Street 
* Bookmark Incoo 15 Banquero Street 9
Este.niel Book Storeo9 288 Doroteo Jose Street 
Fil-American Books and 11Iagazines9 120 JrJlabini Street 
Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Companyo9 105 Plaza Sta Cruz 
* Macaraig Publishing Com�any9 911 Dart 9 Paco 
Manila Book Companyo9 75 Escolta 
Modern Book Company9 886 Rizal Avenue 
Nanking Book Store9 348 Stoo Cristo 
New World Book Storeo9 408 Ongpin
* Philippine Book Company9 289 Doroteo Jose Street 
* Philippine Education Company, 1 104 Castillejos
Vasquez Broso and Company9 740 Ro Hidalgo 
(Note& * indicates those which carry books in Tagalog and other vernacular 
languages o )  
2o ADVISOR FOR PUBLICATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINESo After much consideration 
as to whom would best serve the Library of Congress in the selection of 
publications in the Philippinesi I decided upon Dro Ernest Frei who is 
associated vdth the Presbyterian Missiono Dro Frei has lived in the 
Philippines many years9 is well acquainted with the Tagalog language--having 
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done his graduate study in that field and wrote his dissertation about 
Tagalog ·as the national language of the Philippineso9 and he is deeply ·
interested in books dealing with the Philippines o He also lrnows Mro Pedro 
Ayuday the Manager of the Advocate Book Supply Company, and that will make 
for a. harmonious relationship in the joint selection of the books to be 
sent to the Library of Congress o Dr o Frei was a.o·real a.id to me in securing
publications when I was in Manila. five years a.go o 
I was greatly disappointed not to find Dro Frei in Manila when I was 
there this time o Knowing hlm very we 11, I fee 1 as sured he wi 11 accept the 
responsibility and will be the Advisor for the Procurement of Publications 
in the Philippines. for the Library of Congress., Since I was une.ble to 
discuss the matter with him personally, I have conveyed the request to him 
in Wl"iting and the letter will be given to him upon his return to Manila 
early this coming June. 
3 o EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTSo It was five years a.go when I was 
in Manila that the Agreement between the United States and the Philippines .
for the Exchange of Official Publications was effectedoby an exchange of 
notes signed at Manila on April 12 and on June 79 19480 Since there had 
not been received from the Embassy in Manila any official word concerning 
the agreement and how it was workingD it was thought that possibly it had 
bogged down as had happened in Thailandoo Prior to my leaving the Library 
of Congress for this field trip in Southeast Asia.o9 I, 'did not check in great 
detail as to the volume of official publications being received from the GPO 
in Manila9 but I was aware that certain publications were not coming to the 
Library of Congresso 
I attended to this matter by going to see Mro Montilla, the Head of 
the Bureau of Public Librar-ieso It is at this Bureau that all documents 
of the Philippine Government are sent to various governmentso9 libraries and 
other bodies on exchange basiso Having known Mro Montilla.9 it was not 
difficult to learn quickly the way in which the exchange works in Manila o 
He in turn introduced me to the person who is actually in charge of 
international exchangeo9 > 14ro Rolando Co Le.nse.ngo9 the Head of the Public 
Documents Section in the Bureau of Public Libraries, who showed me the 
files of the many institutions to 'Which they send the Philippine Government 
documentso As soon as a publication is issued by the Bureau of Printing in 
•:Ma.nila.o9 200 copies are sent to the Bureau of Public Libraries from the 
Bureau of Printing and the publications are then distributedo I was 
informed that many Departments in'othe Philippine Government are not 
publishing now because of the lack of fundse 
According to Mro Lansang, the last shipment of official documents 
from the Bureau in Manila to the Library of Congress was in December 1952, 
and the following titles were includeds 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Department of.oMedicinal plants of 
the Phili
ftp
ines by Eo Quisumbing. 19510 1234 P• {Technical 
Bulletin O o  16)
==-m=The Philioppine journal of agriculture, Volo 15, Noso 3-4, 1950. 
295 p o
--=m-The Philippine journal of animal husbandry� Volo 119 Noso 2=4, 
19500 185 po 
73 0 
-==�-Arithmetic exercisaes in grade one, second semesteroo 1951o0 95 po
==-=-Institute of National Languageoo Wikang pambansao lle.rch-Aprilo9 1952o0 
48 p o 
3949596,7 989 19520 
Bureau of Teleeommunicationso 
Philippine law journal �  Philippine law reviewo 
and oil ossibilities of the Philip ines i with su plement by
orbyoo o  1 51 0 3 3 p o echnical ulletin Noo l 
---==Pest of rice by F o Otanes and P o Sisono 1952 e 55 po (Popular
Bulletin Nooo 42)
Central Bank of the Philippines o Department of Economic Researcho 
Statistical bulletino9 Volo IV, Noo 1 9 March 19520 52 po 
Code Commissionoo Code of crimes e 19510 389 p o 
Commerce and Industryoi Department ofe Second annual report Secreta 
of commerce and indust for the fisca ear from Jul to 
June 309 9 9 o  195 0 3 
9 
po
ort of the Secreta of commerce and indust , for the 
fiscal 
19520 
ear from Jul 1, 19 9 to 
• of the ili 
une 30, 19 O o 195 o p o 
Congress o t e i ippines o act a ro r1at1n funds for the 
of the Government of epublic ines during
from Ju y 19 52 o une 30, 1953, and for other purposes
Act Noo El6J 854 po
=====Senateoo Actas del Senado de Fili ine.s oorrespond.ientes al rimer-
periodo ordinario de sesionesoo o oo o 
. 
95 o 117 p o 
==���House of Representativesoo Committee on Un-Filipino Activitieso Report o 
1951 0 168 po 
Economic Coordinationo9 Office of o Report of the second industrial group to 
Jape.n o 19520 18 po
Educationo9 Department ofoo Bureau of Public Schoolsoo Arithmetic exercises 
in grade one, first semesteroo 19510 95 po 
Financeo9 Department ofoo Bureau of Internal Revenueo National internal 
revenue code, as e.mendedo9 in force and effeot Jul lD l939 o l95Oo 
po ommonwea C O o 
Healtho9 Department of o Annual 
50 to 19520 
re ort of the Secrete. of health 9 for the 
fiscal 
ivil ffairs 
earo'ofrom Jul 19 une 30 9 195 o 'Z7 p o 
National Defenseo9 partme:rit ofoo ffice o Today . 1952 0 34 po 
(Special numbero9 summer, 1952) 
Presidento9 Office of theoo Bureau of Printingoo Laws and resolutionso9 Vol o IV 9
Republic Acts Nosoo 343-421i Vol o V 9 Republic Acts Noso 422=590� Vol o VI9 
Republic Acts Noso 591=6730 
=m===Offioe of Public Informationo All this has been done for youoo 19520 38 po 
=====Official gazetteoo Vol o 48, Nos o 
Public Works and Communications, Department ofoo 
Telephone directory, July, 1952 0 19520 70 p o 
4o LEGAL PUBLICATIONSoo In the Philippines many books of pre-war imprints 
it is now difficult to locate many legal books 
In the case of certain legal periodicals 
it has been recommended that the desired issues be microfiolmed at the University 
of the Philippines Libraryo 
It was learned that the following legal periodicals are now published, 
but only infrequently: Decision law journal; Lawyerso9 league journal, 
While at the Bureau of Public Librarieso9 I came across these three titleso. 
which deal with Philippine lawo They ought to be checked against the Library 
of Congress oa.ta.logsg· 
�----Third annual re 
were destroyedoo Therefore, 
wanted by the Library of Congressoo 
I 
.
Cortexo9 Emiliano P o Provincialoand municipal law of the Philippinesoo 
Manila, Lawyers Cooperative, 19520 
Paraso9 Edgardo Loo The law of persons and famil relationsoo o o  1950o0 
(Deals with Philippineso urther data unavai ab e. 
Martino9 Ruperto Go Notes on Philippine political lawo Manila9
Philaw Publishing Company, 19500 
5 o COPYRIGHT LAW OF THE PHILIPPINES o The matter of the copyright law 
of the Pnilippines was discussed at length with Mro Vicente del Carmeno9 the 
Copyright Examiner at the Bureau of Public Libraries e  Three documents in 
connection with the Copyright Law of the Philippines were secured for the 
information of Mroo Fisher and others in the Copyright Office at the Library 
of Congresso These documents are as followsr (1) Act Noo 31340 An Act to 
protect intellectual property. (2) Rules of practice relating to the 
registration of co
�
right claims o Republic Act No o 167 and Act Nooo 31340 
Manila, Bureau of inting, 19480 43 p o (3) Application for Copyright 
form o 
60 14.APSo One of the first places where I went for maps of the 
Philippines was the Philippine Coast and Geodetic Surveyo9 Barre.ca Streeto9
Binondo, in Manila o There I met Lto Commander Constancio Moo Legaspio9 the 
Chief of the Operations Branche Capto Andres O o Hizon9 Director of the Survey
was not in at the timeo Lt o Commander Legaspi gave me the following information 
concerning their production: (1) Made available a chart and map catalogue 
relating to the Philippines . This includes listings of sailing charts9
coastal chartso9 harbor charts-=of the various islands in the archipelagoo9
topographic maps, and general outline me.pso (2) Supplied a revised price 
list of the charts, maps and other publications which are available at the 
Surveyo (3) Stated that the Survey had about 166 charts but about 30 of 
these were out-of-stockoo They had a total of 20 topographical mapso» and.4 of those were out-of-stockoo (4) The charts a.re being reprinted by the 
U oSo Navy and not by the Philippine Surveyoo However, the topographical maps
are being reprinted in Manila only, and not in Washington o (5) The Philippine 
Coast and Geodetic Survey has prepared very few maps and charts in the post� 
war yearso One which has been prepared solely by the Survey is a Chart of 
Cebuo9 chart no o �69 which is now out-of-stockoo It is being reprinted and 
ought to be available by June, 19530 (6) Two maps were purchased at the 
Survey: one was in color , and the other in black and white, both entitled: 
Republic of the Philippines, 1950., scale-=1: 3o.,o651 9 400 0  
Through the aid of Mr o Jose Roxas of Carmelo and Bauennann, Inc o 9
2057 Axcarraga Streeto., I was able to secure these five mapso9 all of which 
are in colors (1) Republic of the Philippineso Scale-�1:3 ,000o90000 19520 
Published by Manuel To Cuanan ., it contains these features: 52 provinces are 
distinctly indicated by colors; gives names of the bays and points of each 
islandi provides population s�atistics of all provinces; and shows air 
routesoo (2) Philippine Islands. No scale given o 19490 Published by
Manuel T o Cua.nan, 208 Blumentritto., Manila, and shows hundreds and hundreds 
of barrios throughout the archipelago; gives air routes; indicates the roads 
in the isla.nds o (Note: These two maps are unusual in that they show the 
demarcation of the provinceso. in a clear mannero) (3) Soil map of Davao 
Provinceo Scale--1� 250,000� 19470 (4) Soil map of Cebu Province. Scale--
1�20090000 19470 (5) Soil map of Bohol Province o Scale--li l90.,o000�- �9470 
(Noteg- All of these three maps were issued by the Bureau of Soil Conservation 
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in the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resourcesoo Each of them· feature 
the various types of soils, the structure and consistency of the soils in 
these provinceso ) 
7o THE .AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY AND THE TAGALOG BIBI.Eo When I was in the 
Philippines five years ago I purchased from Mro Fonger, the Secretary fio Ho 
_oof the American Bible Society, Bibles, New Testaments and gospel portions in 
many of the languages of the Philippines o This time I was informed that 
there were no new translations available at the present, but that new 
translations of the Gospel of Ke.rk are now in progress in these languages: 
Ifugao, Tiruray and Kankanaioo _ Also, revisions of former translations are 
now being done of the New Testament in Cebuan, of the Gospel of John in 
Cuyonoo9 and of the Gospel of Luke in Tagalogo9 according to the new Revised 
Standard Version, parallel columnso To summarize the many languages in 
which the scriptures are now available from the Bibleo. House in Manila, they 
include 8' the complete· Bible in Bicol, -Ce buan9 Ilocano 9 Pampangan, Pane.yan,, 
Pangasinan9 Samarenyo, and Tagalog; and various gospels in Ibanag, Manobo9
Maguindanao, Subanono9 Joloano, Me.ranawo 
According to Mro Fonger, the Bible, and portions of it, have had a 
phenomenal circulation since the w�r ended in 1945, 160,000 complete Bibles 
in ten different languages, and 647 ,000 New Testaments and portions of the 
Bible in 17 different dialects throughout the islandso "The Philippines is 
perhaps Bo% or more nominally Roman Catholico Up to 1898 when the Philippines 
was opened to other religions, the Bible as such was very little knownoo . To be 
sure the people had been taught many of the great truths contained in that 
Booko But rare indeed was the individual or home which possessed a copyo 
At the turn of the century with the arrival of the American Protestant 
missions came the open Bibleoo In the first years Gospel portions were 
distributed by the thousands o Later as more translation was done New 
Testaments and complete Bibles in several of the national languages appeared 
and were eagerly accepted and read by ever increasing thousands of people o "  
(l4r o Fongero9 Annual Report, 1952 0 ) 
The beginnings of translating the Bible into Tagalog appeared as early 
as 1896 0 By 1898 the first three Gospels and the Book of Acts were printed
in Tagalogoo By 1903 the entire New Testament had been translated into Tagalog
and was ready for saleoo The first draft of the Tagalog Old Testament was ready
by that same year, but it was not ready for publication and distribution until 
1905 0 The Tagalog New Testament has been in existence for half a century and 
the complete Bible in Tagalog almost that long o Both of these Tagalog 
publications, according to Mro Fonger, have had a wide circulation throughout
the i·slands o 
80 THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINESo It was a long drive out Quezon 
now locatedoo On the way out 
that much of the city had been cleaned up within the past five 
years and that many of the bombed buildings had been completely reoonstructedo 
One would not lrnow that they had been shattered by bombs at one time o The 
new campus is a distinct contrast to the one I visited five years agoo 
Earlier the picture of the University was a mass of rubble and twisted steel, 
some buildings being badly shell pocked, and evidence of the gigantic job of 
reconstruction was on every side--a result of the fact that the University 
was situat�d south of the Pasig river where the Japanese took their final 
stand, and the University campus was one of the places which suffered severely 
Boulevard to Quezon City where the institution is 
I could see 
during the liberation of Me.nilao Now one sees e. campus which includes e. 
nmn.ber or modernistic newly constructed buildingso Among the buildings"' 
the University Library building has a prominent position almost in the 
center of the groundso It is a building far superior and much larger than 
the former one which had been destroyed by the waro 
Professor Bernardo told me about the Joseph Ralston Hayden Memorial 
Library which is a vital unit of the University Libraryo This memorial 
collection in memory of the late Dro Hayden contains at present over 85,000 
volumesao It is hoped that it will serve as a national center of research 
and information on Filipino-American relations as well as an International 
Library Center in the Far East for promoting international library co­
ordination and standardization through (1) bibliographic and library 
information and (2) international exchange of library personnel and publi­
ca.tionso 
The University of the Philippines is an institution in which the Library 
of Congress has had a real interest for me ny yearso A large number of the 
volumes within the library are the hundreds and hundreds of UoSo documents 
which were accumulate d and stored in the Library of Congress during the war 
years and then sent from Washington to the Universityo Besides learning 
about the collections of this University Librarya9 Professor Bernardo and I 
discuassed the matter of exchange� 
(1) Since the University has had exchange relations with the Library of 
Congress for a number of years, Professor Bernardo informed me about the 
publications which had been sent to the Library of Congress not long a.goo 
They were as follows� 
Code of the Universi 
og of the 1947-48o9 Pts o  1=4o 
e.tiona esearch ouncil ul etin, noo 
Genera.alao 
Chinese elements in the Te.ge.lo lan age by Eo Ao Manuelo 
The itere.ry apprentiee9 1 - 9 ;  19500 
Natural and a lied science bulletin, volo 99 noso 1-30 
ili
!
pines social science and humanities review"' volo 14 nOS o 1-4,"' 
VO o 159 noo l o  
Annual report of the President, 1948-49. 
Calisthenics and marching tactics by C o C o  Bartolomeo 
Philippine collegiano Commencement noo 19500 
This is your universityo 
Universi of the Philippines fac.ult conference9 pe. ers and roceedings,
19 
Abridged catalogue, 1950-510 
(2) Assembled upon my arrival were more recent issues of some of the 
above publications, and included the following numberss 
Annual report of the President. 1947-48, 1949-50 , 1950-510 
University of
2 
the Philippines faculty conference, papers and proceedings. 
1950i 19510 
Phili ine Historical Societ Journalo Vol o 2, noo 1--Je.nuary 19520 
Continuation of pre-war publicationo )  
Role of our a e niversity by Vida ano 9520 
Philippine Collegianoo Commencement of student paper, 19530 
77,, 
Literary ap
�
rentice e 1951; 1952; 1952 Soo J •  edo 
Address ofo resident Te.noooo o o  195le 
National resEfarch council of the Phili • ines bulletinoe Nos o 28, 30, 31...... 
. ctober 1951o; uly 1950; and ,uly 1951e 
Natural and applied science bulletin� Vol e 9, noo 4--1949o; volo 10, noso 
1�4�-1950; vol o 11, noo l-3--l95lo 
Phili ·oines social science and humanities reviewo Vol o 159 noso 2-4--1950, 
VO O 1 .9 nosoo 1- --1 1; volo 17, no. 1-- 95 0 
Universit
� 
of the Philippines bulletino March-April, 1951; July-Deoember9
1951; arch-April, 1952; July-December, 19520· 
Universi of the Phili pines information bulletino · 1952-53 0 
noo 
(3) One publication which has never been on the exchange program with the 
University is the Dilimar Star , a weekly newspaper in English. The paper was 
started on October ll, 1952, originally conceived as a university town news­
paper but before long it became wider in scope by embracing more than just
the university areao Vol o 1, noo 1 appeared on Saturday, October 11, 1952, 
and was published weekly under the title of the Diliman Star, until the issue 
of January 10 9 1952 (Volo 29 noo 14) , just three months after its inceptiono.I)
when it was joined with another paper called World Current Eventso9 a weekly 
issued formerly by the Philippines Education Foundationo. A complete file of 
this weekly, up to and including the ldareh 14th issue (Vol o 2s no o 23) was 
seouredo 
9 o UNIVERSITY OF MANILA.oo I called on Dro Charles Houston at the University 
of Manila to inquire about the University of Manila Journal of East Asiatic 
Studies9 of which Dro Houston is the editoroo The Journal first appeared in 
October 1951 9 and has been issued quarterly ever sinceo The matter of establish­
ing an exchange between the University of Manila and the Library of Congress was 
proposed and discussed but because there is a desperate need for funds with 
which to continue the Journal, it was decided that an exchange better not be 
entered into now but that the Journal be received by the Library of Congress 
through purchaseoo 
lO o NATIONAL MUSEUMoo When visiting the National Museum.9 I learned from 
Dr o Eduardo Quisumbingo9 the Director of the Museumo9 that the Philippine Journal 
of Science is a government publication which is being sent regularly to the 
Library of Congress on an exchange basiso Dro Quisumbing is the Associate 
Editoro9 and he will see that all mon.ogre.phs and special bulletins are sent 
alsoo 
As President of the Philippine Orchid Society, he informed me that the 
Philippine Orchid Review is a prd.vate publication but that it will be sent 
to the Library of Congress o It would be well to have the Philippine Orchid 
Society on the exchange list of the Library of Congress if it is not on alreadyo 
He told me about the plan to have provincial museums throughout the 
islandsoo With enthusiasm he showed me the actual blueprints of the first one 
which is to be established soon at Vigan, the home town of President Quirinooo 
The building will be constructed in such a way so as to accommodate both the 
provincial museum and the provincial libraryo Dro Quisumbing is working with 
Mr o Montilla on the projecto 
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The National Museum has a large collection of scientific publications.
in its libraryo This might be a special interest to the Science Division 
either for future .reference or for correspondence at the present time o We 
discussed at length the most suitable bibliographical control of the material 
and during the course of the talks I learned that they were endeavoring to 
follow the Library of Congress classification system for their collection 
just as is being done out at the University of the Philippinesoo 
ll o PHILIPPINE NATIONAL ARCHIVES o  The National Archives of the 
Philippines is located in the old Bilibid Prison, the former home of the 
Bureau of Public Libraries o 'While there, I saw the terrible state of the 
collectiono It is a fire box and ought to be moved as soon as possible to 
a fireproof place o Pla.ns have already been made and sanctioned to have the 
materials moved out to the University of the Philippines Library., but .
various factors have caused its delayo 
The collection is s aid to contain an estimated 11,000,000 documents, of 
which about 80% are relevant to the Spanish period in the Philippines, and 
the rest are notarial records dating from about 19000 The emphasis of the 
collection is 19th centuryo9 but there are royal orders dating back as far 
as about 16150 The collection is subject to fire, water-soaking whenever 
there is heavy rain, and insect damageoo The contents of the collection is 
largely unknown; only about one-third of the total number of the bundles have 
been tagged with any sort of identification o Except for a set of royal 
orders, which is calendared, and a small group of local record.a which is 
more-or-less indexed, there is no key to finding anythingoo There is no over­
all system of e.rrangemento Originally the present collection was several 
small collectionso In about 1901 or 1902 the present archives collection 
was brought together and since then has been moved from place to place about 
six times 9 with serious losses each timeoo 
I. would like to think that portions of this collection might be micro­
filmed by the Library of Congress but certainly that cannot be done until 
order is brought out of that chaotic messo If the collection ever arrives 
out at the University of the Philippines, then a microfilming project might 
be eonsidered o 
120 �EED FOR U oSo BOOK EXCHANGE AID. In the Philippines I came across 
many libraries in schools and churches which would benefit from the gift 
program of the UoSo Book Exchangeo This same statement could be made about 
every other country I have visitedo I have not listed in each country report 
those institutions which need this aid but will submit to Miss Ball in the 
near future a list of those libraries and schools to which information might
be sentoo Nearly all of the countries will have difficulty in sending money 
to the UoSo  in connection with the plan of the U eSo Book Exchangeo In one 
instance even Unesco book coupons could not be usedoo 
130 PHIUPPINE NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY o Professor Bernardo, the Librarian 
at the University of the Philippines, has been a zealous person in the 
bibliographical fieldoo For one thing he is the President of the Philippines
Library Association and is Chairman of that Associationo11s Committee on 
Bibliographyo He spoke to me at length about the matter of starting a 
national bibliography for the Philippineso He is convinced that in order 
to place Philippine bibliographical activity on a firm foundation, it is 
imperative that the Philippine Library Association take the initiative in 
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planning for national bibliographical activityo For one thing� when the 
first communications and accompanying documents on the Unes co-Library of 
Congres s  Bibliographical Survey were received by the Philippine Library 
Associationi copies were immediately distributed to the members of the 
Committee on Bibliography for their study and commentsao Later it was stated 
that as a working group the Phi lippine Committee would as sume the sponsorship 
of Philippine participation in, an international bibliographical undertakingo 
Pending the receipt of further information and specific proposals from 
the Unesco-Library of Congres s  Bibliographi·cal Survey.I) the Philippine 
Committee prepared a tentative plan of approach to the giganti c  problem of 
a Philippine national bibliographyao A report prepared and submitted on 
behalf of the Philippine Library As sociation entitled "The Present State 
of Bibliographical Services in the Phi lippine sai " has been preparedo 
140 NATIONAL UNION CATALOG OF THE PHILIPPINES o Elaborate plans are 
under way for a National Union Catalog in the Philippinesa9 which will have 
as its nucleus 189 0009 000 cards which are to be supplied by the Library of 
Congres sao Profe ssor Bernardo told me tha t he had talked over the matter 
with Drao Evansai the Librarian of Congres s ,  and it was Dro Evansai opinion 
that a set of the National Union Catalog cards could be made available for 
the University of the Phi lippines Libraryo 
150 BIBLIOGRAPHICAL PROJECTS IN THE PHILIPPINESo Certain bibliographical 
projects now in progreass at the University of the i5hilippines Library and 
other places in the Phi lippine s were described in detail by Profe s sor Bernardo 
and include the following varied activity� 
( 1 )  A checklist of publications of the ine Government» 19500 The 
original copy o this check ist was sen to vans at e rary o Congre ssa$ 
through Mis s  Aurora Lo  Gerona 9 bibliographer in the University of the Phi lippines 
Library and Secretary of the Bibliographi cal Society of the Phi lippinesa9 who 
is  now working in the Library of Congress o  This list was published by the 
Library of Congress in July 1953 0 
(2) A checklist of Philippine Government publicationsa9 1951-_19520 The 
preliminary draft is  finished already and is now in proce s s  of revision for 
additional items which may have been overlookedo  
(3) List of theses accepted by the University of the Phi lippinesa9 1913= 
1953 0 Material is  ready for publicationo 
(4) Annotated bi bliograph ine 9 Male. an and Indone sia folklore o 
This work consists of par s t  ar 1 inc udes publications up to 1 39 and 
has been completedj Part 2 includes studies from 1923 to 1953 e and is now in 
the proces s  of being prepa.redo 
(5) Philip
�
ine index medicu s o  C omprising four volumes �  volo 1 includes 
material from 1 96 to 1916 and is  complete on slips ; vol o 2 includes material 
from 1917 to 1944 and a ls o  is  completed on slips; volo 3 includes items from 
1945 to 1951 and is  complete for printing� and vol o  4 with more current 
informationa9 1952 to datea9 is  in process of being preparedo  
(6) Checklist of Philippine Government documents , 1917-19490 This 
compilation was made to supplement Elmer0s checklist of 19160 ft is  still 
in proces s  of compilationo 
(7) Checklist of Phili ine bibliographies, reference lists, and library
trade ea:talogs, 1 13 to dateo At present there are about 900 entries now 
finished and in the tr,iy for final editing; there are approximately 100 more 
entries to  be checked before bei ng includedo 
. . 
(8) Current trade list of Philippine (non-governmental publicat ions) � 
19530 In preparationo  
(9) Union catalog of collections of Phili pine government libraries 
included in  Inter-De a rtmenta1 Reference Servic es nstitute of blic 
Administrations and niversity of 'fille ilippineso n progress o  
(10) Union catalog of the main and branch libraries of the University of 
the Philippinesao In progress 
(11) Union l ist of Filipiniana in Jesuit lib�aries in the Philippinesao 
This list is being prepared by the Philippine Jesuit Mission in Manilaao A 
mimeographed list already completed includes 921 entriesao 
(12) The University of Manila is publishing a bibliographical section 
in its Journal of East Asiatic Studiesao For exaample, see vol o 1� noo 2,
January 1952 to dateo 
(Notei Projects 1 through 10 are being carried on at the Universi ty of the 
Philippines a nd the other two a re activities outside of the Universityo 
All are in coordination with the Bibliographical Society of the Philippineso ) 
'When I was talking with President Tan of the University9 I was pleased
to learn that a new publication i s  anticipatedo Professor Bernardo was 
given assaurance that he will be given financial aid out of the University 
publication fund to the amount of P400 per issue of a Bibliographical 
Bulletino This a.mount, which is about US$ 200, will not be sufficient to  
print even a modest bulletin if  it is to be is sued in a n  edition of at least 
l D 000 copieso A presentable Bulletin may c ommand �n increase in fundsao 
160 ACQUISITI0NSao Nearly all purchases in  the Phi lippines were made 
through the Advocate Book Supply Company which in turn sent the books to the 
Library of Congress with the accompanying vouchersao Apart from the maps 
already referred to above, there is one publication purchased at the 
Philippine Federation of Christian Churches to which reference is  madeo 
A complete file of the Philip ine Christ!an Advance, the official organ of e
the Philippine Federation of � hristian Churches, was purchased from volao 1., 
noo l o This journal is one which will be useful for one studying religious 
trends in the Phili ppines o The monthly includes these articles withi n the 
past couple years :  tt0n religious instructi on in the public schools, " "The 
vatican and the Philippines, " "The Philippine independent church, "  
ttPhilippine Protestantism and social action."  
'When discussing the matter of publications dealing with Communism in 
the Philippines, I received from Darrell Drucker of the U�Sc Information 
Service a study which he had madeo It is entitled: The principles and 
practices of Communism o  There is a s mall section on SoutheastAsia, and 
a chapter on Communism in the Philippines. Designed for use in the public 
schools of the Philippines , it is  informative of the early party history, 
the organization of the Communist Party in the Philippines, and the activity 
of the Communists during and after the war. 
'·· 
. 
Bl� 
There are three documents which I would recommend for acquisition by
microfilmingo I saw all of them while I was in .Manila and since I found it 
inadvisable to purchase them because of the high prices placed upon them, I 
would recommend that microfilm copies be obtained if possibleo 
(1) The first one is entitled: Patnubay ngo· Ba
i
n, a periodical which 
was issued from 1915 to 1925--10 volumes in all oo ere was a small English 
section in ea.ch issue but it appeared to be mostly in Tagalogo In a number 
of issues, Spanish is included tooo When talking with various persons about 
the pu�lication ., I learned that it is rich in Filipino folkloreo 
(2) Another document in Tagalog is Ang Himagsikan sa Noveleta (The up­
rising in Noveleta Cavite) as written by General Pascual Alvarezo It deals .,
with the revolutionary period from 1896 to 1899 during which time the 
writer was Secretary of the Me.gdiwang Government 
., 
(Katipunan)., later 
Secretary of the Interior in the Provisional Philippine Republico., and9
from 1901-1903o9 the Municipal President of Caviteo 
(3) The Gaceta de Manila was a daily official news_paper which began 
publication on February 26, 1861, replacing the Boletin Oficial, which 
existed from 1850o0 One complete set of the Gaeeta was located, dating from 
February 26 g  1861 to August 89 1898--72 volumes in all o The first three years 
are covered in three volumes ;_ thereaftero., there are two volumes for each yearo 
17 0 MICROFIJ.MING PROJECTS IN THE l'.HILIPPINESo A rather extensive micro­
filming project is being carried on by Mro Edgar B o  Wickberg9 a Fulbright
scholar from the University of California, September 1952--September 19530 
The project involves the filming of old Spanish records of the previous 
century with the purpose of locating information about Chinese immigration 
during the Spanish period in the Philippines, 1565-18980 The University of 
California has furnished a microfilm camera and fifty rolls of film for the 
project and when the work is completed, the University will have the negative 
copy of the film and a positive copy will be retained by the Archiveso., the 
place where the material is locatedo Besides photographing material pertinent 
to the subject of Chinese in the Philippines, significant material on other 
subjects--particularly the kind of material apt not to be in any other 
archives-=is being filmed alsoo 
When Professor Beyer of the Department of Anthropology of the University 
of the Philippines called on me one evening, I learned more about a collection 
in Professor Bayer ' s  custody which contains many fine volumes on anthropology
related to the Philippines--e. number being documents which have never been 
publishedo For purposes of reference, I will call it the Beyer Collectiono 
Viewing the full collection later one afternoon at 506 Aviles Street where 
Professor Beyer resideso., I proposed that such an excellent group of books 
ought to be filmedo Professor Beyers, after some consideration, agreed that 
the proposal was good and that he wo�ld support ito·owith his cooperationo 
Furthermore, when I noted the fact that it would be imperative to have the 
books in better order and arrangement than they are at present for micro­
filming purposes , Professor Beyer also agreed to have the entire Beyer 
Collection moved to the University of the Philippines if space were made 
available for it at the University Libraryo (Notes No commitment of any
kind was made as to what the Library of Congress  might do relative to 
filming the collection but it was left clear that a recommendation would be 
made to the Library of Congress that the Beyer Collection be filmedo) 
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180 EIGHTH PACIFIC SCIENCE CONGRESS o  When talking with Profe s sor Beyer,  
Organizing Chairman of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistoric Congres s ;  and 
President Tan, Chairman of the National Research Counci l of the Philippinesa
i t  was learned that the Eighth Pacific Science Congres s  of the Pacific 
.,, 
Science As sociation will be held simultaneously with the Fourth Far Eastern 
Prehistoric Congres s ao The meetings of these two bodies wi ll be held in the 
Philippines this timea at Quezon City Manilal) and other placesa,!) in the "' ., 
latter part of Novembear--November 16 to 28, 1953a0 
The general outline of the scientifio program will include� agriculture jl 
soil resources ,  forestry.,, geology, geophysicsa.,, meteorology9 zoology.,, botany .,, 
anthropology $ public health nutrition and social scienceao Unesco will 
sponsor a symposium on physical and biological oceanography at which certain 
oceanographers will make contributionsao 
190 ACQUISI TION ARRANGEMENTS FOR UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIAao In the 
interest of the University of California Library at Berkeley I was requested 
by both the Order Divison and the Gifts and Exchange Division of that 
institution to aid them during my field trip to the different countries of 
Southeast Asiao I have not listed in each country report those institutions 
which are desirous of having exchange arrangements with the University of 
California but a full list of the universitiesa.,, collegesa9 research centers 
and other places 'will be sent to the university libraryo 
Inasmuch that the University of California Library has as sumed the 
reir;ponsibility of the Phialippines as  one of the "critical a rea" assignments 
under the Farmington Plan, I was s pecifically reque sted to make the necessary 
arrangements with a dealer in Manila for the procurement of booksao Miss 
Dorothy Kellera Head of the Order Department, stated that up to the pre sent .,, 
they had found the Advocate Book Supply Company very good in supplying books 
but s ince the Library of Congres s  was using this source ,!) it was suggested by 
a member of the committee that California employ another dealer in order to 
provide more complete eoverageao This a dvice I followed and, after visiting 
different bookstores--i�eluding the Philippine Book Company, Estaniel Book­
s tore and the Phi lippine Education Company--I selected the Philippine 
Education Company as the dealer for the University of California Libraryo 
The matter was fully discus sed with Mro Francis B o Freeman 9 the Manager of 
the Educational Department , indicating to him the purpose of the University 9 s 
acquisition program from the Phi lippinesa9 the kind of books desired for 
research.,, and particular emphasis on the fact that books in the vernacular 
languages ,  particularly Tagalog, were highly desiredo  Our conversation 
concluded with the idea that Miss Keller or someone e lse from the Unive rsity 
of California Library would write to him stating the purchase order number 
and other special instructions regarding their purchasesao The address is g
Phialippine Education Company, Incao , P.Oo Box 620, Manila o 
Upon my arrival in California,  various persons from the University of 
California ,  and Stanford Unive rsity too, conferred with me regarding some 
of my findings while in Southeast Asiao  One morning I conferred with various 
persons at the Hoover Memorial Library, thanks to the efficient arrangements 
by Profe ssor Claude Bus s :  Mr o Easton Rothwe ll 9 director; Mr o Harold Fishera
chairman, Mr . Phi lip McLean, librarian; Miss Marianna Olmstead, research 
.,, 
assistant, and Mrs o Lien Che Fang, curator of the Chine se and South Asia 
Oollections o At noon, various persons came down from the University of 
California to Stanford and we- all had lunch together on the Stanford campus , 
at which time I spoke informally about certain aspects of Southeast Asia 
publications. The persons from the University of California Library 
included: Miss Marian Waby, Order Division; Miss Katherine King, Gifts and 
Exchange Division; Miss Elizabeth Huff, East Asiatic Library. That afternoon 
the University of California people conferred with me about acquisitions ideas 
in Southeast Asia including the activities which the University of California 
had requested me to do for them. A full statement about the arrangements I 
had made with the Philippine Educational Company was given at that timeo 
APPENDIX 
PERSONS CONFERRED WITH DURING THE TRIP 
(Countries Arranged in Order of Itinerary) 
(NOTE2 The success of one's work is determined in part by the cooperation given 
by otherso Besides the many persons of the countries of Southeast Asia, I 
would make special mention here of the excellent manner in which various 
officers of the American Embassy posts in Southeast Asia gave aid in so many 
wayso The names of those persons are to be found belowo CH) 
Englandj 
Luzac Bookdealers9 Great Russell.Street, Londonao 
,.Mro Jo Bo Pearson, Librarian, School of Oriental and African Studies9 University
of London, Londonao 
., 
Professor Victor Purcell, Department of History9 Cambridge University, Cambridgeao 
Burma� 
Mro Robert Aclya9 Special Assistant to the Ambassador9 UoSo Embassy9 Rangoono 
Mro Ameen, Secretary, American Embassy9 Rangoon& 
Dro U Ba Han, President, Burman Theological Seminary, Seminary Hill, Inseino 
U Ba Htay9 Commissioner of Settlement and Land Records, 230 Dalhousie Streets 
Ra.ngoono 
U Ba Kyaw, Secretary, Buddha The.tans. Council9 Re.ngoono
U Ba Sa9 Deputy Minister of Culture, Secrete.riat9 Rangoono 
U Ba Soe9 Manager, Burma Educational Bookshop, Merchant Street, Rangoono 
Dro U Ba U, The President of the Union of Burma, President' s  House, Rangoono 
. . .Miss Bond9 TranspQ,i"tation . Officer;a· u;�. Embas sy,: Rangoon� �- .. ,.
Dro James Boyce, Administrative Officer, Burma-America Institute, Rangoon& 
Mro Brehm, Fulbright Research Student, UoSo Educational Foundation, Rangoono 
U Cho, Executive Officer, UoSo Educational ( Fulbright) Foundation in Burme.a9
c/o Burma-America Ins titute, Rangoono 
Dro Paul Clasper, Pierce Divinity College, Seminary Hill Inseino 
Dro F?"ederick Dickason, Literature Secretarya.,, American Baptist Mission, 
Ste Johns Road, Rangoono 
l4?"ao John S o Furnivall9 Advisor to Burma Government.,, Rangoono 
Dro Dorothy Gates, Ellen Mitchell Memorial Hospital, Moulmeino 
Miss Virginia Geiger, Cultural Attache, American Embassy, Rangoono 
Dro Barbara Grey, Ellen Mitchell Memorial Hospital, Moulmeino 
U Hla Khin Maung, Director of Survey, Merchant Street, Re.ngoono 
U Htin Aung, Rector, University of Rangoon, Ra.ngoono 
Mr o Haniel Jones, Methodist Mission, Creek Street, Rangoono 
U Khin Maung, Assistant Curator, Government Book Depot, Rangoono 
Miss Knapp, Assistant Librarian, UoSo Information Service, American Embassy, 
Rangoono 
Capto Kyaw Myint, Aide de Camp to the President of Burma, President' s  House, 
Re.ngoono
Thakin Kyaw Tun, General Secretary, All Burma Peasants' Organization, Rangoonao 
U Lin Sein and Daw E Tin ( Lin Press ) ,  Methodist School, Creek Street, Rangoono 
Mro Lionel Landry, Public Affairs Officer, American Embas sy 9 Rangoono
U Ne Myo, Vice President, Bogyoke Aung San Library, Rangoono 
U Pe Maung Tin, Department of Burmease Language and Literature, University of 
Rangoon, Rangoono 
U Po Lat, Secretary to the Minister of Culture, Secretariat, Rangoono 
U San Aung, Acting Superintendent of Printing and Stationery, Government 
Book Depot, Rangoono 
U S.an Htwar, Head, Burma Translation Society, Prome Road, Rangoono 
Miss Sawyer, Voice of America, American Embassy, Rangoono
Mro William Jo Sebald, Ambassador, .American Embassy, Rangoono 
Mr o Erville Sowards, Executive Secretary, Amertcan Baptist Mission, St o Johns 
Road, Re.ngoonoo 
Mrs. Virginie. Stryker, Disbursing Officer, American Embassy, Rangoono 
U Than Maung, Librarian, National· ' Libraryo., Jubilee Hall, Re.ngoono 
U Tharawaddy Maung Maung, Chairman, Board of Directorso., Burma-America Institute, 
Rangoonoo 
U Thein Han, Librariano., University of Rangoon, Rangoono
Sir U Thwin9 President, Buddha The.thane. Council, Rangoono 
U Tin Aung, Manager, Thudhamma Wadi Press, Rangoon o 
U Tin Htoo, Owner, Thudamawadi Press, Rangoono 
U Tin Tun, Chief Accountant, Union Bank of Burma, Rangoon o 
U Tun Win, Minister of Informationo., Rangoono
U Tun Pe, Minister of Culture, Secretariat, Rangoon o 
Mr o H o C o Willens, British and Foreign Bible Society, Sule Pagoda Road, Rangoonoo 
Thailandg 
Nai Tri Ametyakul, Chief, Division of Literature and History, National LibraryoD
Bangkokoo 
Miss Mary .Anglemyer, Librarian , UoSo Information Service, UoSo Embassy, Bangkoko
Miss Bhekanan, Librarian, Department of Science Library, Bangkokoo 
Major General Luang Le.haw Bhumilako., Director-General, Royal Survey Department, 
Bangkokoo 
Nai Parada Burane.siri, Assistant Librarian, House of Parliament, Bangkok o 
lliroo and Mrsoo Carl Capen, .American Baptist Mission, 9 Dejo Lane, Bangkoko 
Nai Chamnong, Publicity Bureau, Bangkoko. 
Nai Abhai Chande.vimolo9 Director-General, Department of General Education, 
Ministry of Educationo., Be.ngkoko 
Miss Marjorie Cheatham, Disbursing Officer, U oSo Embassy, Be.ngkoko 
Mom Re.jwongs Te.ne.umsri Devekul, Manager, International Translations, New Road,
Be.ngkoko 
Professor Ralph Lee Eyman, Vocational Education MSA, Be.ngkoko.,
Mr o Robert Fasson (Bangkok Construction Company), Bangkok. 
Mro Po K o Garde, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Bangkoko
Mro N o Geelmuye.en, Secretary, Sirun Society, Be.ngkoko 
Mr � Joseph S o Gould, Advisor, National Economic Council, Bangkoko 
Miss Boon Song Gune.ke.sem, Cure.tor, Damrong Collection, National Library, Be.ngkoko 
Miss Miriam Hicks9 Travel Officer, U oSo Embassy, Bangkoko 
Mr o Jerry James, Assistant Librarian, UoSo Information Service, UaSo  Embassy, 
Bangkokoo 
Mro Oo Elden Johnson, Ford Foundation grantee, Be.ngkoko 
Mr oo Joel Keyes, U oS o Embassy, Bangkok. · 
Prince Dilokrit Kride.kon9 Director-General, Department of Political Affairs, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangkokoo 
M o R o Se.lab Late.ve.lye., Secretary-General, Chulalongkorn University, Be.ngkoko 
Mrs o Ruth Lockwood, Fulbright Teacher of Library Science, Chule.longkorn Universityo11
Be.ngkoko 
Mr o Kendric Marshall, Head, UNESCO Mission in Thailand, Be.ngkoko
Mr o and Mrs o Me.sengill, Bine.tional Center, Be.ngkoko 
Dr o Eunice Matthew, Primary Teacher in UNESCO Project, Che.choengsaoo
Mro Raymond D o Mee.des, Direotor, Binational Center, Bangkok. 
Mr o Albert Doo Moseottis, U.S o Embassy, Bangkoko. 
Nai Sukich Nimmanheminda, Thai Government Official, Bangkoko 
H o  H. Prince Dhani Nivat, President, Siam Society, Bangkoko 
Mr o Eugene Foo O'Connor, Public Affairs Officer, U .So Information Service, UoS o 
E:mbe.ssy, Be.ngkoko 
Dr o Mason Olcott, Adult Education Advisor, UNESCO Project, Che.choengse.oo 
Mr o E o Conrad Parlane.n, Fulbright Program, U.S .  Embassy, Be.ngkoko 
Professor Robert Lo Pendleton, Soil Analyst, Mutual Security Agency, Be.ngkoko 
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Nai Niyom Phadermchi t, Acting llllanager, Nibondh Bookdealer, New Road, Bangkoko 
General Mongkorn Prom-Yothi, Minister of Education and President, Council of 
ChulaJ.:ongkorn Universityo., Bangkok.
Lt e Colo Luang Ronasithi Pichai, Direotor-General, Fine Arts Department, 
Ministry of Culture, Bangkok.
Mr o l o N o Ragachev, Assistant Managing Director, "Exporthleb", Embassy of 
U oSoS eR • ,  Bangkokoo 
Major Sarnniang.i! Assistant to the Director, Royal Survey Department, Bangkoke 
Mr o John Scoon, Cultural Affairs Officer, U.S e  Information Service, U.S. 
Embassy, Bangkok o · 
Dr e Lauriston Sharp, Cornell Research Center, Bangkoko 
Professor Charoen Sheanakun, Dean, College of Engineering, Chulalongkorn 
University, Bangk6koo 
Mro William Skinnero., Cornell Research Center, Bangkokoo 
Mro Edwin Stantono9 Ambassador9 UoS o  Embassy, Bangkoko
Khun Prasert Subhamatra, Dean, Faculty of Economics, University of Moral 
Science and Jurisprudence, Bangkoko. 
Nai Rong Syamanandao9 Dean, Faculty of Arts and Education, Chulalongkorn 
University, Bangkoko 
Luang Bunjural Uksornkorn, Secretariat of the Council of the Ministers , Bangkokoo 
Phya Sri Visarn Vacha, Member Privy Council, Bangkok.
Air Vice Marshal M .  M o  Vejyant-Rangsrisht, Rector, Chulalongkorn University, 
Bangkoko 
Mr o Peter Voth, American Bible Society, Bangkok. 
Cambodia: 
Mr o Jean Boissdier, Director, Musee A. Sarrant, Phnom Penhe 
Mro Christopher Dirr, Manager, Portail Impr. et la Librairie, Phnom Penho 
Mr o Ly Hak, Director, Cadastre Municipal, Phnom Penh o 
Mro Nong Kimney (Ambassador, Embassy of Cambodia, Washington, D oC o), Ministre 
des Affaires Etrangeres, Phnom Penho 
Mro Buth Lar, Guide Official a la Conservation d 'Angkor, Siemreapo 
Mr o Henri Marchal, Conservateur, Angkor Wat, Siemreapoe 
Mro Joseph Montllor, Consul, UoS•  Consulate, Phnom Penh. 
Mr o Leonard Overton, Public Affairs Officer, U o S. Consulate , Phnom Penho·
Mr o Pach-Chhoeun, Conservateur de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Phnom Penhoo 
Capto Poe-Thul, Aide-de-Camp to the King of Cambodia, Phnom Penho 
Mro Roun-Praseuth, Cultural Officer, Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres, Phnom Penho 
Miss Hem Thoutch Sarangam, Librarian, UoS• Information Service, U.S o Consulate,
Phnom Penho 
Mro Henry Trepagnier, MSA, U.S o Consulate, Pp.nom Penho 
Mr o Troude, Directoro.,, French Information Service, Phnom Penh e 
Mr o Tep Youth, Director, Service du Cadastre et des Bureau Fanciers, Phnom Penho 
Mr o Yoeurn-Choeum, Institut Bouddhique, Phnom Penh e 
Viet-Nam� 
.,,
Dr o Samuel C o Adams, Mass Education Officer, STEM, Saigon o·
Mro Albert Brown, Budget Officer, U.S. Embassy, Saigon.
Miss Patricia Byrne, Publications Officer, UoSe  Embassy, Saigon. 
Mro Rene de Herval, Editor, France Asie and Asia, 93 rue d ' Ormay, Saigon. 
Mro William Brothers Dunn, Second Secretary, U o S o  Embassy, Saigon. 
Miss Emma Jean Gammell, Associate Librarian, U.Soo Information Service, u.S o 
Embassy, Saigono 
Lt o Gourvil, Hydrographic Office, Saigon. 
Mr o Donald Heath, Ambassador, U.S. Embassy, Saigon. 
Mr o Charles Hellyer, Disbursing Officer, u.• s .  Embassy, Saigono 
Mr o Nguyen dinh Hung, UoS. Information Service, U.S. Embassy, Saigonoe 
Miss Laverne Kunka, U. S.  Embassy, Saigon. 
- . 
.,, 
' ' 
i 
Mr o Phan vo Ky1 Bibliothe�ue Nationale du Sud Viet-Nam, Saigon.
Mr o John Lassuso., Head, Faculty of La.w ., Universite de l'Indochine, Saigonoo 
Mr o John Lewis, Librarian, U�S. Information Service, U.S. Embassy, Saigon.
Mro Louis Malleret, Director, Ecole Francaise d'Extreme Orient, Hanoi. 
Dr e Herman O o Marshall, Health Education, STEM, Saigon.
Ce.pt o Mathew, Institut Geographique Nationale, Saigono. 
Mr o Jack Metcalf, Public Affairs Officer, U.S. Consulateo., Hanoi� 
Mro Pompei, Premier President du Cour d ' Appel Mixteo., Pale.is de Justiceo., Saigonoo 
:Mroo Herbert Reiner, Administrative Officero., U.S. Embassy, Saigon.
Mr o Sen9 Musee Blanchard de la Brosse, Saigon. 
Colo Leo Woo H o Shaughnessey, ArrtrJ Attache, U.S. Embassy, Saigon. 
Mr o Doan quan Tan.,oConservateurde la Bibliotheque Nationale du Sud Viet-Nam, Saigono 
Mr o Dao van Tu, Manager, Librairie Vinh Bao, 66 ter Boulevard Benard, Saigonoo 
Mro Le van Tu9 Directoro., Service du Cadastre et de la Topographie du Sud Viet-
Ne.m.l) Saigon o 
Laos& 
Mr o Davd.d Thomsono9 Charge d VAffaires, U oSo Consulate, Vientianne. 
Singaporeg 
Dre Raymond L o Archer, Methodist Missiono 
ldr o Armstrong; Administrative Assistanto., Office 0£ Public Relations, Seoretariatoo 
Mro Charles Oo Baldwin, Consulate�General, U.S. Consulate. 
Sir Sydney Caine., Vice Chancellor, University of Malaya. 
Mr o Ernest Clark, Librarian, University of Malaya.
Mro Geoffrey Ao Crossley, Deputy Regional Information Officero., Commissioner-
General Office. 
Professor E. H o Go Debby, University of Malaya. 
Mro C o A o Gibson-Hill, Raffles Museumo. 
Mr. Gillespieo0 Deputy Printer, Government Printing Office. 
Mr. Lindsay Granto9 Vice Consul, U.S. Information Service, U.S. Consulate.o· 
Mro Gerald Hawkinso9 Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro Fo S o Horslin, Government Printer, Government Printing Office. 
Mro 11Ialcolm Macdonald, High Commissioner for Southeast Asiao 
Mro C o  M o  Mciver ., Manager, Malayan Publishing Houseoo 
Mro B o  A o  Mallal, Editor9 Malayan Law Journal, 20 Malacca Street. 
Mro and Mrs o Herman Mark, Methodist Mission, Anglo-Chinese Schooloo 
Mr o Ehler Newton, Public Affairs Officer, U o S o Information Service, UoS. Consulate o 
Mr o Eugene Prostov, Cultural Affairs Officer, u.s . Information Service, U.S. 
Consulate o 
Mrs o Clifton Riley, Disbursing Officer, U oSo Consulate. 
�o To  P o Seabourne, Manager, Keely and Walsh, Bookdealer, Raffles Placeoo 
Professor Thomas H o Silcock, Dean, Faculty of Arts ., University of Ma.laya o 
Miss Helen Simonson, Librarian, U.So Information Service, U.S o Consulate . 
Mro Herbert Sone, Principal, Trinity Collegeo 
Mr. Sullivan, Acting Public Relations Officer, Secretariato 
Mro George G o Thomson, Public Relations Officer, Secretariatoo 
Mr o Mo  W o  F. Tweedie, Director, Raffles Museum and Library. 
Mr o Jack Williamson, Methodist Mission. 
Malaya: 
:Mr o Anderson, Public Affairs Officer, U oSo Consulate, Penang. 
Mr o K o  A o Blacker, Secretary to the Government, Secretariat, Kuala Lumpuro 
Mrs o Buxton, Museums Department, Kuala Lumpur. 
Mro Khoo Kay Chong, Manager, Hoe and Company, Booksellerso., 11 Bishop Street, Penang. 
Mro Dean, Vice Consul, UeS o  Consulate, Kuala Lumpur.
Mr o F o P o Egerton, Deputy Chairman, Central Electricity Board, Kuala Lumpur. 
Mro Io  D. Fatigati, Administrative Officer, U.S .  Consulate, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro , Jack Gertz, Public Affairs Officer, U oS. Information Service, U.S. Consulate,
Kuala Lumpuro 
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Mr o Victor Hesse g Manager , Caxton Presso., Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mr o James Lieuo., New Village·oSupervisor., Jingang., Kepongoo 
Mro Johm :Moir .I) Chief Cartographero., Survey Department, Kuala Lumpur o 
Mr o Noble9 Surveyor General., Survey Department, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Dro Ho Seng Ong., Principal., Anglo-Chinese Schoolo., Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro van Oss ., Consul., UoS o Consulate, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mr o Ao  Do Co  Peterson ., Director of British Information Serviceso., Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro R o Po  S o  Rajasooria, Author, Two decades of Malayan trialso., Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro T o  Sivapragasam9 President, Rotary Club, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro George Smith., Government Printero., Government Printing Office, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mro Gunnar Tileman, Methodist Boys School, Wesley Road, Kuala Lumpuroo 
Mr o Wathersono9 Chief Secretaryo., Secretariat, Kuala Lumpur. 
Mr o P o  Do R o  Williams-Hunt � Director, Museums Department9 Kuala Lumpur (Died 
in early snrnm0r of 1953). 
Indonesia& 
Mro Robert Coo Bone, U oS o  Embassy., Djakartaoo 
Mr o John Curtis, Public Affairs Officer ., U o So  Information Service ,, U oS o Embassy,
Djakartao 
Mro Richard Curtis, U oS o  Embassy, Dje.kartao 
Mro J o  G o Jo deGroot, Director, Pedjabatan Hydrografi Indonesia., Ministry of 
Communicationso., 87 Gunung Siri ., Djakarta.
Mro "J � J" deGroot 9 ·Manager., . Kolff' ,j.nd Company Bookdealers, Djakarte.o 
Mr� R o  Mo . Musa·osoerianata Djoemena, Assistant Secretary General for Functional 
Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Djakarta.oa 
Mr o Alfred Downso., Public Affairs Officer , U oS o Consulateo., Mede.noo 
Mro Frank Field, Mail Clerk, U.So Embassy9 Djakartaoe 
Mrso M o .oJo  M o van Groendee lg Librarian, Lembe.ga Kebudajaan Indonesiao., Djakarta o 
Mro Albert Hamel, Principal, Methodist English School., Palembangoo 
Miss Harper., Vice=Consul, U o So Consulate, Mede.no 
Mro Theodore Hohenthal., Charge d,9 Affe.ires, U.So Embassy; Djakartao 
Mro H o  Go Kao, Nan Sing Bookstore, 12 Pantijoran Street, Djakarte.oo 
Mr o Koperbergo., Biro Perpustakaan, Ministry of Educationo., Djakarta� 
Miss Elizabeth Lindsay,oLibrarian, U o S o Information Service,Uoe S o Embassy, Djakartao 
Mro B o Me.layu9 Head, General Affairs Section, Functional Department, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Djakartao 
Mro McCall, Stanve.c, Palembango 
Miss Kathryn McCoy, Disbursing Officer, u.s. Embassy, Djakartao 
Mr� Jules Meininger, Manager � Varekamp and Company, Bookdee.lers, Mede.no 
Mro M o Ali Naviah., President, Association of Indonesian National Publishing 
Firms in Northern Sumatre.o9 Mede.noo 
Mro G o  Ockeloen, Editor, Berita Bula.nan., Kantor Bibliografi Nasional, Bandungo 
Mrs o Peterso., Secretary to the President, University of Indonesiao., Djakartao 
Dr o Sarwono Prawirohardjo, Medical Faculty, University of Indonesia, Djakartao 
Mro Pyke 9 Head, Methodist English School, Mede.noo 
Mro Osman Raliby, Head, Planning and Documentation Department., Ministry of 
Information, Djakarta. 
Mr o Surodjo Ranudiredjo� Director, Geological Survey, Bandungo
Mrs. Co van Rietschoten, Librariano., Faculty of Technology, University of 
Indonesia, Bandungo 
Mr H o Lo Rogge, Librarian, Faculty of Technology., University of Indonesia, Bandungo 
Mr. 
o 
Jusuf Ronodipuro, Director, Radio Indonesia in Djakarta, Djakartaoo 
Dr o Roam, Member Indonesian Parliament, Djakarta. 
Mr o Jo A o  Schuurman, Foreign Service Academy, Ministry of Foreign Affairso., Djakartao 
Mrso S o Pudjo Same.di, Radio Indonesia, Djakarta. 
Mro Philip Simprangkiro., Indonesian Information Service, Medan. 
Mro David Stenhouse, Transportation Officer, UoSo. Embassy, Djakarta. 
Dr ooandoMrs o Ahmad Subardjo, Special Advisor to Indonesian Government, Djakarta o 
Dr o Supomo, President, University of Indonesia, Djakarta.
Dr o Suwanto, Head, Pacific Affairso., Ministry of Foreign Af'fairs, Djakarta. 
. \' 
Miss Thorne, Librarian, U �So Information Service, UoSe  Consulate, Medano 
Professor H ooVlugter, Dean, Faculty of Technology, University of Indonesia, Bandungoo 
Mrs o Vreede-de Stuers, Head, School of Librarianship, Library of Political and 
Social Science, 11 Medan Merdeka Selatan, Djakartaoo 
Miss Dorothea Western, Librarian, U.S. Information Service, UoS. Embassy» Djakartao 
Dr o Mohannnad Yamin, Indonesian Parliament Member, Djakartao 
Sarawak& 
Mr o W o J o Chater, Government Printer, Government Printing Office, Kuchingoo 
Mr ooTomoHarrison, Government Ethnologist and Curator, Sarawak Museum and Library, Kuchingoo 
Mro M o J o Hurley, Sarawak Survey Office, Kuching o 
Mr o Philip Jones, Directoro9 British Information Office, Kuchingoo 
Mr o F o K o Kitton, Superintendent, Sarawak Survey Office, Kuchingoo 
Mr o Bao Chiang Lim, Government Printing Office, Kuchingoo 
Mr o Morshidi, Deputy Information 0ffic�r, British Information Office, Kuchingo 
Philippinesg, 
Miss Soledad Abreu, U o So  Information Service, UoS o Embassy, Ma.nilao 
Mr o Pedro Ayudaj)oManageroj) Advocate Book Supply Company, 2034 Azcarroga Stoo , lYlanilao 
Miss Louise F o Baier, U oSoo.Information Service, Uoo So Embassy, Manilaoo 
Professor Gabriel Bernardo, Librarian, University of the Philippines, Quezon City,
Manilaoo 
Professor Hoo Otley Beyer, Department of Anthropology, University of the Philippines 
(506 Aviles Street), Manilaoo 
Mr o Dan Braum, Institute of Public Administration, Manilaoo 
Mr o Ralph Busick, Public Affairs Officer, UoSo Embassy, Manile. o 
Mr o Vicente del Carman, Copyright Examiner, Bureau of Public Libraries, Manilaoo 
Miss Ann Child, Disbursing Officer, U o So Embassy, Manilao 
Mro Darrell Drucker, Assistant Cultural Affairs Officer, UoSo  Information Service,
U oS o Embassy9 Manilaoo 
Mr o and Mr o W o H o Fongero9 American Bible Society, 636 rsaac Peral, Manilaoo 
Mr o Francis B o Freemano9 Manager, Educational Departmento9 Philippine Education 
Company, Manilaoo 
Dr o Ernest Frei, Presbyterian Mission, Manilao 
Ce.pt o Andres Ooo Hizono9 Director9 Philippine Coast and Geodetic Survey, Barre.ca 
Street, Binondo9 Manilaoo 
Dr o Charles Houston, Editor, University of Manila Journal of East Asiatic Studies,
University of Manila, 105 Alejandro VI, Manilao 
Mr o Harry Hudson, Assistant Public Affairs Officer, U oS o  Embassy, Manilaoo 
Mr o Jacobo, Seller of Law Books9 Saminilla Building, Escolta, Manila. 
Miss Cecilia Johnsono9 Librariano,. UoS. Information Serviceo9 U,,So Embassy9 Manilao 
Mr o Rolando Coo Lansang, Head, Public Documents Section, Bureau of Public Libraries, 
Manilaoo 
Lt o Commander Constancio Moo Legaspi., Chief, Operations Branch, Philippine Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, Barreca Street, Binondo, Ma.nilaoo 
Mr o Francisco Ro Madrid, Criminal Investigating Laboratory, Police Depe.rtment, Manilaoo 
Mr o Glenwood Matthews, Administrative Officer, UoSo Embassy, Manilaoo 
Mr o Montilla, Head, Bureau of Public Libraries, Manilao 
Mr o Eo Po Montinolla, Owner of Rizal Collection, Ma.nilao 
Miss Margery Owen., Institute of Public Administration (University of Michigan), Manilao 
Dr o Eduardo Quisumbing, Directoro., National Museum, Manilao 
Mr o Jose Roxas, Carmelo and Bauerman, Inc o , 2057 Azcarrago Street, Manilaoo 
Mro Woo G o Solheim, UoSo Information Service, UeS,,  Embassy, Laoag, Ilocas Norte, Luzono 
Mro Raymond Ames Spruance, Ambassador, U . So Embassy9 Manilao 
Mro Vidal A o Tan, President, University of the Philippines, Chairman, National 
Research Council of the Philippines, Quezon City, Manila o 
Mr o Edgar Boo Wickberg, Fulbright Student, National Archives, Manilaoo 
